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SUMMARY

In the late eighties, a new class of materials, known as photonic crystals (PCs),
emerged enabling the propagation and generation of light to be potentially manipulated
with unprecedented control. PCs consist of a periodic modulation of dielectric constant in
one, two, or three dimensions, which can result in the formation of directional or omnidirectional photonic band gaps (PBGs), spectral regions where light propagation is
forbidden, and more remarkably, novel dispersion characteristics. Since PC properties
scale with the dimension of the wavelength of interest, significant technological
constraints must be fully addressed to manufacture 3D PBG materials for optical or
infrared applications such as displays, lightning, and communications. PCs enable the
unraveling of unique optical phenomena such as PBGs, spontaneous emission rate
manipulation, sub-wavelength focusing, and superprism effects. This research focuses on
the feasibility to achieve omni-directional PBGs in synthetic opal-based 3D PCs through
precise nanoscale control to the original dielectric architecture. In particular, the optical
response to the conformal deposition of dielectric layers using atomic layer deposition
(ALD) within the porous template is strongly emphasized. Geometrical models were
developed to faithfully model the manipulation of the synthetic opal architecture by
ALD. These were then used in electromagnetic algorithms to predict the resulting optical
properties. From these results, this research presents and investigates a complex scheme
used to greatly enhance and adjust the PBG width and position, as well as simultaneously
reducing the dielectric contrast threshold at which the PBG forms. This Thesis
demonstrates that the unique opal architectures offered by ALD not only supports the

xx

formation of larger PBGs with high index materials; but also enables the use of optically
transparent materials with reduced refractive index. Additionally, slight alteration of
these structures facilitates the incorporation of non-linear (NL) electro-optical (EO)
material for dynamic tuning capabilities and potentially offers a pathway for fabricating
multi-functional photonic devices. Finally, low-temperature ALD was investigated as a
means to manipulate band gaps and dispersion effects in conventional silicon 2D PC slab
waveguides and 3D organic biologically-derived templates. Again, results indicate the
unique ability of ALD to achieve composite structures with desirable (large PBGs) or
novel (slow light) optical properties.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Photonic crystal origin
The past two decades has seen the rapid emergence of a new subclass of
metamaterials, known as photonic crystals (PCs). The properties (electrical, mechanical,
or optical) of a metamaterial (from the Greek “meta”) go beyond the properties of the
material(s) it is made of. PCs are dielectric heterostructures which exploit the subtle
marriage between solid-state physics and electromagnetism theory of photons. Although
the architecture is based on a one-, two-, or three-dimensional periodic arrangement of
conventional dielectric materials, unique photonic effects can be obtained. For example,
1D stacks of alternating dielectric layers shown in Fig. 1.1 (and mostly used in VCSELs)
have been used for almost a century as highly efficient mirrors (>99%) for filtering or
blocking a wide range of optical frequencies. Surprisingly, it is only recently that this
technology was revisited and extended to structures that are far more complex. In 1987,
Sajeev John and Eli Yablonovitch simultaneously reported that certain periodic structures
scaled at the wavelength of interest exhibit unexpected optical properties. For instance,
they showed that not only the Bragg stack diffraction mechanism can be extended to twoor three-dimensional dielectric scatterers, as shown in Fig. 1.2, to inhibit the spontaneous
emission rate, but also that light can be strongly localized as a means to enhance the
spontaneous emission rate [1, 2]. Moreover, they predicted the formation of photonic
band gaps (PBGs) which have been the cornerstone in PC technology. The interaction
between light and low dielectric regions mirrors the interaction between electrons and the
periodic modulation of the atoms potential in a crystalline lattice
1

Figure 1.1: 3D rendering of a 1D PC. The periodic architecture, composed of two
alternated layers with different dielectric constants and thicknesses, is mostly used in
VCSELs (Vertical-Cavity Surface-Emitting Lasers) as dielectric mirrors to achieve highQ factor optical cavities.

Figure 1.2: Examples of two- (a) and three-dimensional (b) photonic crystal
architectures. The two colors indicate materials with different dielectric constants.
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(Kronig-Penny model). The very same year (1987), Remigieus Zengerle [3] investigated
the dispersion properties, phase and group velocity and direction of propagation of
excited Bloch-Floquet waves in singly and doubly periodic planar waveguides and
demonstrated that sub-wavelength focus, defocusing, wavelength shift, and beam steering
were possible [4-7]. His results, illustrated in Fig. 1.3, showed without ambiguity that the
unique potential of such devices for integrated optics overwhelmingly surpasses free
space optics. The manipulation of the dispersion properties, second key mechanism, has
been intensively studied in 2D PC silicon slab waveguides (WGs) for telecommunication
applications thanks to the recent development of electron-beam lithography.
1.2

Three-dimensional PBG PC structures

In 1987, Sajeev John and Eli Yablonovitch proposed that omni-directional PBGs
or stop bands, spontaneous emission rate modifications, and strong Anderson localization
would occur in periodically modulated dielectric materials (PCs). In certain cases, the
density of states (DOS) goes to zero for a range of photon energies (corresponding to
wavelength that approximately match the dielectric periodicity) which are not allowed
either to propagate through, or to be emitted from the crystal. A wide PBG gives the
feasibility to engineer localized electromagnetic states within the PBG to obtain far more
control over the optical properties [8]. This can be done by locally removing (donor) or
adding (acceptor) dielectric regions. Conceptually, this dielectric doping is the same as
the doping typically performed in semiconductors. It can be immediately seen that most
advantages and impact will be attained with PCs exhibiting a full 3D-PBG. Ultimate
control of light can only be achieved in 3D-PBG PCs in which photons generated from
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Figure 1.3: Montage of three optical effects demonstrated by Zengerle due to unique
dispersion effects in singly (a) and (c) and doubly (b) periodic media [3]. For each case,
the schematics show the propagation direction of incident and excited Bloch-Floquet
waves whereas photographs present experimental observation of the effect. (a) Beam
steering. The incident beam has TM polarization with s the direction of the group
velocity and ßo the direction of the fundamental harmonic. From top to bottom, the prism
is progressively reoriented from Φ1 to Φ3 (clockwise) such that the excited Bloch-Floquet
wave is steered with angle Ψ. Maximal steering is observed at bottom image. (b) From
top to bottom, an incident TM divergent beam is defocused, focused and self-collimated
after passing through the periodic medium, respectively. (c) Beam shifting. The output
beam is shifted perpendicular to the propagation direction ß by a distance d2 from the
incident beam.
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embedded light emitters are completely trapped or light rays externally interacting with
the PC are totally reflected. By reducing the dimensionality of the periodicity (1D or 2D),
one looses light confinement along the removed directions but these structures are more
amenable to be synthesized with semiconductor processes [9-13]. Nevertheless, the
scalability effect imposing a ~ 150-300 nm periodicity for operation at optical
wavelengths, coupled with inevitable dielectric material processing constraints, is the
most challenging technological barrier. The only commercialized PBG material exploits
2D-PBG effects in silica fibers to obtain low-loss propagation modes and super
continuum generation (PC fiber) [14, 15].
The first experimental demonstration of a full PBG (FPBG) material in the
microwave regime was reported in 1991 by Yablonovitch and coworkers [16]. The
structure, called later “Yablonovite” after the inventor, was fabricated by mechanical
drilling along three of the diamond lattice axes in a dielectric slab at pre-determined
angles, as shown in Fig. 1.4. The long-range periodicity of the crystal was then obtained
by applying a mask array of triangular holes much like in a television set. Over the years,
other techniques have been developed or invented to fabricate suitable organic and
inorganic periodic networks that can then be further processed with higher index
materials. Figure 1.5 shows 3D PCs fabricated by glancing angle deposition (GLAD)
[17], holographic lithography [18], electron-beam lithography [19], robotic manipulation
[20], and self-assembly [21], respectively. To date, the latter technique has been shown to
be the easiest and most efficient approach to build up large-scale 3D periodic
architectures and achieve robust FPBGs with large bandwidth [22-25]. Therefore, the
feasibility
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Figure 1.4: Schematic of the Yablonovite fabrication technique. Patterned mechanical
drilling of holes in a dielectric slab was obtained by using a mask array of triangular
holes. This diamondlike structure has a full-PBG in the microwave region [16].

Figure 1.5: Montage of 3D PCs fabricated with various processes (a) Self-assembly of
colloidal particles in an f.c.c. lattice [21]. (b) Synthetic f.c.c. lattice realized by
holographic lithography of photosensitive SU-8 polymer [18]. (c) Diamond lattice
obtained by nano-robotic manipulation of silica and polystyrene spheres [20]. (d) Woodpile structure fabricated by electron-beam lithography and MOCVD deposition of polysilicon [19]. (e) Square spiral lattices fabricated by the Glance Angle Deposition (GLAD)
method [17].
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to achieve FPBGs in 3D PCs with current fabrication capabilities will be intensively
explored in this Thesis.
1.2.1 Synthetic opals and inverse opals
The optical properties of a PC are characterized by their normalized photonic
band diagrams, which define the allowed photon frequencies (ωn) to photon wave vector
(ka/2π) relationships within the crystal, as shown in Fig. 1.6 for a Bragg stack [26]. This
approach was borrowed from solid-state physics in which electronic band structures are
used to define the properties of electrons within the bulk matrix. The normalization
scheme is powerful because it gives directly the unscaled information of the PBG
properties: PBG width and spectral position. The midpoint frequency of the PBG ωPBG is
inversely proportional to the structure periodicity whereas the PBG width is given by the
ratio of the PBG frequency width ∆ωPBG to the midpoint frequency ωPBG. Many
simulation techniques discussed in Chapter 2, such as the finite-difference time-domain
(FDTD) or plane-wave expansion (PWE) have been developed over the last fifteen years
to compute these band diagrams and predict the PBG properties.
In 1990, Ho and coworkers predicted that 3D PCs with the diamond, diamondlike,
or more generally face-centered-cubic (f.c.c.) lattices, exhibit FPBGs larger than 20%
[27]. Moreover, they reported a 28% FPBG in the diamond structure shown in Fig. 1.7
and the fact that a refractive index contrast as low as 2.0 was sufficient to open a FPBG.
This work inspired the fabrication of the diamondlike Yablonovite structure introduced
earlier [16]. Unfortunately, the fabrication of a true diamond structure requires
overcoming enormous technological issues since it possesses two “atoms” or scattered
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Figure 1.6: Dependence of the normalized frequency, ωn, on the normalized wavevector
(ka/2π) in a Bragg stack. In this photonic band structure example, the first two photonic
bands are shown. A 1D-PBG is obtained across the irreducible BZ bounded by 0 and π/a
(gray region), where a is the periodicity or lattice constant of the structure. Note that in
addition, the band structure from -π/a to 0 is shown. This information can be obtained by
symmetry with respect to the irreducible BZ.

Figure 1.7: Photonic band structure of an optimized diamond lattice predicted by Ho et
al. to have a full-PBG across all symmetry directions (gray region) [27]. The right and
left insets present the real space and reciprocal representation of the diamond lattice. The
diamond lattice possesses two spheres per unit cell obtained by placing four additional
spheres (red) in the single-sphere (green) f.c.c. unit cell.
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elements per unit cell. Additionally, the third periodicity introduced in 3D-PBG
structures requires laboriously repetitive application of the traditional “top-down”
semiconductor fabrication approach so successful in 2D structures [19, 28, 29].
An alternative approach was explored based on one of Nature’s amazing recipes.
Some gemstones, abundant in various countries, exhibit beautiful colors spanning the
entire visible spectrum. For example, Australia is a famous location where opalescent
gems, “opals”, can be excavated. In opals, a slight deviation of the angle of observation
or ambient light suffices to change its color, as shown in Fig. 1.8(a). Admiration for this
intriguing optical phenomenon has made opals one of the most remarkable fashion
accessories [30-32]. Hence, these colorful jewels have been sought and studied for
centuries due to their obvious decoration and market value. Surprisingly, early mineral
analysis showed that opals are merely composed of silicon dioxide (silica) beads arrayed
in an f.c.c. close-packed arrangement and cemented by hydrolyzed amorphous silica, as
shown in Fig. 1.8(b). It was quickly realized after Ho’s early work that opals are simply
natural 3D PCs. In 1979, Iler invented a “bottom-up” self-assembly and cementing
technique to close-pack and bond silica spherical particles into an opal network [32].
Although he increased the sedimentation process by a factor of a million (growth rate of
one year), faster techniques were still needed to fabricate synthetic opals. Nevertheless,
this work provided a major fabrication breakthrough and was therefore revisited to build
up f.c.c. structures with long-range order for PBG applications. Typically, colloidal
particles or dielectric spherical particles diluted in a viscous solvent are ordered by Van
der Waals forces into a self-assembled a close-packed array [30]. Simultaneously, as the
solvent is removed, crystallization into an f.c.c. lattice (or hexagonal closed packed,
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h.c.p.) occurs thermodynamic processes which only allow certain phases to form [33, 34].
Figure 1.9 shows a scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of a synthetic opal
fabricated by sedimentation. Current advanced techniques, discussed later in Chapter 2,
support the fabrication of high-quality opals, which enable uniform PBG properties over
a large scale [35-38].
However, despite the fact that synthetic opals were predicted to be good
candidates for achieving 3D light confinement, the low refractive index n of a silica opal
(n ~ 1.45) only opens directional or pseudo-PBGs (PPBGs) between the second and third
bands in the photonic band diagram [39-41]. The classical equivalent to the PBG is the
Bragg diffraction mechanism. Light propagating through the crystal along symmetry
directions experiences the periodicity of the corresponding planes and classical Bragg
diffraction occurs as in classical X-ray diffraction. Hence, the Bragg peak is responsible
for the sharp and vibrant color that makes opals so attractive. As in X-ray diffraction
theory, the Bragg peak can be analytically derived from the structure parameters. For
instance, opals exhibit a strong Bragg peak along the densest [111] direction (Top view in
Fig. 1.9) which is given by the Bragg-Snell’s relationship
2
λ Bragg = 2d111 neff
− (sinθ )2 .

Equation 1

From Equation 1, it can be seen that the Bragg peak, λBragg, is strongly dependent on the
distance separating the (111) planes, d111, the effective index of the material, neff, and the
incident angle of light, θ. Additionally, d111 is geometrically related to the diameter of the
dielectric spheres, D, by
d111 = √(2 / 3).D = 0.816.D,
and the effective index to the f.c.c. nature of the network by
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Equation 2

Figure 1.8: (a) Natural opal gemstone crystallized in rock. (b) High-magnification SEM
image of (a) showing the high-degree arrangement of silica beads in an f.c.c. lattice. The
naturally formed silica spheres are cemented with hydrolyzed amorphous silica [32].

Figure 1.9: SEM image of a synthetic opal obtained by self-assembly of ~ 250 nm silica
spheres in an f.c.c. lattice. Top view presents the densest close-packed direction of the
crystal [111] direction. Synthetic opals exhibit a sharp Bragg peak along this direction
which can be predicted using Eq. 4.
11

2
2
2
n eff
= n silica
f opal + n air
f air = 1 . 3475 ,

Equation 3

where the volume fraction of the opal, fopal, and air, fair, are 0.74 and 0.26, respectively.
Also, the refractive index of silica and air are 1.45 and 1, respectively. Finally, by
combining equation 2 and 3, Equation 1 becomes at normal incidence

λBragg ≈ 2.2D .

Equation 4

Additionally, the air voids, which represent ~ 26% of the opal volume (Fig.
1.10(a)), can be homogeneously or partially filled in to create an infiltrated opal as shown
in Fig. 1.10(b). Figure 1.10(c) shows the inverted structure that can be formed by
selectively etching the dielectric spheres to leave air spheres within a high dielectric
constant backbone. Theoretically, the latter dielectric/air network topology has been
shown by Busch and John to create a FPBG between the eighth and ninth photonic bands;
provided the refractive index contrast is sufficiently high (2.8) [40, 42] Moreover, it is
noteworthy that inverted structures still obey Bragg-Snell’s law but in which the high
index material and air now occupy 26% and 74% of the total volume, respectively. As a
consequence, this architecture inversion allows the formation of wider Bragg peaks with
respect to the original opal.
Experimentally, many approaches have been considered to fabricate synthetic
inverse opals. In a first approach, the interstitial air void can be completely filled with a
high index material using electrochemical [43, 44], chemical conversion [45, 46], or solgel techniques [47-50]. However, these techniques produce a high degree of porosity.
Nevertheless, several groups have successfully fabricated inverse opals with FPBGs from
the near-visible to the microwave range. A second approach was driven by Wijnhoven
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Tetrahedral air sites
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Octahedral air
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Figure 1.10: Sequential experimental steps to fabricate inverse shell opals. (a) Bare opal.
The dielectric spheres account for 74% of the total dielectric volume whereas the air
interstitials account for the remaining 26%. (b) Partially infiltrated opal. High index
dielectric layers are conformally deposited onto the low-index spheres. (c) Inverse shell
opal. The original template is selectively etched resulting in a high index backbone in air.
(d) Air network within the backbone. Small tetrahedral and octahedral-shaped air pockets
remain trapped within the backbone. Inverse shell opals exhibit a full-PBG provided the
dielectric contrast between the backbone and air is sufficiently high.
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and Vos [51] who reported the fabrication of partially filled inverted opals where a
titanium oxide (TiO2) backbone was obtained by precipitation from a liquid-phase
chemical reaction. These structures are named inverse shell opals or highly conformal
inverse opals in which the coating conforms to the topography of the spheres and
consequently leaves air pockets at the interstitials. This is a consequence of the maximum
point for conformal infiltration limited to 86% of the air void volume or 22.4% of the
total opal volume fraction. Figure 1.10(d) shows that the interstitials of an inverse shell
opal form a network composed of air channels connecting octahedral and tetrahedral air
sites. The octahedral air sites form an f.c.c. air lattice shifted from the main f.c.c. air
lattice by half a unit cell, while the tetrahedral air sites form a simple cubic (s.c.) air
lattice with a smaller lattice constant. However, in conformal methods, the f.c.c.
geometry hinders complete infiltration because the air channels eventually clog with
increasing thickness.
To date, a wide range of materials has been used to infiltrate synthetic opal
templates ranging from oxides [49, 52-54], metals [44, 49, 55], glasses [56], and
luminescent materials [50, 57-59]. The recent fabrication of Ge inverse shell opals by
chemical vapor deposition (CVD) provided the breakthrough needed to engineer infrared
FPBGs (Fig. 1.11(a)) [23]. Recently, King et al. and Graugnard et al. have demonstrated
the robustness and flexibility of atomic layer deposition (ALD) for fabricating inverse
shell opals with an unprecedented degree of control and repeatability using anatase TiO2
(n ~ 2.65) [53, 60], and gallium phosphide (n ~ 3.3) [25], respectively (Figs. 1.11(b) and
(c)). GaP is an III-V compound that is partially transparent at optical wavelengths (cutoff
~550 nm). A FPBG of 3% was predicted in GaP inverse shell opals whereas no FPBG
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Figure 1.11: Examples of high-index inverse shell opals obtained with two different
infiltration techniques (a) CVD of amorphous Ge at 300ºC followed by annealing at
950ºC (nGe ~ 3.9 at 1.5 µm) after Míguez et al. [23]. A 6.5% full-PBG at 2.1 µm was
experimentally observed. (b) ALD of amorphous TiO2 at 100ºC followed by phasetransformation into anatase TiO2 at 400ºC for two hours (nan ~ 2.65 at 500 nm) after King
et al.. This structure does not exhibit a full-PBG [53]. (c) ALD of crystalline GaP
deposited at 450ºC (nGaP ~ 3.34 at 600 nm) after Graugnard et al.. The structure was
predicted to exhibit a 3% full-PBG at 736 nm [25].
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occurs with titania due to the lower dielectric contrast. One key advantage of the ALD is
the capability to grow high index materials at low-temperature, typically below 100ºC.
The smoothness of the deposited TiO2 films (roughness < 2Å RMS) allows extreme
control to the dielectric architecture and therefore optical properties [53, 61, 62].
Unfortunately, the growth of III-V semiconductors is performed at 400-500 ºC resulting
in a polycrystalline phase with rougher surfaces (~ 5 nm RMS) [25].
From this discussion, we conclude that inverse shell opals fabricated by
conformal deposition are promising candidates to obtain a FPBG in the visible or at
longer wavelengths. On the other hand, the intrinsic limitations of the inverse shell opal
architecture, the infiltrated material properties, and the process itself impedes the
engineering of wide FPBGs in the visible regime. Furthermore, the mechanisms resulting
in the formation of a PBG in inverse shell opals are not clearly understood. The
understanding of these mechanisms in structures fabricated by ALD, and discussed in
Chapter 4, is critical to assess and improve their optical properties: PBG width,
robustness, location, and dielectric contrast requirement to open a PBG. Furthermore, the
knowledge of these mechanisms would potentially unveil a practical route to enhance
PBG properties by modifying the dielectric/air network of inverse shell opals or related
structures. For example, the investigation of more advanced architectures, discussed in
Chapter 5, would enable the use of desirable optically transparent materials with reduced
refractive index. Inverse structures with a FPBG at optical wavelengths would have a
tremendous impact in traditional areas such as the display market (high-definition flat
panels, low consumption highly-efficient LEDs, etc).
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1.2.2

Large-pore and non-close-packed inverse opals
Busch and John studied in 1998 and 1999 the dependence of the PBG properties

on the inverse opal architecture fabricated by conformal deposition or by other total
infiltration means [40]. They noticed that the sintering process which is typically
performed to mechanically strengthen the opal film favors the formation of wider PBGs.
By slightly sintering an opal template (Fig. 1.12(a)) just below melting point, the
dielectric spheres coalesce at their close-packed neck points, as depicted in Fig. 1.12(b).
Geometrically, this thermal process results in spheres overlapping and consequently a
smaller lattice constant, as shown in Fig. 1.12(c) [36]. After conformal or complete
infiltration with the desired material and removal of the original template, the structure
consists of a non-close-packed (NCP) array of air spheres interconnected by large pores,
as shown in Fig. 1.13. Note that in this Thesis, we will call large-pore (LP) architectures
all structures with radii of the air cavities greater than the original close-packed opal
radii. The NCP terminology will be used for a second set of structures introduced in the
next Paragraph. Busch and John predicted wider gaps in structures LP inverse opals
fabricated by total infiltration techniques, as shown in Fig. 1.14. On the other hand,
partially infiltrated LP inverse shell opals fabricated by conformal means (ALD) do not
exhibit FPBG properties. Nevertheless, these architectures have many structural
advantages. For example, the surface area of the interior of the backbone is quite large
and can be functionalized. Also, the available volume (>80%) makes their infiltration
with different materials (liquid, gas, solid) easier. This is an attractive approach to design
sensors or filters, or more advanced architectures as it is discussed later in this Thesis.
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Figure 1.12: (a) Schematic of a close-packed opal where the lattice constant D is also the
diameter of the component spheres. (b) Schematic of a heavily-sintered opal. The spheres
strongly overlap such that large necks are formed at the close-packing locations (solid
ellipse) and resulting in lattice shrinkage. The lattice constant Ds is now longer equal to
the sphere diameter. (c) Low-magnification SEM image of a heavily-sintered synthetic
silica opal (after Graugnard et al. [63]). The observed film cracking is an attribute to the
long- and short-range structural disorder introduced during the heat treatment at 1000ºC.

Figure 1.13: (a) Schematic of a heavily-sintered synthetic opal after conformal
infiltration. (b) Removal of the original sintered template results is a inverse shell opal
with large pores (LP). The size of the pores is dependent on the sintering temperature and
process time.
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Figure 1.14: Gap size ∆ω/ωo dependence on the radius of sintering tubes Rc normalized
to the f.c.c. lattice constant a (after Busch and John, [40]). The inset depicts the geometry
of the simulated LP inverse silicon structure (nSi = 3.45). A maximum gap of ~ 6.8% is
predicted for a normalized radius value of 0.133D, where a is the lattice constant.
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In 2000, this work inspired Doosje and coworkers to investigate a second class of
non-close-packed (NCP) inverse structures [64]. In the first class discussed earlier, the air
spheres overlap creating large pores. In this second class, the air spheres no longer
overlap but are rather connected by tubular air channels with a dumbbell-like, as shown
in Fig. 1.15(a). A ~ 10% FPBG was demonstrated in a fully infiltrated silicon (nSi = 3.45)
NCP inverse opal (Fig. 1.15(b)). Although their results demonstrate the potential of NCP
architectures, no techniques were available at the time to synthesize perfect geometrical
networks. Later, Fenollosa and Meseguer demonstrated selective chemical etching to
achieve templates for NCP inverse structures [65]. In 2003, Míguez et al. fabricated NCP
inverse structures by conformal backfilling silicon into a silica micromold and produced a
wide range of structures exhibiting complete PBGs [66]. More recently, an ALD
technique was developed by King et al. whereby a silica template was pre-sintered,
infiltrated with TiO2, and after removal of the sintered template, conformally backfilled
with TiO2, resulting in a NCP inverse opal [67]. However, despite the latter titania
structures exhibiting larger pseudo-PBGs, sintering provided insufficient modification
and control over the original template to further increase the PBG and resulted in
inevitable disorder such as thin-film cracking.
To overcome these limitations, a modified NCP fabrication scheme using ALD
was developed by Graugnard et al. involving the deposition of conformal multi-layered
materials [63]. With this technique, structural modifications to the original template and
inverse shell opal backbone can be made with precise and independent control of the tube
and sphere radii, adding additional geometrical flexibility and PBG adjustment. In this
technique (Fig. 1.16), a synthetic opal is conformally and sequentially infiltrated with a
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Figure 1.15: (a) Schematic of a “tube-like” NCP inverse opal studied by Doosje et al. in
which the spherical air chambers are connected by tubular channels [64]. (b) Photonic
band structure of the optimized Doosje silicon structure (nSi = 3.45) performed by 3DFDTD computations. A 10% full-PBG is predicted between the eighth and ninth bands
(gray region). Rs = 0.3201a and Rc = 0.398Rs, where a is now the cubic lattice constant (a
= D / √2).
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Figure 1.16: Template-patterned sacrificial-layer ALD applied to create an NCP inverse
opal [63]. The original opal template in (a) is coated with a conformal thin film, resulting
in the new template shown in (b). (c) A second ALD infiltration is performed in the
remaining air volume to the maximum opal infiltration of 86%. (d) Removal of the
original template creates a lattice of close-packed interconnected air spheres in a
multilayered dielectric matrix. (e) A lattice of larger diameter overlapping air spheres
forms by removing the sacrificial buffer layer. As a consequence, larger air channels now
connect the air spheres. (f) Backfilling with additional dielectric forms an NCP lattice of
separated air spheres, which are connected by small hyperboloid-shaped air tubes.
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buffer material (that can be selectively etched and which therefore acts as a sacrificial
buffer layer), resulting in an overlapping template, as shown in Fig. 1.16(a). A high
refractive index material is then deposited into the remaining air void up to the maximum
conformal infiltration radii, as depicted in Fig. 1.16(b). After selective removal of the
modified template (original opal; Fig. 1.16(c) and sacrificial shell; Fig. 1.16(d)), a lowfilling-fraction inverse shell structure is formed (Fig. 1.16(e)), which becomes a
backbone template for further structural manipulation. Finally, this backbone template
can be further modified by conformally coating dielectric layers onto its interior, as
reported by Míguez et al., King et al., and Graugnard et al., and shown in Fig. 1.16(f)
[63, 66, 67]. As illustrated in Fig. 16, as conformal backfilling increases, the air pore
radius decreases and hyperboloid channels form rather than tubular channels. The
sacrificial-layer (SL) technique mimics the sintering process, by providing a mechanism
whereby air pores can be formed and finely engineered since their width is geometrically
related to the outer sacrificial shell radius (or inner radius of the backbone template). The
introduction of a sacrificial shell coupled with conformal backfilling adds significantly
more flexibility to geometrical manipulation, allowing fabrication of many inverse
structures. Therefore, it is necessary to explore the PBG properties that one can obtain by
modifying independently all fabrications parameters: sacrificial layer thickness,
backfilling thickness and refractive index of deposited materials. Additionally, the
backfilling introduces geometrical complexity which is difficult to model with
conventional dielectric models used with electromagnetic problem solvers. It follows
that a novel geometrical model, capable of accurately mimicking the synthesis of NCP
inverse opals by ALD, has to be fully developed. The numerical algorithm should
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provide sufficient flexibility to include all parameters necessary to construct suitable
dielectric clones of experimentally achievable architectures. The complete description of
the developed geometrical builder is later discussed in Chapter 3.
1.3

Tunable PC structures

The idea of tuning the PBG was introduced by John and Busch in 1999 [68, 69]
and has been experimentally verified with relative success by many groups [70-74]. For
example, the effective refractive index, neff, of the opal structure can be controlled by the
infiltration of a liquid crystal (LC) to tune the Bragg wavelength, as initially reported by
Busch and John and Yoshino et al. [74], since LCs possess a birefringence, ∆nLC. When
the orientation of the director is modified, the refractive index can be tuned between the
ordinary (no) and the extraordinary (ne) index values [75]. However, the low available
opal
volume fraction of an opal ( f LC
= 0.26 ) strongly limits director reorientation within the

tetrahedral and octahedral interstitial sites, resulting in reduced dielectric anisotropy.
Moreover, the topology of conventional inverse shell opals hinders complete infiltration
with LC molecules, due to small interconnections (necking regions) between the
spherical chambers. As a consequence, Bragg peak tuning with temperature or an applied
electric field is severely limited. On the other hand, inverse opals provide a larger void
volume for LC infiltration and higher dielectric contrast, resulting in a wider Bragg peak
and complete PBGs, depending upon the backbone refractive index nBB. [76-82] As
discussed earlier, high-quality inverse shell opals can be fabricated by atomic layer
deposition (ALD) of a high-index material onto the dielectric spheres to the maximum
infiltration of 86% of the opal interstitial volume. Removing the original dielectric
template results in an inverse structure with a ~ 0.776 air volume fraction. The inverse
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opal can then be infiltrated with liquid crystal to a filling fraction of fLC = 0.74. In this
configuration, the trapped tetrahedral and octahedral air pockets within the backbone
contain the remaining air volume fraction, fair = 0.036. Since fLC is increased from 0.26 in
an infiltrated opal, to 0.74 in an infiltrated inverse opal, it results in additional flexibility
to tune neff, given by
2
2
2 1/ 2 ,
n eff = ( f BB n BB
+ f LC n LC
+ f air n air
)

Equation 5

where fBB is the backbone volume fraction of 0.224. Additionally, the volume fractions
are related to each other by

fair + f LC + fBB = 1.

Equation 6

In order to assess the dynamic optical properties of these composite materials, we
have to investigate all possible configurations and identify which structures provide the
greatest PBG tunability. Chapter 6 discusses the potential of EO infiltrated LP and NCP
inverse architectures to obtain dynamically tunable PBG properties. This investigation of
EO infiltrated 3D PC is critical since it potentially offers a wealth of functionalities and
device applications.
1.4

Atomic layer deposition

In 1977, Tuomo Suntola from the Helsinki University in Finland investigated the
growth of zinc sulfide (ZnS:Mn) films for thin-film electroluminescent (TFEL) display
applications [83]. ZnS emits green light when doped with manganese (Mn). The
thicknesses required were well beyond the capabilities of current epitaxial techniques in
which large growth rate are commonly encountered. In order to control the thin film
thickness, he explored self-limiting chemical reactions [84]. For instance, cation
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molecules can be chemisorbed by the surface by O-H or other groups until saturation, or
full coverage, is reached. The cation molecules which are physisorbed by the first
deposited monolayer can be easily purged using nitrogen or argon because of a weak
bonding (Van der Waals). The purge also evacuates the by-product molecules formed
when bonding occurs. Then, anion molecules can be introduced within the reaction
chamber which subsequently chemically reacts with the first monolayer. Again, this
reaction results in chemisorption and physisorption. The weakly bound and volatile
molecules are finally purged. As shown in Fig. 1.17, for the growth of titanium oxide
(TiO2), the purpose of these four sequential steps (pulsing TiCl4, purging with N2, pulsing
complementary H2O, and N2 purging) is to create a single atomic layer of the desired
material: TiO2. Hence, the thickness is directly proportional to the number of cycles and
can be controlled with extreme precision. Thus, one of the main benefits is that the
crystal lattice structure achieved is thin, uniform, and conforms to the topology of the
substrate, whatever its three-dimensional complexity. This technique, named atomic layer
epitaxy (ALE) or more generally atomic layer deposition (ALD), is frequently presented
as a cyclic variant of CVD or metal-organic CVD (MOCVD) in which precursors are
simultaneously introduced in the chamber. In comparison with surface-limited ALD,
CVD is source-limited and the thickness is dependent on the deposition time. Hence, it is
much more difficult to grow atomic films with accurate precision. Typically, ALD is
considered as a slow process and is frequently used to deposit sub-micron thin films with
thickness values ranging from a few angstroms to a few hundred nanometers. It follows
that the deposition time has always been a major concern when thick films were required.
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Recently, this tool has garnered renewed interest because there is a strong demand for
thinner devices composed of alternated layers of various materials. For example, 5 atomic

Figure 1.17: ALD principle illustrated with the growth of amorphous TiO2. Titanium
tetrachloride (TiCl4) and water (H2O) are the gaseous precursors used in this cyclic
scheme. First, TiCl4 molecules saturate the top surface by chemisorption. The hydrogen
chloride (HCl) by-product is subsequently evacuated from the system with a nitrogen
(N2) purge. Water is then introduced within the chamber and chemically reacts with Ti to
form TiO2. This is followed by a final N2 purge to remove the excess by-product. One
atomic layer is grown during this cycle which is repeated as many times as needed to
achieve the desired thickness.
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Figure 1.18: Picture of Georgia Tech custom-built hot-wall ALD system. The
Thermolyne tube-furnace enables growth between room-temperature and 1200ºC under a
1 Torr vacuum (Boc-Edwards Series 8 rotary pump; not shown). Three precursors: water
(H2O), titanium tetrachloride (TiCl4), and trimethylaluminum (TMA, Al(CH3)3), are
available to grow amorphous TiO2 and Al2O3.
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layers of silica are needed as a gate material in 65 nm Intel transistor technology. Over
the years, several groups have studied and successfully achieved high-quality conformal
growth of metals [85-88], oxides [63, 89-92], semiconductors [25, 93, 94], and nitride
materials [95-97]. The possibility of growing a wide variety of materials is an
unprecedented advantage compared to conventional epitaxial (MBE, ion-assisted
deposition, etc.) or MOCVD methods, which are limited to a precise class of materials
and temperature growth. In addition, ALD enables uniform conformal deposition of films
in porous networks, provided the pulsing times are sufficiently large to saturate the whole
surface. Figure 1.18 presents the hot-wall ALD reactor custom-built at Georgia Tech and
used to deposit conformal amorphous layers of TiO2 in the 2D PC silicon slab
waveguides and biological scaffolds.
In this work, we explore the potential of ALD as a means to conformally deposit
dielectric layers of high-index materials in PCs. This approach was pioneered by King
and coworkers in 2003, where he reported successful growth of ZnS:Mn phosphor in the
air void of a synthetic opal and demonstrated the unique capability of ALD to manipulate
with unprecedented control the photonic band structure [57]. Later, he reported
modifications of the spontaneous emission rate of the luminescent material through a
multilayer TiO2/Mn:ZnS/TiO2 composite inverse opal [58]. The infiltration of high-index
materials by ALD in opal-based PCs will be investigated with the objective to engineer
architectures with enhanced PBG properties. This is discussed in Chapter 5, 6, and 7.
1.5

Goal of this work

Although opal-based PCs have been intensively investigated over the years, a
comprehensive theoretical and experimental framework demonstrating their potential of
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to achieving FPBGs has yet to be provided. In particular, the dependence of the PBG on
architecture manipulation and EM field distribution has been fully explored, but is critical
to comprehend the mechanisms resulting in the formation of a FPBG in inverse shell
opals and the intrinsic optical limitations. Since this approach could potentially highlight
a way forward to engineer the EM field profiles for enhancing PBG properties, it is also
necessary to consider extensive manipulation of the original opal architecture to obtain
the desired dielectric skeleton and associated optical properties.
Chapter 2 presents a detail description of EM theory in dielectric modulated
media and introduces numerical techniques to solve Maxwell’s equation in periodic
media. Also, description of the synthetic opal fabrication procedures and specular
reflectance measurements are provided. Chapter 3 describes the dielectric modeling
challenges and solutions used in complex 3D PCs fabricated by ALD and how they are
implemented and assessed in 3D-FDTD simulation routines. These models were used to
characterize the PBG properties and optical limitations in synthetic opals and inverse
opals and the results of this study are described in Chapter 4. A thorough study of the
PBG properties in large-pore (LP) and non-close-packed (NCP) inverse opals fabricated
by the SL-ALD technique is then presented in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 discusses the
relatively unexplored PBG tuning potential in EO-NL infiltrated opals, inverse opals, LP
and NCP inverse. Alternative templates which can be manipulated by low-temperature
ALD were also experimentally investigated. Chapter 7 presents the results of this study
for 2D PC silicon slab waveguides and biological scaffolds. Finally, Chapter 8 will
conclude the work and offer suggestions for future research directions.
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CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND
In this Chapter, we present the experimental and theoretical tools used to
fabricate, characterize, and predict the optical behavior in PCs. From Maxwell’s EM
theory, we describe two key numerical techniques which are widely used to solve the
propagation equations in any media in general, and PCs in particular. In addition, opal
synthesis techniques are discussed, and the specular reflectance optical apparatus used in
this work to probe the PBG properties is introduced.
2.1

Characterizing PCs: Maxwell’s equation problematic

Before discussing the propagation of light in periodic media, it is indispensable to
provide to the reader a description of the EM theory in any media. EM theory strictly
follows a set of four equations which were grouped under a common appellation: the
Maxwell's equations. This set describes the behavior of electric and magnetic fields and
their interaction with matter. James Clerk Maxwell pioneered this field in the late 19th
century by compiling laws that were individually investigated by Gauß, Ampère, and
Faraday . For instance, Gauß studied the formation of electric fields induced by the
motion of electric charges. He also showed that the circulation of a magnetic flux density
does not produce magnetic monopoles as for electric fields. The formation of magnetic
fields by electrical currents and time-dependent electric fields was studied by Ampère.
Finally, Faraday wrote the last equation expressing the formation of electric fields from
magnetic fields. Using MKS units, the time-dependent Maxwell’s equations (differential
form) are given by:
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→

→
∂ B
= −∇ × E
∂t

Faraday’s Law

Equation 7

→

→ →
∂ D
= −∇ × H − J
∂t

Ampere’s Law

Gauß’ Law for the electric field

→
∇ ⋅ D = ρ

Gauß’ Law for the magnetic field

→
∇⋅ B =0

Equation 8

Equation 9

Equation 10

→
→
→
→
where E and H are the electric and magnetic fields, respectively. D and B are the electric
→
displacement field and magnetic flux density, respectively; and J is the free electric

current density. In addition to the above, we can incorporate field/flux relationships based
on material properties. For instance, in linear, isotropic, nondispersive materials (i.e.,
materials having field-independent, direction-independent, and frequency-independent
→

→

→

→

electric and magnetic properties), we can relate D to E and B to H using the well-known
equations
→

→

→

D = ε E = ε r .ε o E

→

→

→

B = µ H = µ r .µ o H

Equation 11
Equation 12

where ε, εr, and ε0 are the electrical permittivity, relative permittivity, and free-space
permittivity, respectively. µ, µr, and µ0 are the magnetic permeability, relative
permeability, and free-space permeability, respectively. A final equation borrowed from
general relativity links the light velocity to the permittivity and permeability in vacuum:

c = 1 / ε o .µ o
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Equation 13

By judiciously combining the previous equations, and in the absence of electric charge
and a magnetic source, one can obtain two master’s equations that give the timedependent electric and magnetic fields at any location in any dielectric media.

1

{

→

→

}

∇ × ∇ × E (r ) =

ω2

→

→

E (r )

Equation 14

⎧⎪ 1
→
→ ⎫
⎪ ω2 → →
∇ × ⎨ → ∇ × H ( r )⎬ =
H (r )
⎪⎭ c 2
⎪⎩ ε ( r )

Equation 15

→

ε (r )

c2

It can be immediately seen that Equations 14 and 15 are non trivial Eigenvalue problems
where the Eigenvalue is proportional to the frequency and velocity of the corresponding
field. It is also noteworthy that this vector problem is by definition very close in nature to
Schrödinger’s scalar equation which describes the propagation of electrons in conductors.
It follows that the form of the solutions is similar. By simultaneously solving these two
equations for a given medium one can therefore predict the harmonic frequencies and
corresponding electric and magnetic field solutions (eigenvectors). These are simply
referred as modes or states.
In order to solve the propagation of EM fields in infinite periodic media such as
PCs, the dielectric function of the unit cell has to be spatially discretized and incorporated
into the equations. In fact, the complete PC dielectric function can be simply interpreted
as a discrete translational symmetry of the unit dielectric cell (as opposed to infinite
homogeneous media, such as air, that have a continuous translational symmetry).
Typically, the discrete displacement along the periodicity direction is given by a, the
lattice constant of the PC [26]. Mathematically, this can be expressed by the fact that the
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system is not invariant with any translation. Hence, only the translational operator with
displacement a applied to the dielectric tensor, giving:
Taε(r) = ε(r +a) = ε(r).

Equation 16

It can be shown that the functional form or solutions of the EM fields are Bloch-Floquet
states. These are plane waves modulated by a periodic function uk(r) (imposed by
Equation 16) and have the following form:
H k ( r ) = H o e i ( k . r ) uk ( r ) ,

Equation 17

where the wavevector k spans all lattice vectors within the irreducible Brillouin Zone
(BZ). This symmetry argument is important as it constraints all possible k vectors used in
Eq. 17. Also, since we use plane waves, the electric and magnetic field must be
transverse. This is mathematically expressed by H . k = 0 (or E . k = 0). If one
substitutes Bloch-Floquet states in Eq. 14 and 15, harmonic modes can be computed as
the wavevector value is incremented. This family of solutions, ωn(k), is called the
photonic band structure, where n is the nth band corresponding to the nth BZ folded in the
irreducible BZ.
Following this discussion, we now turn our attention to the formation of PBGs in
PCs. For example, we first consider a simple 1D PC which was discussed earlier in
Chapter 1: the quarter-wave stack or Bragg mirror. Figure 2.1 shows a cartoon of the
periodic structure in real space and reciprocal space. The device is composed of
alternated dielectric layers with index n1 and n2 (n2 > n1), and respective thicknesses of t1
and t2, as shown in Fig. 2.1(a). Hence, the unit cell comprises one layer of each material
and the lattice constant, a, is then given by a = t1 + t2. The reciprocal space is obtained
by simply applying Fourier theory as in crystallography. In this 1D structure, the
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reciprocal space is one-dimensional with 2π/a periodicity. The irreducible BZ is bounded
by 0 and π/a, as shown in Fig. 2.1(b), and all possible k-vectors span this region. For a
Bloch-Floquet EM wave interacting with the periodic stack at normal incidence, k = π/a.
At each dielectric interface, the wave behavior follows Snell’s law of refraction and is
partially reflected or transmitted. Multiple reflection and transmission effects occur at
each successive layer interface and the sum of all scattered waves, which still have to
satisfy the master’s equations, can result in destructive or constructive interference
depending on the summed phase. For cases where the waves are out of phase, a solution
exists and is represented in the photonic band structure. On the other hand, when the
waves are in phase, then the solutions become real and the waves are no longer BlochFloquet modes. As a consequence, all these real modes decay exponentially and
disappear resulting in the formation of a PBG. Figure 2.2 shows the transmission
spectrum of a Bragg stack in which PBGs are formed. In these structures, the blocked
wavelength is typically of the order of t1/4 and t2/4, hence the name, quarter-wave stack.
The dielectric contrast between the two layers composing the medium also plays a very
important role. As the contrast is increased, the ratio of the transmitted/reflected portions
of the wave is strongly affected and the probability of finding in-phase scattered waves
increases. Hence, the width of the PBG increases with increasing dielectric contrast.
Therefore, the choice of materials is a predominant consideration in PC design.
We now investigate the effect of the angle of incidence of the EM wave. The path
of light within the medium is altered and light travels a longer distance. Hence, in-phase
effects (constructive interference) might be diminished and the PBG width consequently
decreases. It was then proposed to introduce further periodicities to create partial or
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pseudo PBGs. This is only possible if the dimensionality of the structure is expanded to
2D and 3D. It is then physically conceivable that all pseudo PBGs for all symmetry
directions overlap to form an omni-directional or full-PBG (FPBG). In this scenario,
incident light within a given wavelength range is completely blocked by the periodic
medium whatever its incident angle, or wavevector. The concept of a FPBG is crucial to
crystals possessing multiple periodicities in three-dimensions as it enables the ultimate
control of the properties of light.
From this discussion, we conclude that several difficulties arise to engineer 2D or
3D structures with pseudo- or full-PBGs. The periodic medium has to satisfy several
conditions including Bravais lattice (crystal system and basis), dielectric architecture and
contrast. For instance, the number of symmetries in 2D and 3D structures is potentially
infinite, so we have to restrict ourselves to reasonable symmetries and materials that can
be experimentally processed. Because of these challenges, it was prudent to introduce
analytical or numerical tools to accurately solve photonic band structures or other effects
in PCs without any experimental constraints. The achievement of faster and efficient
simulation tools has fueled PC technology with experimentally achievable structures
possessing novel or enhanced PBG properties.
2.2

Numerical analysis of PCs

There are two common computational approaches to studying dielectric
structures: frequency-domain and time-domain. Plane-wave-expansion (PWE) is a tool
which exploits the former whereas Finite-Difference Time-Domain (FDTD), as its name
indicates, follows the latter. Both of these numerical techniques have been used, however,
FDTD will be discussed in more detail as it was by far the predominant computational
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Figure 2.1: (a) Real space representation of a Bragg stack 1D PC. The unit cell of the
periodic structure comprises a set of two alternated dielectric layers with different indices
and thicknesses. (b) Reciprocal space representation of (a). The irreducible BZ is
bounded between 0 and π / a, where a = t1 + t2.

Figure 2.2: Example of photonic properties computed by the transfer-matrix method
(TMM) in a Bragg stack 1D PC composed of alternated layers of silicon (nSi = 3.45) and
air (nair = 1) with same thickness. (a) Photonic band structure computed showing the first
four bands. Three photonic band gaps (gray regions) are predicted with gap values
decreasing with increasing frequencies. (b) Transmission spectrum of the 1D PC along
direction perpendicular to surface (k = π / a) showing the fact that light is completely
blocked for a range of frequencies within the gray regions. This indicates the presence of
three photonic bands gaps in good agreement with the photonic band structure.
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tool used in this work.
2.2.1

Plane-wave-expansion (PWE)
The plane-wave-expansion is a frequency-domain numerical tool which performs

direct computation of the Eigenvectors and Eigenvalues of Maxwell's equations using
plane waves. We mentioned earlier that Eq. 14 and 15 are Eigenvalue problems for
which solutions are plane waves with Bloch-Floquet form. However, Eq. 14 is not a true
Eigenvalue problem because the operator ∇ × {∇ × } is not Hermitian. Indeed, the
periodic dielectric function is outside of the operator. As a consequence, the problem
cannot be trivially solved by linear algebra and matrix diagonalization steps. On the other

⎧1
⎫
hand, the operator ∇ × ⎨ .∇ ×⎬ in Eq. 15 is Hermitian because the dielectric function is
⎩ε
⎭
now incorporated inside the operator. In order to overcome the non-Hermitian issue, it is
possible to consider a discrete Fourier expansion of the periodic dielectric function and
electric field. This approach has two advantages. The first one is to transform the nonHermitian operator into a natural Hermitian as the dielectric function is now replaced into
the operator. Thus, since we work in Fourier space or frequency domain, the photonic
band structure, ωn(k), is immediately retrieved from the Eigenvalue solutions. For full
vectorial three-dimensional computations, the dielectric function and electric field are
respectively expressed as:
1

ε (r )

=

∑ κ (G ) exp( i G ⋅ r )

Equation 18

G

{

}

E kn (r ) = ∑ E kn (G) exp i(k + G) ⋅ r ,
G
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Equation 19

where G is the reciprocal space lattice vector and k the wavevector of interest. By
substituting these two expanded equations in Eq. 14 (or Eq. 15 if one works with the
magnetic field), and after successive substitutions and manipulations, Eq. 14 becomes

{

( ( ) )}

− ∑∑κ (G − G')(k + G') × (k + G') × E kn (G') expi k + G ⋅ r
G' G

=

∑

ω2

((

) ).

k n E (G ) exp i k + G ⋅ r
kn
2

G c

The operator in Eq. 20 is Hermitian and the Eigenvalues are then given by

Equation 20

ω2

kn whereas
2

c

the Eigenvectors are given by Ekn. For a 3D scenario, the unit cell is discretized into
cubic elements with size M x N x L and then Fourier transformed with respect to the
reciprocal lattice vectors. Hence, this mathematical operation produces a discretized
irreducible BZ in reciprocal space. Typically, a large number of plane-waves (>1000 for
2D and >25,000 for 3D) are required to obtain a well-discretized dielectric function and
accurate solutions. The Eigenvalue equation is finally solved for a given wavevector by
diagonalizing the 3D Fourier coefficients matrix (matrix inversion) [27]. This procedure
is then iterated over all wavevectors to reconstruct the photonic band structure, as shown
in Fig. 2.3. Furthermore, additional information can be retrieved from this process. For
instance, the eigenvectors express the electric field distribution within the unit cell. EM
field power maps can then be reconstructed which give an insight into the mode profile
and subsequent behavior of the PC. For example, Fig. 2.4(a) shows the photonic band
structure of a synthetic silica opal using the MPB package developed at MIT [98]. A
pseudo-PBG is predicted between the second and third bands along the Γ-L direction.
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Figure 2.3: Flow-chart presenting the iterative principle in PWE.

Figure 2.4: (a) Photonic band structure of synthetic silica opal (n(SiO2) = 1.45)
computed by PWE [98]. The gray region denotes the presence of a pseudo-PBG (Bragg
peak) between the second and third photonic bands. (b) 3D surface map of the discretized
dielectric function employed to simulate the photonic properties. Here, the rendering is an
assembly of 4 unit cells. The original dielectric cell was discretized with a 16 x 16 x 16
mesh size. (c) 3D surface map and isosurface of the band 2 mode profile evaluated at the
L point. Maximum field density values are depicted by red regions whereas blue regions
depict minimum field density values.
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Additionally, Fig. 2.4(b) shows the surface mapping of discretized dielectric function
employed to model the synthetic opal whereas Fig. 2.4(c) presents the mode profile for
band 2 (bottom of pseudo-PBG) at L point (kx = 0.5, ky = 0.5, and kz = 0.5). The two
latter figures highlight the potential of the PWE technique to obtain simultaneously band
structures and mode profiles. On the other hand, the major drawback is that the evolution
of the fields within the periodic medium cannot be retrieved or followed over a period of
time. Furthermore, this tool is only suitable to compute the Eigenvectors and Eigenvalues
of a problem for a precise frequency.
2.2.2 Finite-difference time-domain (FDTD)
In contrast, time-domain techniques in which Maxwell's equations are iterated for
a definite time-period enable the evolution of the fields to be step-wise simulated and
visualized. Historically, this technique, invented in 1966, is a very popular and attractive
electromagnetic solver. [99] This solver is suitable to perform complex calculations with
various types of sources, transmission characteristics and refraction effects, as well as
near-field and far-field radiation modes. It has been widely used in electrical engineering
for simulating antennas, receivers, radars, or more generally electrical circuits [100, 101].
Originally, the simulation of devices in the microwave regime required immense
computational loads resulting in very long simulation times only possible with
supercomputers or large computer clusters. The recent development of super-fast and
cost-effective cluster of personal computers that possess sufficient CPU speed, memory,
and hard-drive space to run FDTD simulations of large devices made this argument
obsolete. Therefore, there has been a renewed interest in FDTD techniques for PCs and
other fields.
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Before describing this technique in detail, we briefly review the basic principle
and features of FDTD simulations. FDTD is a grid-based iterative algorithm in which the
time-dependent field equations are discretized using first-order central-difference
approximation (or truncated Taylor’s expansion) [99]. The algorithm presents a leap-frog
scheme wherein the displacement field is first calculated followed by the calculation of
the electric and magnetic field. The computation of the electric field from the
displacement field is necessary to account for the dielectric properties of the material, as
indicated by Eq. 11. This cycle is iteratively repeated until the desired simulation time is
reached, as shown in Fig. 2.5.
However, FDTD solvers present several disadvantages. First, the simulation time
increases with the computational cell size and mesh finesse. Unfortunately, this is an
attribute of any grid-based algorithm such as the finite-element-method. Additionally, the
frequency resolution is inversely proportional to the simulation time as a consequence of
the Fourier analysis. For example, the simulation time has to be doubled to obtain twice
the frequency resolution. The discretization and computational size of the device are the
two critical parameters in FDTD. The cell-size must be at least ten times below the
lowest wavelength of interest to reach convergence of a solution. A small cell-size
combined with a large grid results in a large computational load. To avoid dispersion
artifacts, the time-step size value must also be bounded. In this case, a small time-step
value will provide the best accuracy but the simulation time will consequently increase.
Finally but not the least, it is not possible to obtain simultaneously the eigenvalue
(frequency solution) and eigenvector (mode profile) as with PWE. A second simulation
must be run in order to obtain this information.
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Figure 2.5: Flow-chart presenting the iterative principle in FDTD. First, the dielectric
function is defined and spatially discretized. Then, the EM fields are initialized within the
computational cell. The main loop is iterated until the desired simulation time is reached.
Final post-processing is performed to obtain, for example, photonic band structures or
other information.
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On the other hand, the FDTD tool possesses features which cannot be matched by
any other techniques. Any type of EM source imaginable can be applied to excite the
device. Real-time and post-processing with advanced mathematical libraries or
visualization packages provide unsurpassed insight of local and global properties of the
simulated device at any given time during or after the run. Additionally, the development
of efficient absorbing boundary conditions (ABC), such as Bérenger’s perfect-matchedlayer (PML) [102], removes back-reflection or numerical artifacts from the
computational boundary. Hence, smaller computational cells can be used yielding
reduced simulation times by one or few orders of magnitude. Symmetry arguments can
also be applied to evaluate the properties of structures with high degree of symmetry to
reduce computational time. For example, simulations of infinite periodic structures such
as PCs can be performed using a unique unit cell with periodic Bloch boundary
conditions [103]. Finally, one simulation is sufficient to compute the response of the
device over a very wide frequency range.
In 1966, Yee Kane developed a staggered EM scheme wherein the electrical
components positions were spatially half-way between two magnetic components and
vice-versa [99]. Figure 2.6 shows a conventional Cartesian 3D Yee cell and indicates the
spatial location of the relevant EM field components. As mentioned earlier, the electric
field is computed indirectly from the curl of the magnetic field obtained from the
previous time step. Then, the magnetic field components are updated from the curl of this
electric field. If the electric (or displacement field) and magnetic components share the
same spatial location, a numerical aberration appears. The concept of a staggered cell
presents a method to overcome this aberration. Also, this scheme implicitly satisfies both
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Figure 2.6: Schematic of the Cartesian 3D cubic Yell cell used in FDTD [99]. The E and
H components are shifted apart by half of a unit cell. The dimensions of one unit cell are
given by the spatial increments ∆x, ∆y, and ∆z. Indices i, j, and k are used to locate all
field components in the discretized mesh.
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of Gauß’ laws (Eq. 9 and 10). Furthermore, Yee introduced a compact notation for
labeling the spatial and temporal field components. For example, a random field u
evaluated at a discrete point in the grid and time is given by

u ( i∆ x , j ∆ y , k ∆ z , n ∆ t ) = u n ( i , j , k ) ,

Equation 21

where ∆x, ∆y, and ∆z, express the spatial increments of the mesh in the x, y, and z
directions respectively. The position of the field component in the discretized grid is then
indicated by index i, j, and k. Finally, the field is computed at time n.∆t, where n is the
time index and ∆t the time increment. For the most complex 3D case and in the absence
of electric charge and magnetic source, Eq. 7 and 8 give the following set of six equations
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These equations can be converted into first-order central derivative approximations.
Furthermore, because the Yee cell is staggered, the fields have to be displaced by half a
unit cell with respect to each other. For example, the field components take a form
similar to either
H xn + 1 / 2 ( i , j +

+

1
1
1
1
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2
2
2
2
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for the magnetic field, or
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for the electric field. These six equations form the core of the FDTD algorithm. For
example, from Eq. 24n, Ex at time (n + 1) is calculated for all grid points from Ex at time
n and the curl of the adjacent magnetic components at half-time away (n + ½). Similarly,
Hx at time (n + ½) is calculated from Hx at time (n - ½) and the curl of the adjacent
electric components at half-time away n. After an adequate initial field value is set over
the mesh, the time step is incrementally increased and the EM fields are updated. The
simulation stops when sufficient convergence or desired time is reached.
The most challenging step in FDTD is certainly the modeling and spatial
discretization of the device. Assumptions must be made to simplify the design in terms of
architecture and properties of considered materials (electrical, optical, etc.). In addition,
the mesh finesse must express the local properties of the device with the highest accuracy
possible without sacrificing simulation time and memory usage. Many EM solvers have
been commercialized over the years to design specific devices. The most recent software
generation offers interesting post-processing capabilities and visualization options, but
also flexibility to manage the FDTD parameters, excitation sources or detectors. Most of
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these provide a CAD (computer-aided design) interface that simplifies the construction of
the simulated device. On the other hand, little or non-existent flexibility is provided to the
user for designing complex structures such as the NCP inverse opals discussed in this
Thesis. Indeed, the modeling of such architectures requires the use of computational
resources and mathematical libraries that no software currently offers. This motivated
the writing of an algorithm to build the desired dielectric model, discussed in the next
Chapter (see also Appendix A), and of a custom-built and flexible FDTD code in which
these dielectric functions can be imported (Appendix B). An existing FDTD algorithm
developed by Ward [104] and later modified by Park and Neff [105]was employed to
simulate 2D PC slab waveguides. Subroutines were added to the program as to model the
conformal coating of dielectric layers by ALD onto the patterned slab (Appendix C). All
photonic band structure and subsequent results presented in Chapters 4, 5, 6, and 7 were
obtained from these three codes.
2.3

Experimental analysis of PC

2.3.1 Synthetic opal fabrication
As mentioned in Chapter 1, opals are natural gemstones resulting from millions of
years of sedimentation under high pressure and temperature. Three processes are required
for the formation of natural opals (1) formation of uniform colloidal particles, (2) their
packing in an f.c.c crystal lattice, and (3) their cementing together with hydrated
amorphous silica [30]. Iler achieved these three critical steps in the laboratory as early as
1979 [32]. On the other hand, the fabrication of synthetic opals only requires the first two
steps to be satisfied. Nevertheless, a third step can be introduced to bond the spheres to
strengthen the mechanical stability of the thin film. The formation of uniform colloidal
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particles requires a well-controlled chemical synthesis yielding size monodispersity
below 5% [30, 106]. This issue was overcome in 1968 when Stöber and Fink reported a
synthesis technique for monodisperse silica colloids [107]. The most challenging step is
by far the packing of the spherical particles in a crystal lattice. Several self-assembly
approaches have been developed over the years to crystallize colloids including transfer
from air-liquid interface [108], capillary [38], and electrophoretic deposition [44, 109].
The second approach has been found to be most successful and many variants have been
explored to date such as spin coating or solvent evaporation.
In this Thesis, the synthetic opals, from which photonic band structures are
simulated, were synthesized using a gravitational field sedimentation technique reported
by Park et al. [110], Xia et al. [106], and later by Neff and King [61]. This technique
exploits subtle coupling of Brownian motion and crystallization in a confined region.
Figure 2.7 shows the employed confinement cell and experimental procedure. The
particles diluted in a liquid settle at a rate depending on their density, size, solution
viscosity and cell geometry. The geometry (width and thickness) of the cell is important
as it imposes the synthetic opal domain size, as shown in Fig. 2.7(a). Typically, the cell
consists of a photoresist material (SU-8) with patterned grooves or channels on its bottom
face, as shown in the inset at Fig. 2.7. These channels, smaller than the sphere diameter
(< 100 nm), are designed to evacuate the liquid carrier as the colloids settle. Additional
kinetic energy can be brought to the system by means of sonication. In addition, positive
nitrogen pressure can be applied to the system to favor translational diffusion of the
particles, as shown in Fig. 2.7(b). Fig. 2.8 shows an SEM of a 421 nm synthetic
polystyrene (PS) opal fabricated by this method. The SEM image confirms the high
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Figure 2.7: (a) Picture of a 2 cm x 2 cm x 10 µm confinement cell. The bottom and
perforated top glass cladding are used to support the crystal growth and seal the colloidal
solution. The colloidal spheres, diluted in de-ionized water (D.I. water) solution are
introduced in the tube of the top cladding to access the growth chamber. Translational
diffusion and kinetic energy are brought to the system by gentle positive pressure with N2
(3 Atm) and sonication, respectively, as shown in (b). The inset presents a cartoon of the
confinement cell design.

Figure 2.8: SEM image of a 421 nm polystyrene opal fabricated by the confinement cell
presented in Fig. 2.7. The dielectric spheres were purchased from Duke Scientific
(monodispersity < 2%). A high-degree of crystallization is observed.
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quality and long-range order of the f.c.c. crystallization. All opals and related structures
discussed in this Thesis were synthesized using this confinement cell technique.
2.3.2

Specular reflectance apparatus
The reflection/transmission properties of the 3D-PCs, discussed in Chapter 5, 6,

and 7, were optically characterized using a custom free-space optics specular reflectance
setup shown in Fig. 2.11. A Vickers microscope was modified to incorporate a 300W
tungsten-halogen lamp. This broadband white source was focused through a set of optical
objectives (10X, 20X, or 40X each with a numerical aperture of 0.25) onto the sample at
normal incidence. Reduced spot sizes of 200, 100, and 50 µm, respectively, were
obtained when the field and condenser diaphragms were closed to minimize the
divergence (measured to be < 8°). An optical chopper (Scitec Instruments) was placed
between the illumination source and sample to remove any signal other than the chopper
frequency. The reflected or transmitted light was then collected by multimode optical
fibers (Ocean Optics) and rerouted to a long-range spectrometer (SpectraPro-500i) for
UV-VIS-NIR analysis. A broad 550-2200 nm spectral range was explored using Thorlabs
silicon (Si) and indium gallium arsenide (InGaAs) photodiodes located at the exit slits of
the monochromator. A lock-in amplifier (EG&G 5208 Princeton Applied Research)
referenced to the optical chopper frequency was used for signal acquisition. Finally, the
DC electrical signal was sent to a personal computer via an USB SpectraHub (Acton
Research) for data collection and analysis.
Additionally, the optical characterization of 2D PC silicon slab waveguides
(Chapter 7) was performed with a resonant-band coupling technique pioneered by
Astratov using a custom-built angle-resolved specular reflectance setup (Fig. 2.12). The
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broadband light of a deuterium-halogen lamp (Mikropack DH-2000) was routed into a
multimode optical fiber (Ocean Optics) attached to a variable angle arm (adjustable from
12 to 65º with respect to normal incidence). The light was then collimated onto the
sample through two lenses and limited by an adjustable iris. An optical chopper
(Spiricon) was mounted between the output end of the incident fiber and the iris.
Additional rotational angle and translational flexibility was provided by the sample
holder which could be rotated (azimuthal angle from 0 to 360º) and translated along the
x, y, and z directions. The light reflected off the sample was then collected by a lens/optic
fiber setup and routed to a SpectraPro-150 spectrometer (Acton Research) for spectral
analysis. A Thorlabs InGaAs detector was placed at the exit slit to collect the spectrum
within the 700 - 1700 nm operating range of the detector. The signal was then preamplified (EG&G 181 Princeton Applied Research) and transmitted into a lock-in
analyzer (EG&G 5208 Princeton Applied Research), and finally to a personal computer
via an USB SpectraHub (Acton Research) for signal processing.
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Figure 2.9: Schematic of the UV-VIS-NIR normal-incidence specular reflectance
apparatus employed to characterize the photonic properties in 3D PCs. This system can
also perform transmission measurements. The size of the spot focused onto the sample
was adjusted by selecting the available objectives. A 200, 100, and 50 µm spot size was
obtained with the 10X, 20X, and 40X objectives, respectively.

Figure 2.10: Schematic of the UV-VIS-NIR angular-resolve specular reflectance
apparatus employed to characterize the photonic properties of 2D PCs. Selection of the
desired angles was provided by a rotational sample holder (φ = 0 to 360º). Also, the
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optics were mounted onto a symmetric two-arm system aligned with respect to normal
incidence (θ = 12 to 65º).
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CHAPTER 3
DIELECTRIC MODELING FOR FDTD
In this Chapter, we introduce the dielectric models employed in our custom
FDTD code to simulate the photonic band structures of opals, inverse opals, LP inverse
opals, and NCP inverse opals fabricated by ALD. First, we discuss the implementation of
a dielectric function in the staggered Yee cell [99]. Then, we present the numerical
algorithm that mimics the conformal ALD deposition steps investigated in this Thesis.
Here, “outside” and “inside” backbone growth schemes are discussed. The former
requires a well-known geometrical overlapping scheme. The latter necessitates the
development of a novel conformal algorithm that accurately depicts the backfill
infiltration of the porous network by ALD. Finally, the convergence and proficiency of
the generated dielectric meshes were assessed.
3.1 Dielectric models in the Yee cell
We introduced in the previous Chapter the Yee cell scheme wherein the electric
and magnetic field spatial positions in the grid are shifted by half a cell (Fig. 2.6). As we
recall, this is the basic concept in FDTD which allows computations of the electric field
from the curl of the magnetic field, and vice-versa. Nevertheless, an additional step is
typically introduced to efficiently incorporate the dielectric properties of the simulated
architecture. Instead of computing E directly from H, the displacement field D is first
computed from the curl of H. Then, E is computed from D using Eq. 12. In isotropic
materials, the dielectric properties are expressed by the dielectric constant of the material
along the x, y, and z directions such that the relationship between D and E, and E and D,
at each grid point (i , j , k) is given by
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E is computed by multiplying the inverse of the dielectric tensor with D where the
diagonal terms are 1 / εxx, as shown in Eq. 25. On the other hand, the spatial position of
the D (or E) components in the Yee cell defines the translation requirement for the
dielectric function to spatially match the corresponding field components. This means
that the dielectric function must be shifted by half a cell along the x, y, and z directions
for computing Exx, Eyy, and Ezz, respectively. This concept is illustrated in Fig. 3.1.
Another challenge is to obtain an accurate numerical description of the dielectric
architecture. The main difficulty is to properly treat interfaces between the dielectric
components (air and backbone). Indeed, computational aberrations are introduced
whenever the dielectric constant abruptly changes across an interface. A common
solution is to numerically average the interface volume such that the inverse of the
dielectric constant progressively increases to match the inverse of the dielectric value of
air (1.0) when traversing across the backbone to air interface. This is performed by
averaging the dielectric values between neighbor cells in the vicinity of the interface with
a dielectric mixing law, as shown in Fig. 3.2 [101]. Two approaches exist to obtain this
stair-case approximation. In the first technique depicted in Fig. 3.3(a), the desired
function is modeled with a certain grid size; L x M x N. The dielectric function is then
averaged by substituting the original dielectric value at spatial location (i , j , k) with an
average value
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Figure 3.1: 3D Yee cell dielectric scheme. The dielectric matrices, εxx, εyy, and εzz must
be such that they are displaced along the x, y, and z directions by half a unit cell.

Figure 3.2: Example of dielectric averaging principle in FDTD [101] for a stack of
alternated layers. (a) Real dielectric interface between air (εair = 1, pale green) and highindex material (εmat = 13, blue). (b) The domain is then spatially discretized with
increments ∆x into a 4 x 8 mesh and dielectric values are assigned to respective cells
(note that the unit cell does not necessarily have to be cubic). (c) A 3 x 3 mesh is used to
average the dielectric value of the central cell (#5) from its nearest neighbors using the
mixing law shown in (d). (d) Final averaged mesh. The cells at the first and last columns
have the original dielectric value whereas the cells at the second (green) and third (pale
blue) columns are now averaged. A smoother dielectric transition from low- to highindex is obtained.
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computed from the value in neighbor cells. The accuracy of the averaging is dependent
on the number of neighbor cells. Hence, the size of the resulting averaged dielectric mesh
remains L x M x N. Typically, this numerical procedure results in a crude dielectric
mesh. A second approach utilizes a compression algorithm wherein the initial mesh with
dimension L1 x M1 x N1 is mathematically transformed into a smaller mesh with
dimension L2 x M2 x N2, as demonstrated in Fig. 3.3(b). The compression constant, C,
expresses the scaling factor such as L1 = C . L2 (M1 = C . M2 and N1 = C . N2). Here, the
dielectric value in the cell at position (i , j , k) in original mesh is averaged from values in
neighbor cells. However, the cell position in the compressed mesh is altered since the
new cell now expresses the whole set of cells used to average the dielectric value.
Although this technique requires the processing of large initial meshes, a higher
numerical finesse at interfaces is reached with respect to same-size grids obtained with
the first technique. Hence, the second approach was always employed to model the 3D
PC architectures investigated in this Thesis; whereas the first technique was employed for
2D PCs. Typically, 2D PC dielectric functions were created within the 3D-FDTD code
whereas more complex 3D PC dielectric functions were first designed in Matlab and then
exported into the 3D-FDTD code.
In addition, symmetry considerations in opal-based PCs can be used to reduce the
original mesh size and therefore increase the finesse of the averaging process. Indeed, an
eighth of the f.c.c. unit cell is sufficient to reproduce the entire unit cell by applying
multiple mirror transformations after numerical compression, as shown in Fig. 3.4. For
example, if one uses a 250 x 250 x 250 mesh size to model an eighth of a unit cell, this is
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Figure 3.3: [100] view of opal dielectric functions averaged by two techniques. (a)
Substitutional averaging approach. The original and final meshes have the same 50 x 50 x
50. This approach results in a crude mesh. (b) Compression averaging technique. The
original 500 x 500 x 500 mesh was compressed into a 50 x 50 x 50 mesh with
compression constant C = 10. For each (i, j, k) position, a 10 x 10 x 10 mesh is defined
around this cell and averaged with the mixing law defined previously. This 1000-cell
volume is then replaced by a single cell with location (i, j, k) with average dielectric
value. Then, the code moves to the next position (i + C / 2, j + C / 2, k + C / 2) until the
final mesh is reconstructed.
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Figure 3.4: Top left cartoon depicts the irreducible cubic cell used to model f.c.c.-based
PCs. Several central symmetry transformations (planes indicated by arrows) are then
applied to this one-eighth of the architecture to obtain the complete unit cell used in
FDTD, and shown at the bottom.
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sequentially compressed into a 25 x 25 x 25 mesh size with a compression constant of 10.
The final mesh size is then 50 x 50 x 50. The thickness resolution defined as the ratio of
the lattice constant (a = √2 D) to the grid size is 0.028D. In comparison, without this
symmetry argument, a 500 x 500 x 500 mesh size must be defined, thus requiring eight
times more memory.
3.2 Mimicking ALD growth of thin dielectric layers
We discussed in the previous Section the challenge in obtaining a realistic and
computationally efficient dielectric modeling function. In this Section, “inside” and
“outside” backbone growth models simulating conformal deposition in opal-based PCs
by ALD are developed. As we described earlier in bare opals, the conformal infiltration
steps result in increasing the radius of the composite sphere. This “outside” growth can
be modeled with an overlapping sphere scheme, as depicted in Fig. 3.5(a). The composite
sphere radius and dielectric filling fraction dependence on the coated sphere radius were
computed with Monte-Carlo simulations, as shown in Fig. 3.5(b). In this geometrical
model, where the sphere radius is normalized to the sphere diameter D, growth stops once
86% of the total air void volume is filled (22.4% dielectric filling fraction). Figure 3.5(b)
indicates that the maximum normalized radius obtained is Rshell / D = 0.5775 (Ropal / D =
0.5 for the close-packed geometry). Therefore, infiltrated opals and related structures
fabricated by ALD possess an outer shell radius of 0.5775D. Furthermore, if the original
radius of the opal is above 0.5D, the air spherical cavities in the inverse structure overlap
thus mimicking a sintering step. Since, the pore size in the inverse structure is directly
dependent on the radius, as shown in Fig. 1.13(b), LP inverse opals can be obtained by
using large radii. Prior to performing the compression algorithm, the inverse of the
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Figure 3.5: (a) Overlapping scheme used to model opals, infiltrated opals, inverse shell
opals, and large-pore inverse shell opals. The structural parameters are normalized with
respect to the sphere diameter, D. (b) Dependence of the deposited dielectric filling
fraction on the coated sphere radius, Rshell / D computed by Monte-Carlo simulations.
Maximum point of infiltration by conformal means is obtained for a coated sphere radius
of 0.5775 or 22.4% filling fraction. This value corresponds to 86% of the opal interstitial
air volume.
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dielectric constant values are assigned to their respective regions. In the case of an
infiltrated opal, three dielectric regions coexist; opal sphere, deposited material, and air.
Only two are required to define an inverse shell opal; backbone and air. An overlappingbased algorithm was written in Matlab (Appendix A) to model bare-opals, infiltrated
opals, inverse shell opals, and LP inverse shell opals. Figure 3.6(a)-(d) shows the
corresponding [100] dielectric functions cross-section computed with a 250 x 250 x 250
original mesh size and compression constant of 10 (final mesh size of 50 x 50 x 50). The
algorithm was designed to be as flexible as possible such that all structural and
discretization parameters could be easily changed.
On the other hand, the final ALD step performed in the fabrication of NCP
inverse opals cannot be modeled by this scheme. A more complex conformal algorithm
that accurately mimics conformal deposition onto the interior of the backbone (“inside”
growth) is required. In this algorithm, the conformal backfilling thickness tBF was defined
as a ratio to the original sphere diameter, D. The code was written such as the position of
the interface between the backbone and air was found and stored (the backbone is defined
by “ones” and the air by “zeros”). Then, small dielectric spheres, (“one” value)
mimicking atoms, are pasted in the air region along the interface to model atomic
deposition. This procedure is repeated until the desired backfilling thickness is reached.
The accuracy of the conformal backfilling infiltration model is therefore dependent on the
deposited sphere radius which has to be as small as possible compared to the main grid
size. A thickness resolution of 0.0138D was obtained with a 4-cell sphere radius in a 250
x 250 x 250 mesh grid. Figure 3.7(a) presents the cross section through the [100] plane
and demonstrates the parameterization of an NCP inverse opal dielectric function as
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Figure 3.6: Cross-section of [100] dielectric functions for architectures modeled with the
overlapping scheme. (a) Synthetic silica opal. (b) Infiltrated silica opal. (c) Inverse shell
opal. (d) Large-pore inverse shell opal.
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fabricated by the Graugnard et al. SL-ALD technique [63]. Figures 3.7(b) and 3.7(c)
show the schematic cross sections of overlapping inverse shell structures using two
different sacrificial shell radii, and Figs. 3.7(d) and 3.7(e) show the final structures after
conformal backfilling with the same thickness. As the conformal backfilling thickness
increases, hyperboloid channels form. Their width is controlled by the original sacrificial
shell radius and the conformal backfilling thickness, thus demonstrating the potential of
the model. The capabilities of this algorithm to model with precision the geometrical
features observed in NCP inverse opals by King et al. (air pore size reduction and
formation of hyperboloid channels) is clearly demonstrated [111].
3.3

Numerical grid proficiency

In order to assess the proficiency and convergence of the developed dielectric
models, photonic band structure computations were run with our custom-built 3D-FDTD
code. This code, presented in Appendix C, was written in Fortran 90 and compiled with
the 64-bit Absoft Pro Fortran compiler. It exploits the FDTD staggered scheme presented
earlier with periodic Bloch conditions to simulate infinite periodic structures. In the code,
the EM fields were initialized at time t = 0 using the technique developed by Ho et al. to
evaluate the frequency response of the PC at a given k-vector [27]. Additionally, Fouriertransform post-processing subroutines were used to calculate the power spectra for each
k-vector determined by the BZ of the studied architecture. For example, the BZ of an
f.c.c lattice is shown in Fig. 3.8 and highlights the main symmetry directions of the
crystal. These power spectra were then analyzed in Matlab to find the peaks (allowed
modes) for all k-vectors (Appendix B, Section 2). Finally, the photonic band structure
was reconstructed by superimposing this complete set of solutions. The code was written
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Figure 3.7: (a) Cross section through the [100] plane to demonstrate parameterization
scheme used to define NCP inverse shell dielectric functions. (b) and (c) depict schematic
cross-sections of backbone templates prior to conformal backfilling, in which the
backbone outer radius is Rshell / D = 0.5775 (86% of the air interstitial space infiltrated),
while (d) and (e), respectively, depict the cross sections of a resulting NCP inverse opal
after a 0.083D conformal backfilling infiltration. (b) [100] top view of an inverse shell
opal using an etched sacrificial shell radius of 0.5462D. (c) [100] top view of an inverse
shell opal using a sacrificial shell radius of 0.5693D. (d) and (e) show that the final
structures have different spheres and hyperboloid channels sizes depending upon the
sacrificial shell radius.

Figure 3.8: Brillouin zone (BZ) of an f.c.c. lattice. The main symmetry directions in
reciprocal space are X, U, L, Γ, W, and K. The spatial definition of these points (kx, ky,
kz) were used to compute the photonic band structures of opal-based PCs.
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such that it can read the text file; format in which the dielectric function defined by the
Matlab code were saved.
Computations of an inverse silicon (nSi = 3.45) shell opal presenting a large
pseudo-PBG of ~ 18% were performed by using meshes with 50 x 50 x 50, 70 x 70 x 70,
and 150 x 150 x 150 points per unit cell. These meshes were reconstructed from larger
meshes (250 x 250 x 250, 350 x 350 x 350, and 750 x 750 x 750, respectively) with C =
10, as discussed earlier. The grid size resolutions are then 0.0283D, 0.0202D, and
0.0094D, respectively. Figure 3.9 presents the Bragg peak width dependence on the mesh
size. For all calculations, the simulation ran through 65,536 time steps. The cell sizes ∆x,
∆y, and ∆z and incremental time, ∆t, were chosen so the generalized stability criterion for
a 3D Yee cell defined by
1
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was satisfied at all times. From Eq. 26, the phase velocity, vp, is given by vp = 1 / √(εµ)
in any media with properties (ε , µ). The data indicates that the Bragg peak width
obtained with the higher resolution grid was ~ 4% greater than that computed using a
coarse grid (~ 2% between the coarse and intermediate case). Furthermore, the code using
a finer grid size of 150 takes 24 times longer than a coarse grid size of 50 and uses 80
times more memory. Similarly, the intermediate case of 70 points per unit cell takes 11
times longer and 10 times more memory. This indicates that a grid size of 50 yields
sufficient convergence while preserving simulation time and memory. As a consequence,
since the thickness of the coated layers used in this work were greater than 0.01D, a 50 x
50 x 50 cubic grid was chosen to ensure reliable convergence.
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Figure 3.9: Dependence of the pseudo-PBG (Bragg peak) width and position on the grid
size used to model an inverse silicon (nSi = 3.45) shell opal. The photonic band structures
were run through 65,536 time-steps along the L - U direction with three mesh resolutions:
50 x 50 x 50, 70 x 70 x 70, and 150 x 150 x 150.
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Although the numerical grid size of the averaged dielectric function was 0.028D
for the 50 x 50 x 50 mesh, the simulations indicate that the compression process
accurately preserves the original template. Four-digit resolution was validated for the
structural parameters in the dielectric models: sacrificial shell radii RSL / D, the outer
radii of the backbone template Rshell / D and conformal backfilling thicknesses tBF / D. In
a typical 500 nm lattice constant opal, this resolution equals 0.1 nm growth of the
dielectric material (0.0002 x 500 nm = 0.1 nm). This closely matches the dielectric
growth rate per cycle in an opal reported by King et al., of about 0.05 nm (fabrication
resolution) for the ALD of TiO2 [53, 62].
3.4

Conclusion

The dielectric modeling principle and challenges in FDTD simulations were
presented. Two averaging techniques were explored. The numerical compression
approach was found to simulate with higher accuracy and reduced simulation time the
photonic band structures in opal-based PBG materials. Also, two growth schemes were
discussed for the ALD fabrication of LP inverse opals (“outside” growth) and NCP
inverse opals (“inside” growth). Two numerical algorithms using geometrical
overlapping spheres and a more realistic conformal deposition approach were
successfully developed. Finally, the proficiency of the designed numerical grids was
assessed. In this Thesis, all numerical meshes employed to simulate the photonic band
structure of opal-based PCs, manipulated by ALD, have a grid size of 50 x 50 x 50 with a
0.028D grid resolution. The FDTD simulations were run for 65,536 time steps on a
cluster of custom-built 64-bit CPU personal computers (64-bit Linux-operating system
and 3GB of memory).
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CHAPTER 4
HIGHLY CONFORMAL INVERSE SHELL OPALS
In this Chapter, we theoretically investigate the photonic properties of highly
conformal inverse shell opals fabricated by an ALD or an equivalent conformal
deposition technique. The photonic band structures and EM field power maps were
simulated using 3D-FDTD computations as a means to assess the dependence of the
FPBG on the dielectric architecture and material index. The mechanism of the FPBG
formation in inverse shell opals are discussed. These results highlight the optical
limitations of the inverse shell architecture, but also provide alternatives to engineer
FPBG with reduced dielectric contrast.
4.1

Photonic band structure analysis

Using the overlapping-sphere dielectric model introduced in the preceding
Chapter, the photonic band diagrams of partially filled inverse opals with conformal
infiltrations ranging from 0% to 100% of the air void volume were calculated for silicon
(nSi = 3.45). Figure 4.1 presents the evolution of the FPBG width as a function of the
fractional dielectric volume infiltrated from 82% to 100% of the air interstitial void
space. The degree of infiltration is related to the backbone thickness and is expressed as
the ratio of the radius of the coating sphere R to the cubic lattice constant a, from R / a =
0.4026 to 0.5, as shown in Fig. 4.1. Four particular cases can be identified from Fig. 4.1.
First, a FPBG is only obtained when the percentage of silicon infiltration reaches 82.37%
of the air void volume as shown in Fig. 4.2(a). In this configuration a large pseudo-PBG
is sustained between the eighth and ninth bands across the X – Γ – L – U – X space, thus
showing that it is the W point that prevents the opening of a complete gap. Figure
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Figure 4.1: Dependence of the FPBG width of inverse opals as a function of the
infiltrated percentage of the air voids for a conformally infiltrated silicon (nSi = 3.45). The
top scale presents the corresponding radius of coated sphere R / a used to model the
architectures. The vertical dashed line indicates the point of maximum conformal
infiltration; 86% of the air void space where infiltrated inverse silicon shell opal is
predicted to have a ~ 2.5% gap. A ~ 10% FPBG width is predicted in a 97.2% infiltrated
inverse silicon shell opal and a 4.5% FPBG width for complete (100%) infiltration.
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4.2(b) presents the photonic band diagram at the conformal fabrication limit for an 86%
inverse silicon shell opal in which the eighth and ninth bands at the W point have split,
hence, exhibiting a complete gap. Further dielectric infiltration of the air voids volume
cannot be achieved since the connected channels become completely filled. At this point
the thin air channels have vanished leaving octahedral air pockets within the dielectric
backbone, as shown in Fig. 1.10(d). Nevertheless, assuming that is possible to continue to
increase the conformal infiltration then a maximum gap is observed at R / a = 0.442
corresponding to 97.2% of the void volume (25.3% of total volume). At this point, the
tetrahedral sites are almost fully infiltrated. Figure 4.2(c) presents the band diagram of
the optimized structure with a 10.34% gap (∆ω/ωo): in good agreement with Busch and
John’s calculations [40]. The dashed region represents the FPBG where the lower
boundary is defined by the eighth band at the W point, and the upper boundary by the
ninth band at the W and X points. At 100% conformal infiltration, the octahedral air sites
are totally filled to form a full inverted opal for which a FPBG of 4.34% was calculated
as shown in Fig. 4.2(d). These photonic band diagrams clearly indicate that the PBG
properties are intimately linked to the activity of the W and X points of the eighth and
ninth bands [42]. Figure 4.3 shows the frequency dependence of the eighth band which
occurs at the W point and the bottom of the ninth band which occurs at the W and X
points plotted as a function of the normalized radius of the silicon coated sphere (R / a)
from value of 0.4030 to 0.5. Band diagrams indicate that below R / a = 0.442, the W – W
gap between the eighth and ninth bands directly defines the photonic band gap. It is
observed that, as the percentage of dielectric material increases, the eighth band at the W
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Figure 4.2: Band diagrams of inverse silicon shell opals as a percentage of air void
infiltration. (a) Infiltration of 82.37% (R / a = 0.4030). The connection of the eighth and
ninth bands at the W point prevents the formation of a complete photonic band gap. (b)
86% inverse shell opal (R / a = 0.4083). The arrow shows the direct gap of 2.61%
obtained between the eighth and ninth bands of the W point. (c) 97.2% inverse shell opal
(R / a = 0.442). The arrows show the optimized direct and indirect gaps obtained between
the eighth band of the W point and the ninth band of the X and W points. (d) 100%
inverse opal (R / a = 0.5). Indirect gap is shown by the arrow between the eighth band of
the W point and the ninth band of the X point. For each band diagram, the corresponding
unit cell is presented at the bottom right.
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point decreases at a faster rate than the ninth band at the same point, such that the band
gap naturally increases. With increasing infiltration, the average refractive index
increases and the eighth band at the W point shifts down accordingly. Moreover, the X
point of an upper band (we reference to an “upper” band whenever this band lies above
the ninth band) is initially at a much higher frequency, but decreases in frequency at a
higher rate while the ninth band at the W point is less affected. The maximum photonic
gap occurs when the X and W point of the ninth band are at the same frequency. The
dotted vertical line in Fig. 4.3 shows the transition between the direct W – W and the
indirect W – X photonic band gap which occurs when R / a = 0.442. (Band crossing
occurs for an exact geometry where the X and W points of the ninth band lie at the same
frequency) An additional increase in R induces these two bands to cross. For higher
values of R, the eighth band at the W point and the ninth band at the X point define an
indirect photonic band gap.
As discussed previously, conformal deposition techniques are limited to a
maximum ~ 86% infiltration of the interstitial air void. However, 86% inverse shell opals
structures calculated as a function of refractive index show a PBG only when n > 2.8.
Because few materials have n ~ 2.8, silicon (nSi = 3.45) for example, this limits operation
to the near-IR range since silicon is opaque at higher frequencies. In order to investigate
the use of other high refractive index materials, we studied the behavior of full inverse
and inverse shell opals for refractive indices ranging from 2.8 to 4.0 using the same
procedure. These results demonstrate that the photonic band gap opens for a minimum
refractive index contrast of ~ 3.3 compared to ~ 3.0 for a full inverse opal and ~ 2.85 for
a 97.2% inverse shell opal where the maximum gap is observed (R / a = 0.442), as shown
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Figure 4.3: Evolution of the eighth band at the W point and ninth band at the W and X
points as a function of silicon infiltration. The degree of infiltration is expressed in terms
of the radius of coating sphere R / a where the cubic lattice constant is a. The bold
vertical line corresponding to R / a = 0.442 shows the transition between the W-W and
the W-X gap domination. Band crossing occurs at that exact geometry where the bottom
of the X and W bands lie at the same frequency.
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Figure 4.4: Evolution of the FPBG width (∆ω/ωo in %) as a function of refractive index
for an 86%, an optimized 97.2%, and a full infiltrated silicon inverse shell opal.
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in Fig. 4.4. This result shows that the performance of highly conformal inverse opals is
limited in the visible range since few materials that can be processed by ALD are both
optically transparent and exhibit sufficiently high-indices. Figure 4.4 also indicates that
indirect PBG inverse shell opals have a lower PBG refractive index requirement than
inverse shell opals in which a direct gap is observed. Prior to obtaining a direct gap, the
eighth band ninth bands cross each other at the W point defining a “negative” direct gap
width. Although this does not present any meaning, the slopes of the curves in the
vicinity of the gap formation give additional band activity information. The inverse shell
opal that exhibits a direct/indirect gap provides the lowest PBG refractive index
requirement for any scenario. It has to be noticed as well that in the low refractive index
region, the slopes of the direct PBG structures (from 86% to 97.2% of conformal
infiltration in the interstitial air sites) are similar and that the slope for indirect PBG
structures (from 97.2% to 100% of conformal infiltration in the interstitials air sites) is
lower. On the other hand, for refractive indices greater than ~ 3.4, the slopes of indirect
PBG structures are similar and the slope of the direct PBG structure is higher. From Fig.
4.4, we can conclude that direct gap structures are much more dependent on the refractive
index contrast than are indirect gap structures. Thus, a structure that would exhibit a wide
indirect gap is more likely to have a lower refractive index requirement contrast than
structures in which a direct gap at the same width is observed. It follows from this
discussion that the topology of the dielectric/air network in shell opals plays a key-role by
enhancing the band gap as reported previously [40]. However, its drastic effect on the
FPBG opening condition in an inverse shell opal has not been studied to date.
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4.2

Electric-field power profile analysis

To study the effect of the air network on the FPBG, electric-field power profiles
of the gap boundaries at the W and X point were calculated as a function of infiltration
using 3D-FDTD simulations for refractive indices varying from 2.8 to 3.45. The electric
field power profile was computed in the 3D unit cell for a sphere coating thickness
ranging from R / a = 0.4030 to R / a = 0.5. Additionally, {110}, and {111} planes of
interest have been investigated to clarify the analysis so as to highlight the field
distribution within the tetrahedral and octahedral sites of an inverse shell opal. Note that
for the case in which a FPBG is not formed (R / a ~ 0.4030 for silicon, Fig. 4.1) the
eighth and ninth bands at the W point cross and their respective field profiles are
switched. In order to be consistent in our analysis, we have assigned the dielectric band to
the eighth band and the air band to the ninth band. Due to the numerous results and for
clarity, only relevant field profiles are presented. For the eighth band at the W point
(bottom of the PBG), Figs. 4.5 and 4.6 indicate that the electric-field power increases in
the dielectric backbone as the amount of infiltrated material increases from 82.37% to
86%, to 97.2%, and finally 100%. A gradual increase of electric-field power density is
expected over this range which explains the discontinuity of the electric-field power
density within the backbone between the 86% and 97.2% field profiles due to the large
difference in the amount of infiltrated material. However, only a refractive index value of
3.0 is presented in Figs. 4.5 and 4.6 because an increase of refractive index from 2.8 to
3.45 does not modify the electric-field power density distributions within the backbone,
but to a slight degree the power is more concentrated around the dielectric backbone.
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Figure 4.5: Evolution of electric-field power maps for the eighth band at the W point for
inverse structures at the infiltration percentage indicated by the circles in Fig. 4.3 and a
refractive index value of 3.0. The first and third columns respectively depict the physical
dielectric structure in {100} and {110} planes of the unit cell while the second, and
fourth columns show the corresponding field profiles. Field profiles from the top row to
the bottom row, respectively, correspond to an inverse shell opal in which 82.37%, 86%,
97.2%, and 100% of the interstitial air volume has been infiltrated with dielectric
material.
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Figure 4.6: Evolution of electric-field power maps for the eighth band at the W point for
inverse structures at the infiltration percentage indicated by the circles in Fig. 4.3 for
refractive indices varying from 2.8 to 3.45. The first two columns, respectively, depict the
physical dielectric structure at offset {111} planes of the unit cell highlighting the
tetrahedral and octahedral sites, while the second, and fourth pair of columns show the
corresponding field profiles. Field profiles from the top row to the bottom row,
respectively, correspond to an inverse shell opal in which 82.37%, 86%, 97.2%, and
100% of the interstitial air volume has been infiltrated with dielectric material.
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Thus, as shown previously in Fig. 4.3, with increasing infiltration the average refractive
index increases and the eighth band at the W point shifts down accordingly. However, the
{111} field profiles from Fig. 4.6 demonstrate that the presence of octahedral and
tetrahedral air sites prevents the electric field from being highly concentrated within these
regions of the dielectric backbone. The electric-field power only increases within the
dielectric backbone once the volume of air within the tetrahedral sites tends to zero. By
the same argument the electric-field power density reaches a maximum value within the
backbone as soon as the octahedral air sites totally vanish.
Figures 4.7–4.9 show that for the ninth band at the W point the field patterns do
not change much with increasing thickness of the infiltrated dielectric material although
the electric-field power density slightly decreases within the backbone. For all cases, the
electric-field power stays in the spherical air domains, and does not concentrate within
the remaining tetrahedral and octahedral air sites. These results are consistent with Fig.
4.3, which indicates that the frequency activity of the ninth band at the W point is not
very dependent on increasing infiltration and therefore the introduction of simple cubic
(s.c.) and f.c.c. air lattices. However, the {100} and {111} set of field profiles from Figs.
4.7 and 4.9, respectively, highlighting the octahedral sites f.c.c. air lattice, also indicate
that the electric-field power density located at the sphere overlapping regions increases as
the refractive index increases favoring the ninth band at the W point to stay at a high
frequency as infiltration increases. It follows as well that by increasing the sphere
overlapping regions, a higher electric-field power density could be sustained.
The {100}, {110}, and {111} set of field profiles shown in Figs. 4.10–4.11
indicate for the ninth band at the X point that the electric-field power is concentrated
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Figure 4.7: Evolution of electric-field power maps for the upper and ninth band at the W
point for inverse structures at the infiltration percentage indicated by the circles in Fig.
4.3 and refractive indices varying from 2.8 to 3.45. The first column, respectively, depict
the physical dielectric structure in {100} planes of the unit cell while the second, third,
and fourth columns show the corresponding field profiles. Field profiles from the top row
to the bottom row, respectively, correspond to an inverse shell opal in which 82.37%,
86%, 97.2%, and 100% of the interstitial air volume has been infiltrated with dielectric
material.
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Figure 4.8: Evolution of electric-field power maps for the upper and ninth band at the W
point for inverse structures at the infiltration percentage indicated by the circles in Fig.
4.3 and refractive indices varying from 2.8 to 3.45. The first column, respectively, depicts
the physical dielectric structure in {110} planes of the unit cell while the second, third,
and fourth columns show the corresponding field profiles. Field profiles from the top row
to the bottom row, respectively, correspond to an inverse shell opal in which 82.37%,
86%, 97.2%, and 100% of the interstitial air volume has been infiltrated with dielectric
material.
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Figure 4.9: Evolution of electric-field power maps for the ninth band at the W point for inverse structures at the
infiltration percentage indicated by the circles in Fig. 4.3 and refractive indices varying from 2.8 to 3.45. The first two
columns, respectively, depict the physical dielectric structure at offset {111} planes of the unit cell highlighting the
tetrahedral and octahedral sites, while the second, and fourth pair of columns show the corresponding field profiles. Field
profiles from the top row to the bottom row, respectively, correspond to an inverse shell opal in which 82.37%, 86%,
97.2%, and 100% of the interstitial air volume has been infiltrated with dielectric material.

principally in the spherical air domains, octahedral and tetrahedral air sites, but that its
density quickly diminishes as the infiltration increases. A detailed look at the evolution of
the ninth band at the X point in the photonic band diagrams reveals that, as this band
shifts down in frequency it eventually crosses other stable bands and it is more likely that
the 3D-FDTD simulation picks up a close neighbor air mode increasing the electric-field
power density within the spherical air domains of the ninth band mode. These degenerate
modes are observed for the 82.37% infiltrated structure for all refractive indices: the 86%
infiltration at n = 2.8; 97.2% infiltration at n = 2.8 and n = 3.0. As shown previously
for the eighth band at the W point, the tetrahedral air sites eventually vanish, destroying
the connectivity between the octahedral and tetrahedral sites, and only then is power
transferred from the spherical air domains back into the backbone tetrahedral sites. The
same phenomenon occurs for the octahedral sites, which disappear at full infiltration, thus
reinforcing the electric-field power that can be sustained within the octahedral sites of the
backbone. As previously observed in Fig. 4.3, electric-field distributions for the ninth
band at the X point demonstrate that this band gradually turns, with increasing
infiltration, from an air band into a dielectric band. Indeed, as the backbone thickness
grows, the dielectric/air periodicity of the structure with respect to the X direction is
affected considerably by the vanishing of the tetrahedral and octahedral air sites (s.c. and
f.c.c. air lattices) within the backbone. Figure 4.3 also indicates that the slopes for the X
point at the upper band and the W point at the eighth band are very similar as infiltration
increases, but as that structure approaches the optimized geometry (97.2% infiltration),
the frequency of the upper band at the X point is suddenly pulled down as it crosses the
ninth band at the W point. This is because the octahedral air sites can no longer sustain a
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Figure 4.10: Evolution of electric-field power maps for the upper and ninth band at the X
point for inverse structures at the infiltration percentages indicated by the circles in Fig.
4.3 for refractive indices varying from 2.8 to 3.45. The first column, respectively, depicts
the physical dielectric structure in {100} planes of the unit cell while the second, third,
and fourth columns show the corresponding field profiles. Field profiles from the top row
to the bottom row, respectively, correspond to an inverse shell opal in which 82.37%,
86%, 97.2%, and 100% of the interstitial air volume has been infiltrated with dielectric
material.
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Figure 4.11: Evolution of electric-field power maps for the upper and ninth band at the X
point for inverse structures at the infiltration percentages indicated by the circles in Fig.
4.3 for refractive indices varying from 2.8 to 3.45. The first column, respectively, depicts
the physical dielectric structure in {110} planes of the unit cell while the second, third,
and fourth columns show the corresponding field profiles. Field profiles from the top row
to the bottom row, respectively, correspond to an inverse shell opal in which 82.37%,
86%, 97.2%, and 100% of the interstitial air volume has been infiltrated with dielectric
material.
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Figure 4.12: Evolution of electric-field power maps for the upper and ninth band at the X point for inverse structures at
the infiltration percentages indicated by the circles in Fig. 4 for refractive indices varying from 2.8 to 3.45. The first two
columns, respectively, depict the physical dielectric structure at offset {111} planes of the unit cell highlighting the
tetrahedral and octahedral sites, while the second, third, and fourth pair of columns show the corresponding field profiles.
Field profiles from the top row to the bottom row, respectively, correspond to an inverse shell opal in which 82.37%,
86%, 97.2%, and 100% of the interstitial air volume has been infiltrated.

high electric-field power density and any slight increase of infiltrated material promotes a
large increase in the electric-field power density within the backbone. This pushes the X
point down at a higher rate; therefore reducing the indirect gap. As shown previously for
the ninth band at the W point, these field profiles indicate that the electric-field power
remains strongly concentrated between neighboring air spheres.
4.3

Full PBG mechanisms and limitations

In the previous Section, we showed that a FPBG is formed in inverse shell opals
when the backbone is sufficiently thick (dielectric total volume fraction > ~ 21.4%) and
dielectric contrast is large enough (n > 3.3) [42]. For a given material, the average
dielectric constant increases monotonically so one would expect that the direct gap would
likewise increase. Electric-field profiles indicate that the position of the W point of the
eighth band is directly dependent on the backbone thickness whereas the W point of the
ninth band is more dependent on the refractive index. Consequently, the direct gap
widens as the average refractive index increases with infiltration, or if the infiltrated
material has a higher refractive index. Additionally, it follows that a wider direct gap
would be achieved by thickening the dielectric backbone from its inner side. Electricfield profiles for the ninth band at the X point quickly evolve upon infiltration, which
modifies the power density within the tetrahedral and octahedral air sites. These trapped
air pockets are shown to prevent the electric-field power from being concentrated within
the dielectric backbone. Furthermore, the air sphere overlapping regions are the preferred
locations to sustain high electric-field power whenever the refractive index or the
infiltration percentage is low. This behavior relates well to Busch and John’s results who
reported that the gap width would be enhanced by widening the connecting tube diameter
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[40]. The cylinder-like overlapping regions favor the connectivity between the spherical
air domains, hence, distributing the electric-field power more efficiently. By designing a
structure where the electric power is efficiently contained within all the various air
domains, one could restrict the diffusion of the electric power into the backbone. The X
band would then be pushed up which would enhance the direct/indirect gap width.
It follows that the increase of the direct W-W gap region is dependent on the
deposited layer thickness, which results in pushing the W point of the eighth band down.
In contrast, the decrease of the indirect gap region W-X is attributed to the volume
decrease in the air network with the backbone thickness increase. Therefore, there is
competition between these two mechanisms for increasing the direct gap and reducing the
indirect gap. Consequently, the maximum gap is observed whenever these two
mechanisms balance each other. For a high refractive index, the activity of the eighth
band at the W point is strongly affected such the direct gap increases faster. The
octahedral and tetrahedral dielectric sites introduced in inverse shell opals are shown to
efficiently hold electric power, which becomes important for low refractive index
materials where the diffusion of electric-field power into the dielectric backbone occurs.
This is responsible for reducing the indirect gap by rapidly transforming the ninth band at
the X point from an air band into a dielectric band. It was also shown previously that the
refractive index contrast requirement is more likely to decrease significantly if this gap is
relatively wide with respect, for instance, to a high refractive index material. On the other
hand, direct gap structures were shown to exhibit both a lower gap width and refractive
index requirement. It follows that the direct gap can be theoretically optimized, by first
designing indirect gap structures having a high filling fraction dielectric backbone. For
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inverse opals, another way to increase the filling fraction is to conformally coat the
interior of the dielectric backbone with the same material as demonstrated by Míguez et
al. [66], King et al. [67], and Graugnard et al. [63]. Doosje et al. have very recently
reported that similar fully infiltrated structures theoretically exhibit greater indirect PBG
properties [64]. Then, geometrically controllable air pockets could be introduced within
the dielectric backbone such as in the inverse shell opals to shift the gap from indirect to
direct, thus enhancing the direct FPBG and reducing the refractive index contrast
requirement. Therefore, it is desired to modify the current CVD/ALD infiltration schemes
to fabricate novel architectures with enhanced direct PBG properties. This is discussed in
Chapter 5.
4.4

Conclusion

In conclusion, we demonstrated that 86% inverse shell opal are predicted to have
a minimum refractive index contrast required to opening a FPBG of 3.3 compared to 3.0
for a full inverse opal or even 2.0 in the diamond lattice [42]. Highly conformal inverse
opals are intrinsically limited by their geometry and cannot lead to the fabrication of a
FPBG material without a high refractive index contrast, which restricts their use in the
visible because high refractive index materials (with n ~ 3.3) that are fully transparent in
the visible range are not available. Although not experimentally practical, the FPBG
width is optimized in a 97.2% infiltrated inverse shell opal in which a 10.34% gap was
predicted. Also, the refractive index contrast requirement was decreased from 3.0 to 2.85.
Electric-field power profile maps of 3D inverse shell opals clearly demonstrated the
importance of the octahedral and tetrahedral air sites within the backbone, and the
physics of how they affect the PBG at the X point in ninth band and the refractive index
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contrast requirement. The dielectric/air network topology, which is related to the filling
fraction, is therefore the cornerstone in controlling both mechanisms: direct/indirect gap
size and minimum refractive index contrast. Although the results discussed in this work
show the experimental difficulty of obtaining inverse shell opals with a FPBG in the
visible, we discussed how analysis of the electric-field power profiles can help to predict
experimentally achievable structures that have a FPBG and a reduced refractive index
contrast requirement. Mechanisms that relate the dielectric/air network to the bands
behavior, gap size, and FPBG refractive index contrast requirement were then introduced.
Based on these results, a practical route to enhance PBG properties by investigating PCs
with desirable architectures was discussed. Indeed, these structures should possess two
main characteristics: a high filling fraction to widen the W - W gap and an air network
optimized to prevent the ninth band at the X point from limiting the direct gap at low
infiltration percentages. The potential of ALD to fabricate such advanced networks is
investigated in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 5
PBG PROPERTIES IN NON-CLOSE-PACKED INVERSE OPALS
In this Chapter, we investigate the potential to manipulate the dielectric
architecture of LP inverse scaffolds by ALD as a means to obtain NCP inverse shell opals
with enhanced pseudo- and full-PBGs. Two fabrication approaches briefly introduced in
the first Chapter were explored: sintering followed by two-stage ALD [67], and a threestage sacrificial-layer (SL) ALD [63]. Dielectric algorithms were used in 3D-FDTD
photonic band structure computations to investigate the structural manipulation
dependence on the PBG properties. In particular, the SL-ALD route invented by
Graugnard and co-workers was thoroughly studied as it provides a unique technological
platform to precisely engineer the dielectric architecture, and therefore, adjust or tune
PBG properties.
5.1 Non-close-packed inverse opals: sintering process
In 1998, Busch and John discussed the PBG properties of sintered synthetic opals
[40]. By heavily sintering an opal template (1000ºC), the spheres coalesce resulting in an
f.c.c. array of overlapping spheres. [Note: a low temperature thermal step (< 800ºC) is
used to reinforce the thin film mechanical stability]. Sequential infiltration of the air void
and removal of the original template results in an inverse architecture with large pores
(LP), as shown in Fig. 1.13 [67]. The impact of the LP architecture on the PBG properties
was studied by Busch and John. Their theoretical simulations indicated that an increase in
the pore radius (with temperature and time) results in enhanced PBG properties. As
shown in Fig. 1.14, the FPBG width was predicted to increase from 4.5% (inverse closepacked) to ~ 6.8% for a 0.133a pore radius value, where a is the lattice constant. On the
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other hand, the FPBG width decreases for pore radius values above 0.133a and eventually
disappears. As discussed in Chapter 1, LP inverse opals are wide-open structures that
facilitate liquid, gaseous, or even solid infiltration of desired materials. Also, these
structures facilitate further modifications of the dielectric network which can be
performed by depositing conformal dielectric films onto the interior of the backbone.
Experimentally, Mìguez et al. deposited silicon by CVD in silica LP molds [66] whereas
King et al. performed a two-stage TiO2 ALD process in heavy-sintered LP inverse
templates [67]. In both works, an array of air cavities in a high-index material was
obtained. Figures 5.1(a) and (b) schematically show the fabrication steps in Mìguez et al.
and King et al.’s approach, respectively. Here, we present the results of our 3D-FDTD
computations in structures experimentally achieved and optically characterized by King
et al. [67].
In King et al.’s work, a 10 µm thick 460 nm silica opal was sintered at 1000ºC for
3 hours resulting in larger connections or sinter neck diameters between the spheres. Due
this higher temperature heat-treatment, a specific degree of structural disorder was
introduced within the thin film resulting in cracking, non-uniform lattice constant
reducing, and sinter neck geometry [67]. Therefore, the structural parameters that are
necessary to simulate the optical properties of the sintered opal (overlapping sphere
model) must be extracted from SEM images. In comparison, a simple sphere scheme is
typically used to model a synthetic close-packed opal. This variability is a severe
drawback because it is difficult to determine the exact diameter of the sinter neck over a
large-area.
To invert the sintered opal, Amorphous TiO2 was then conformally deposited in
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Figure 5.1: Fabrication routes employed by Mìguez et al. (a) and King et al. (b) for the synthesis of NCP inverse silicon and
TiO2 shell opals, respectively. (a) NCP inverse shell opals fabricated by CVD of silicon into an inverse silica opal micromold
(MISO process, [66]). The silica scaffold was obtained by mild sintering of an opal and sequential formation of a silica
backbone by sol-gel. (b) Two-stage low-temperature ALD of TiO2 into a heavily sintered opal [67]. After conformal
deposition of the TiO2 backbone and template removal, the large-pore inverse shell opal was conformally backfilled with
TiO2. Note that in (a), additional etching was performed to remove the original silica backbone resulting in larger air void
space. Also, the last diagram in (b) shows a structure which has been completely backfilled. The closure of the air pores
prevents further infiltration.

the air void by ALD at 100ºC (low-temperature growth). The composite opal was then
annealed at 400ºC to phase-transform amorphous TiO2 (namo = 2.45 at 500 nm) into
anatase TiO2 that exhibits a higher refractive index (nan = 2.65 at 500 nm). Additionally,
the anatase phase is chemically more resistant to the 2% HF (hydrofluoric acid) solution
employed to etch the sintered silica template. From the SEM images shown in Fig. 5.2, a
lattice constant of 400 nm, and average pore diameter of 193 nm were computed. Finally,
conformal amorphous TiO2 layers were progressively backfilled onto the dielectric
backbone by steps in steps of 6 to 30 nm and the composite structure was optically
characterized between each infiltration sequence with the VIS-NIR apparatus described
in Chapter 2. The two-stage ALD technique can be modeled to a higher degree of
precision. This is only possible because ALD steps do not introduce additional structural
disorder. Hence, the manipulated structure can be geometrically modeled with conformal
algorithms. It is noteworthy that amorphous and anatase TiO2 are optically dispersive
mainly from the UV to the near-blue regions, as shown in Fig. 5.3 [61, 62]. Although this
dispersive behavior was not included in the 3D-FDTD code, adequate indices were
experimentally determined by the position of the Bragg or high-order reflective peaks.
Figure 5.4 presents the specular spectrum of the LP inverse opal covering the
ultraviolet to near-infrared region (350 nm to 1200 nm). The data indicate that the large
pore inverse opal presents a Bragg peak along the [111] direction (Γ - L) at 739 nm (Fig.
5.4(a)) from which a ~ 5.8% filling fraction was computed using the Bragg peak equation
(Eq. 1). In addition, two other features are observed at 392 and 427 nm, as shown in Fig.
5.4(b). The location of the Bragg peak features was essential as knowing the structure
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Figure 5.2: High-magnification SEM image of a large-pore inverse TiO2 shell opal (after
King et al., [67]). A 400 nm lattice constant, a, and 193 nm average air pore diameter, Dc,
were determined. Note that this cross-section shows the air pores of other [111] set of
planes. This explains their oval shape.

Figure 5.3: Dependence of the refractive index on wavelength between 400-1200 nm for
amorphous, anatase, and rutile TiO2 grown by ALD [61, 62].
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they provide information on the backbone refractive index at these wavelengths. Based
on the determination of the structural parameters (lattice constant, air pore size, and
backbone index), two dielectric models with TiO2 indices of nan = 2.95 (at 400 nm) and
2.65 (at 500 nm) were generated to cover the low-order and higher-order peaks,
respectively. The model, shown in Fig. 3.17(d), was exported into the 3D-FDTD code to
compute the corresponding photonic band structure. Figure 5.4(a)-(b) presents the result
of these simulations and highlights two mechanisms. First, as expected, the Bragg peak is
in good agreement with the predicted PPBG in the band, however, no PPBGs were
observed at higher frequencies. Thus, the two intense peaks at 392 and 427 nm were
attributed to several flat bands observed in the photonic band structure in this frequency
region. The fact that all these key features in the specular spectra agree well with the
photonic band structure features indicates that the model accurately describes the
dielectric architecture of the LP inverse opal. Consequently, the conformal deposition
algorithm can then be applied to this model to simulate the backfill infiltration stage.
The conformal algorithm was then employed to model the conformal ALD
growth in 2 nm steps up to 30 nm. Figure 5.5 and 5.6 present the evolution of the lowand high-order photonic band structure and specular spectra during formation of the NCP
inverse opals, respectively, for 12, 18, 24, and 30 thick backfilled layers. Again, the
appropriate indices for the anatase TiO2 backbone and amorphous TiO2 backfill layers
were retrieved from the peak location for each stage of infiltration. For instance, namo =
2.45 and nan = 2.65 TiO2 indices were used for all calculations to cover the low-order
Bragg peaks observed in Fig. 5.5(a)-(d). For all cases, the locations of the simulated
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of low- (a) and high-order (b) reflectivity spectrum with
photonic band structure for the large-pore inverse TiO2 shell opal presented in Fig. 5.2. A
2.65 and 2.95 indices were used to compute the photonic band structures in (a) and (b),
respectively. [15º optical measurements after King et al., [67]]
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of low-order reflectivity spectrum with photonic band structure
for the large-pore inverse TiO2 shell opal presented in Fig. 5.2 and conformally backfilled
with (a) 12 nm, (b) 18 nm, (c) 24 nm, and (c) 30 nm of TiO2. For all calculations, namo =
2.45 and ana = 2.65. [15º optical measurements after King et al., [67]]
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of high-order reflectivity spectrum with photonic band structure
for the large-pore inverse TiO2 shell opal presented in Fig. 5.2 and conformally backfilled
with (a) 12 nm (nan = 2.75, namo = 2.52), (b) 18 nm (nan = 2.68, namo = 2.47), (c) 24 nm
(nan = 2.6, namo = 2.4), and (c) 30 nm (nan = 2.56, namo = 2.36) of TiO2. [15º optical
measurements after King et al., [67]]
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PPBGs match the optical data particularly well. Additionally, another set of TiO2 indices
were used to describe the behavior of the higher-order features. For a 12 nm backfill (Fig.
5.6(a)), namo = 2.75 and nan = 2.52, for a 18 nm backfill (Fig. 5.6(b)), namo = 2.68 and nan =
2.47, and for 24 nm backfill (Fig. 5.6(c)), namo = 2.6 and nan = 2.4. Finally, for a 30 nm
backfill (Fig. 5.6(d)), namo = 2.56 and nan = 2.36. The dielectric filling fraction and
effective index both increase with TiO2 thickness and therefore the features shift to
longer wavelengths. Although no PPBGs were observed in the LP inverse opal, Fig.
5.6(a) now indicates that the three high-order peaks are in good agreement with the
PPBGs obtained from the photonic band structure. As the backfill thickness is increased
from 0 to 24 nm (Fig. 5.4(b) and Fig. 5.6(a) to (c)), it is observed that the two longer
wavelength peaks widen whereas the shorter wavelength peak width decreases. This is
also well collaborated by the simulated photonic band structures. For the structure with
30 nm backfill (Fig. 5.6(d)), two additional PPBGs are observed in the band structure
centered at 635, 569, 510, and 473 nm. However, these features are not observed in the
measured spectrum. Thus, a broad peak is observed at 594 nm whereas two PPBGs
coexist at 635 and 569 nm. Hence, the 594 nm peak cannot be fully explained by the
simulations, but all other features are well explained.
In addition to the above, Figs. 5.5(a) to (d) indicate that the Bragg peak location
and width evolve strongly with the progressive TiO2 infiltration in LP inverse opals. The
Bragg peak width is straightforward to compute from photonic band structures as it is
given by ∆ω/ωBragg, where ∆ω is the frequency difference between the upper and lower
edge of the PBG, and ωBragg is the Bragg peak midpoint frequency. On the other hand, it
is difficult to determine precisely from the reflectivity spectra the edges of the gap. In his
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study, King et al. introduced the experimental Bragg peak ratio ∆λ/λBragg where ∆λ is the
full width at half max of the Bragg peak, and λBragg is the Bragg wavelength [67]. It is
noteworthy that ∆λ/λBragg is an experimental approach to determine the PBG width. [Only
simulations enable to quantify with higher precision the PBG width.]
Figure 5.7(a) presents a comparison of the dependence of the experimental and
theoretical Bragg peak position on the amorphous TiO2 backfill thickness (namo = 2.45).
The simulated Bragg peak position, which is in very good agreement with the optical
data, shows that the gap position shifts very rapidly to longer wavelengths with
increasing backfill thickness. The Bragg peak was statically adjusted from ~ 750 to 1050
nm for a backfill thickness value ranging from 0 to 30 nm. This tunability range spans
over ~ 400 nm which is wider than the entire visible spectrum. Hence, the experimental
tuning ratio, expressed by the total shift to the backfill thickness, was computed to be ~
13.3. In addition, the tuning resolution can be expressed by the total shift to the ALD
cycles. By using 0.051 nm / ALD cycle as determined by King et al. for TiO2 growth [53,
61],

a ~ 0.74 tuning resolution was obtained. This means that one nanometer of

deposited TiO2 or one ALD cycle results in a 13.3 or 0.74 nm Bragg peak shift,
respectively. This large tuning range and precision is attributed to the large filling
fraction and structural changes as thin layers are deposited. Figure 5.7(b) presents the
filling fraction and Bragg peak width dependence on the TiO2 thickness. As mentioned
earlier, the surface area in LP inverse opals is larger than in inverse shell opals and a
slight increase in the backbone thickness consequently results in a large volume fraction
change. Figure 5.6(b) shows that the simulated and experimental dielectric filling fraction
increases from ~ 5.8% to ~ 40% for backfill thickness values ranging from 0 to 36 nm.
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Figure 5.7: (a) Comparison of peak positions and widths (∆λ/λ) measured from
reflectivity spectra (open circles) with calculated positions of the second and third
photonic bands (dotted lines) for the Γ-L direction. (b) Measured (solid lines) and
calculated (dotted lines) relative peak widths and TiO2 volume fraction for a TiO2 NCP
inverse opal as a function of ALD backfill thickness. [15º optical measurements after
King et al., [67]]
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Furthermore, the Bragg peak width increases with backfill thickness and a PBG width of
~ 12% and ~ 15% measured from the data and predicted by simulations, respectively.
The discrepancy between these two values is attributed to the difficulty in determining
the peak width from the reflectivity spectra. The results discussed in this section highlight
the architectural and optical benefits of a LP inverse opal backfilled by ALD. On the
other hand, sintering is the limiting step of the process, as it does not provide sufficient
flexibility to precisely control the LP architecture. As a consequence, in spite the
simulated photonic band structures were shown to agree well with the measured optical
spectra, it is not possible to reverse-engineer these results as a means to adequately
process NCP inverse opals from bare opals. We could for example design NCP structures
with enhanced properties in a given spectral region and use the adequate structural
parameters to experimentally processing an opal. However, the sintering treatment makes
this argument impossible. One therefore needs to replace the sintering step with a more
robust process that does not introduce structural disorder.
5.2 Non-close-packed inverse opals: the sacrificial-layer ALD technique
In the previous Section, we discussed the limitations of the sintering process to
achieve structurally desirable LP inverse opals. For instance, the process does not provide
sufficient reliability and control over the long-range order and consistency of the lattice
constant and the short-range sinter neck size; as unwanted disorder is introduced. As a
consequence, the desired NCP dielectric architecture (sphere and pore size) which is
imposed by the original LP scaffold is difficult to engineer. This was addressed with the
SL-ALD scheme recently developed by Graugnard [63]. This technique was presented in
Chapter 1 (Fig. 1.16). In this novel process, Graugnard employed a three-stage
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Al2O3/TiO2/TiO2 ALD process allowing precise and repeatable fabrication of LP inverse
scaffolds (first two steps) and NCP inverse opals (final step). In addition, no short- and
long-range structural disorder was introduced and therefore this technique exceeds by far
the capabilities of sintering.
We have preformed photonic band computations of structurally modified NCP
inverse shell opals fabricated by the conformal SL-ALD technique [112]. Conformal
dielectric models developed in the previous Chapter were employed to simulate the
evolution of the PBG width and RIR with the sequential SL-ALD steps and
corresponding structural parameters: SL radius RSL (step 1), backbone outer radius Rshell
(step 2), and backfill thickness tBF (step 3), as shown in Fig. 5.8. In addition, we have
investigated network topologies in which the outer radius of the backbone template
exceeds the practical case of maximum conformal infiltration. Finally, the properties of
the inverse “tube-like” structure reported by Doosje et al. [64], in which tetrahedral and
octahedral air pockets were introduced, will be presented. From this study, we explore the
range of NCP inverse structures experimentally achievable by the SL-ALD process (and
beyond) that exhibit wide FPBGs and reduced RIR. Furthermore, the FPBG mechanisms
in NCP inverse opals will be discussed. Finally, the FPBG tuning range enabled by the
backfill technique is explored.
5.2.1 Experimentally achievable 86% non-close-packed inverse structures (Rshell /
D) = 0.5775
In this fabrication scheme, the backbone is grown conformally on top of the
sacrificial shell to the allowed maximum radius of Rshell / D = 0.5775, similar to am
inverse shell opal. After removal of the original opal template and sacrificial layer, the
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Figure 5.8: Parameterization scheme in NCP inverse shell opals fabricated by the SLALD process [63, 112]. (a) Bare opal is conformally infiltrated with a sacrificial shell of
radius RSL. (b) High-index material is then infiltrated onto the sacrificial layer up to the
maximum infiltration of 86% (Rshell / D = 0.5775). (c) Original template is removed,
leaving a multilayer inverse opal. (d) Sacrificial layer is removed, forming a lattice of
overlapping air spheres within a dielectric backbone. (e) The backbone is then
conformally backfilled to yield the desired structure. This leads to hyperboloid
connections between the spherical air domains, as shown in the bottom right inset.
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modified backbone template is then conformally backfilled. Theoretically, a Matlab
generated dielectric function is inputted into the FDTD so as to obtain band structure
calculations. Two fabrication parameters—the sacrificial shell radius and conformal
backfilling thickness—now define the resulting structure, and were systematically varied
to sample a large number of possible structures. Values for the sacrificial shell radius RSL
and conformal backfilling thickness tBF were selectively chosen within their respective
geometrical boundaries to limit computation time. The maximum conformal backfilling
thickness tBF / D that can be achieved is given by

t BF / D =

(RSL / D)2 − (Ropal / D)2

Equation 27

It follows from Eq. 27 that the values of tBF / D vary from values slightly higher than zero
to values slightly lower than 0.289 (0.5775 / 2), respectively. For a sacrificial-shell radius
just slightly higher than RSL / D = 0.5 and slightly lower than RSL / D = 0.5775; Ropal / D
= 0.5 for a close-packed geometry. In order to investigate the PBG properties, it is
convenient to plot the evolution of the normalized frequency at the lower and upper edges
of the bands defining the complete PBG as a function of the fabrication parameters:
sacrificial shell radius Rshell / D, and conformal backfilling thickness tBF / D. The behavior
of the gap width can be monitored as a function of the fabrication parameters and related
to the underlying mechanisms responsible for the behavior of a complete PBG.
Additionally, by taking the frequency difference ∆ω between the upper and lower edge of
the gap and dividing by the midgap frequency ωo, one can obtain the gap width ratio,
defined as ∆ω / ωo. It follows that such a chart, employed in the previous Chapter, can be
used to predict, whether structures exhibit a complete PBG or not, and how static
adjustments of the network topology affect the PBG width and peak location.
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Figure 5.9 shows the evolution of the normalized frequencies (ωn = √2 D / λ) of
the upper edge of the eighth band and lower edge of the ninth band as a function of
conformal backfilling thickness for structurally normalized values (tBF / D) ranging from
0.0138 to 0.194 and sacrificial shell radius (RSL / D) for values ranging from 0.5115 to
0.5693. The corresponding infiltrated dielectric volume of the sacrificial material ranges
from 18.3% to 81.9% of the interstitial air voids. Figure 5.9 indicates that 86% infiltrated
NCP inverse opals exhibit a direct PBG between the eighth and ninth bands at the W
point; the complete gap region being bounded by the lower and upper curves in this
figure [42]. Thus, Fig. 5.9 demonstrates that, as the backfilling thickness was increased
and for any sacrificial-shell radius values, the upper edge of the PBG decreased linearly,
whereas the lower edge decreased parabolically. As a consequence, the eighth band at the
W point strongly affects the behavior of the PBG as the backfilling thickness is increased,
and there exist three critical backfilled thickness values resulting in structures in which a
complete direct PBG is formed, a maximum direct PBG is predicted, and the PBG is
closed. The upper and lower dashed lines indicate the location at which the eighth and
ninth bands intersect, thus resulting in an opened or closed PBG. The central dashed line
indicates the location at which the maximum PBG width is obtained for each structure.
From a geometrical point of view, as the conformal backfilling thickness is increased, it
would be assumed that the electromagnetic field power density in the dielectric band
mode (i.e., the lower PBG band) would increase and concentrate in the thicker dielectric
backbone. Similarly, the electromagnetic field power density in the air band mode (i.e.,
the upper PBG band) would decrease due to the decreasing air sphere and tube filling
fraction. Since the dielectric contrast between the backbone material and air favors a
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Figure 5.9: Evolution of the band edges defining the eighth-ninth PBG for a normalized
frequency ωn as a function of conformal backfilling thickness tBF / D for high index
structures formed using a Rshell / D = 0.5775 backbone outer radius and sacrificial-shell
radius values varying from RSL / D = 0.5115 to 0.5693. The region comprised between
the lower and upper W bands indicates structures for which a complete PBG was
predicted. The upper, lower, and central dashed lines indicate locations at which the PBG
opens, closes, and is maximum, respectively.
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significantly larger electromagnetic field density in the dielectric regions, this allows the
degeneracy at the W point to be lifted and a gap is formed which increases with
backfilling. This also implies that the shift in the dielectric band with backfilling
thickness is accrued compared to that of the air band. In contrast, very thick backfilled
dielectric layers modify the architecture so that the air/dielectric network topology is
altered resulting in a more pronounced NCP structure. The air tube connections become
highly filled and the interaction of the thicker dielectric shell surrounding the air tube is
believed to allow the electromagnetic field to be redistributed from the dielectric to the
air domains. This redistribution mechanism compensates for the decrease in filling
fraction and electromagnetic power density in the air domains. It follows that the
dielectric band shift is then slowed down by the backfilling process, whereas the air band
shift remains linear. Under these conditions, it is shown in Fig. 5.9 that the gap eventually
closes.
Figure 5.10 shows the evolution of the complete PBG width between the eighth
and ninth bands obtained from Fig. 5.9, i.e., ∆ω / ωo, as a function of the fabrication
parameters. Due to the behavior discussed above, this results in symmetrical (∆ω / ωo vs
tBF / D) curves centered around the maximum PBG width value. Figures 5.9 and 5.10
indicate that as the sacrificial-shell radius is increased, resulting in a thinner backbone
template with wider air pores, larger PBGs are obtained after subsequent conformal
backfilling infiltration into the interior of the backbone. Accordingly, the gap region
expands; providing an increasing number of structures with complete and direct PBGs, as
shown in Fig. 5.10. These figures indicate that, as the sacrificial-shell radius is increased,
a thicker, conformally backfilled layer is required to open a PBG. In fact, a structure
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Figure 5.10: Evolution of the PBG (∆ω/ωo in percent) as a function of conformal
backfilling thickness (tBF / D) for sacrificial-shell radius values (RSL / D) varying from
0.5115 to 0.5693 (maximum conformal backfilling thickness varies from 0.1078D to
0.2722D, respectively). The outer radius of the resulting high index structures is Rshell / D
= 0.5775 corresponding to an 86% maximum infiltration of the interstitial air space. The
dashed line depicts the locus of the maximum PBG observed for a given sacrificial shell
radius.
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resulting from the backfilling of the thinnest backbone template yields the largest PBG
width and widest PBG region. The locus of the maximum PBGs obtained for structures
fabricated with different sacrificial-shell radii, and indicated by the dashed line in Fig.
5.10, shows that a maximum PBG width of 7.62% is predicted for a structure with a
sacrificial-shell radius of RSL / D = 0.5693 and conformal backfilling thickness of tBF / D
= 0.1108 (corresponding to ~ 40% of maximum conformal backfill infiltration). This
PBG value is approximately three times larger than that predicted by Busch and John for
a inverse silicon shell opal (~ 2.5%) [40]. Remarkably, the maximum PBG width at any
given sacrificial shell radius was found to occur for a dielectric filling fraction of ~ 30%;
a value also observed for theoretical diamond structures, which are predicted to exhibit
the highest PBG values [27]. In the previous Chapter, it was shown that inverse shell
opals fabricated using conformal infiltration techniques exhibit a direct gap. It was also
predicted that a similar architecture with a higher filling fraction would favor the
formation of a larger PBG. This is confirmed in the present work.
Additionally, Fig. 5.9 shows that as the sacrificial shell radius is increased,
resulting in a thinner backbone template with wider air pores, the midgap frequency
difference between the structures in which a complete gap is predicted to open and close,
increases. This strongly indicates that PBG width and peak location can be adjusted in
NCP inverse structures by selectively choosing the conformal backfilling thickness,
which is easily performed using ALD. As the conformal backfilling thickness is
increased, the dielectric filling fraction rapidly increases and consequently, the 8-9
midgap shifts down in frequency. The according wavelength increases and spans a large
spectrum. More importantly, when coupled with a large sacrificial-shell radius, the PBG
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can be adjusted to operate at any desired wavelength. However, in order to maintain the
mechanical stability of the backbone template after inversion, a smaller sphere radius has
to be used which restricts the SL radius and the formation of a complete PBG at a lower
wavelength region.
5.2.2 Theoretical non-close-packed inverse shell structures (0.5775 < Rshell / D <
0.707)
Busch and John reported enhanced PBG properties for an inverse shell opal in
which the outer shell radius can exceed the 86% infiltration maximum for conformal
coatings [40]. Similarly, it is suggested here that NCP inverse shell structures with an
outer radius larger than Rshell / D = 0.5775 would present enhanced PBG properties.
However, in this particular scheme, three fabrication parameters are now required to
define the theoretical NCP inverse shell structure: sacrificial shell radius RSL / D,
conformal backfilling thickness tBF / D, and the addition of the outer radius of the
backbone template Rshell / D. In order to reduce the large number of structures that can be
modeled, the values of the sacrificial shell radii were chosen from the previous study that
predicted the best PBG properties, as summarized in Figs. 5.9 and 5.10: RSL / D = 0.5462
(63.2% infiltrated air volume), 0.5577 (73.6% infiltrated air volume), and 0.5693 (81.9%
infiltrated air volume). The PBG width was then computed for high index infiltration (n =
3.45) and for backbone template outer radius values varying from Rshell / D = 0.5775 to
0.707 (86% to 100% infiltrated air volume) and as a function of the conformal backfilling
thickness for values varying from tBF / D = 0.014 to 0.1663, corresponding to ~ 60% of
the maximum conformal backfilling infiltration.
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Figure 5.11 shows the PBG width as a function of the backbone outer radius Rshell
/ D and conformal backfilling thickness tBF / D for structures fabricated using a
sacrificial-shell radius of RSL / D = 0.5462 (63.2% infiltrated air volume). This figure
indicates that as the conformally backfilled thickness increased, and for any SL radii, the
complete PBG width first increased, reached a maximum value, and then decreased to
zero. This figure also shows that structures with outer radius backbone values varying
from Rshell / D = 0.5775 to 0.64 (98.5% infiltrated air volume) are predicted to exhibit a
maximum PBG width for a conformal backfilling thickness of tBF / D ~ 0.0693.
Additionally, the maximum PBG width increases with the outer radius of the backbone.
The predicted direct W−W gap behavior is controlled by the mechanism discussed in the
previous paragraph. However, as the backbone outer radius increased from Rshell / D =
0.64 to 0.707 (100% infiltrated air volume), the predicted maximum PBG width
decreases, thus requiring thicker conformally backfilled layers. In contrast, these
structures are predicted to exhibit an indirect W−X gap. As the structure approaches the
direct/indirect PBG transition (Rshell / D = 0.64), the frequency of the upper band at the X
point (air mode) is abruptly pulled down to cross the ninth band at the W point to form an
indirect PBG. This is because the octahedral air sites can no longer sustain a high
electromagnetic field power density and a slight increase in the infiltration promotes a
large transfer of the electromagnetic field power density to the backbone, which pushes
the X point frequency down at a higher rate. The bold line in Fig. 5.11 depicts the locus
of the maximum PBG width as a function of the backbone outer radius and conformal
backfilling thickness. The A and B sections of the locus identify structures in which the
PBG is defined by direct (W−W) and indirect (W−X) gap structures, respectively.
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Figure 5.11: Evolution of the PBG (∆ω/ωo in percent) as a function of conformal
backfilling thickness (tBF / D) for values ranging from 0.014 to 0.138 and backbone outer
radius Rshell /D for values ranging from 0.5775 to 0.707 in high index NCP inverse shell
structures with a RSL / D = 0.5462 sacrificial shell radius. A 13.7% PBG width is
predicted for a structure with a outer radius Rshell / D = 0.64 and a conformal backfilling
thickness tBF / D = 0.069.
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Figure 5.12 shows PBG width computations as a function of the backbone outer radius
Rshell / D and conformal backfilling thickness tBF / D for structures fabricated using a
sacrificial shell radius of RSL / D = 0.5577 (73.6% infiltrated air volume). As this figure
indicates, the behavior of the PBG follows a trend similar to the PBG predicted for
structures fabricated using a RSL / D = 0.5462 sacrificial-shell radius (63.2% infiltrated
air volume) and shown in Fig. 5.11. The maximum PBG widths are slightly higher as
compared to equivalent structures fabricated using a smaller sacrificial-shell radius, as
shown in Figs. 5.10 and 5.11. In addition, this figure shows that structures with outer
radii varying from Rshell / D = 0.5775 to 0.64 (98.5% infiltrated air volume) are predicted
to exhibit a maximum direct W−W PBG width for conformal backfilling thickness of tBF
/ D ~ 0.083. Again, as the backbone outer radius was increased from Rshell / D = 0.64 to
0.707 (100% infiltrated air volume), the predicted maximum indirect W−X PBG width
decreases, thus requiring thicker conformally backfilled layers. The bold line in Fig. 5.12
depicts the locus of the maximum PBG width as a function of the backbone outer radius
and conformal backfilling thickness. The A and B sections of the locus identify structures
in which the PBG is defined by a direct W−W gap and an indirect W−X gap,
respectively.
Finally, Fig. 5.13 shows PBG width computations performed for the
largest sacrificial-shell radius investigated of RSL / D = 0.5693 (81.9% infiltrated air
volume). As indicated, the PBG follows a similar trend to those shown in Figs. 5.11 and
5.12. Again, the maximum PBG widths are slightly higher as compared to equivalent
structures fabricated using a smaller sacrificial shell radius. The data also show that
structures with outer radii varying from Rshell / D = 0.5775 to 0.64 (98.5% infiltrated air
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Figure 5.12: Evolution of the PBG (∆ω/ωo in percent) as a function of conformal
backfilling thickness (tBF / D) for values ranging from 0.041 to 0.167 and backbone outer
radius Rshell / D for values ranging from 0.5775 to 0.707 in high index NCP inverse shell
structures with a RSL / D = 0.5577 sacrificial shell radius. A 14.2% PBG width is
predicted for a structure with a outer radius Rshell / D = 0.64 and a conformal backfilling
thickness tBF / D = 0.083.
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Figure 5.13: Evolution of the PBG (∆ω/ωo in percent) as a function of conformal
backfilling thickness (tBF / D) for values ranging from 0.055 to 0.167 and backbone outer
radius Rshell / D for values ranging from 0.5775 to 0.707 in high index NCP inverse shell
structures with a RSL / D = 0.5693 sacrificial shell radius. A 14% PBG width is predicted
for a structure with a outer radius Rshell / D = 0.64 and a conformal backfilling thickness
tBF / D = 0.097.
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volume) are predicted to exhibit a maximum direct W−W PBG width for conformally
backfilled thickness of tBF / D ~ 0.1108. Again, as the backbone outer radius is increased
from Rshell / D = 0.64 to 0.707 (100% infiltrated air volume), the predicted maximum
indirect W−X PBG width decreases, thus requiring thicker conformally backfilled layers.
Similar to Figs. 5.11 and 5.12 the bold line in Fig. 5.13 depicts the locus of the maximum
PBG width as a function of backbone outer radius and conformally backfilled thickness,
and the A and B sections of the locus identify structures in which the PBG is defined by a
direct W−W gap and an indirect W−X gap, respectively.
These calculations predict that a high index NCP inverse structure fabricated
using a RSL / D = 0.5577 sacrificial shell radius (73.6% infiltrated air volume), a Rshell / D
= 0.64 backbone outer radius (98.5% infiltrated air volume), and a tBF / D = 0.083
conformally backfilled thickness yields a 14.2% PBG width. For comparison, the highest
PBG width predicted before this work was ~ 10.3% in 97.2% infiltrated inverse silicon
shell opals. The extension of these calculations to inverse opal structures with a Rshell / D
= 0.707 outer radius (100% infiltration), a RSL / D = 0.5577 sacrificial shell radius
(73.6% infiltrated air volume) and a tBF / D = 0.1247 conformally backfilled thickness
yields a 9.83% PBG width, close to the maximum value of 9.59% reported by Doosje et
al. for their optimized structure.
The structures fabricated using a sacrificial shell radius of RSL / D = 0.5462, RSL /
D = 0.5577, and RSL / D = 0.5693, respectively, and exhibiting the largest PBG widths
were grouped into three structural types to study the influence of structural modifications
on the refractive index requirement (RIR). All of these structures were numbered from 1
to 9, and are circled in Figs. 5.10–12 for clarity. These structural types present
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dielectric/air network topologies that are dominated by different PBG mechanisms and
behaviors, as discussed earlier. The first structural type comprises 86% NCP inverse shell
opals that are experimentally achievable using conformal SL/backfilling and in which an
optimized conformally backfilled thickness results in a maximum direct W−W PBG
width. For this group, structures 1, 4, and 7 were defined using a Rshell / D = 0.5775
backbone outer radius. In contrast, the second structural type comprises NCP inverse
shell opals whose outer radius is greater than the 86% maximum infiltration possible with
conformal infiltration, and was predicted to exhibit a maximum direct/indirect (W−W /
W−X) PBG width. For this group, structures 2, 5, and 8 were defined using a RSL / D =
0.64 backbone outer radius. The last structural type comprises similar NCP inverse opals
in which no air pockets are present within the backbone and were predicted to exhibit a
maximum indirect W−X PBG width. Finally, for this group, structures 3, 6, and 9 were
defined using a Rshell / D = 0.707 backbone outer radius. The summary of the RIR
computed for these nine structures is presented in Fig. 5.14 for refractive index values
varying from 2.6 to 4.0. The data show that the 86% infiltrated NCP inverse shell
structures, i.e., 1 to 3, exhibit a complete PBG for refractive indices greater than 2.9
compared to 3.3 for the more conventional 86% infiltrated inverse shell opals. This is
despite the fact that structures 1 to 3 were fabricated using different combinations of
sacrificial-shell radii (respectively, RSL / D = 0.5462, 0.5577, and 0.5693; corresponding
to 63.2%, 73.6%, and 81.9% infiltrated air volumes) and conformally backfilled
thicknesses (respectively tBF / D = 0.069, 0.083, and 0.1108). A RIR as low as 2.65 was
found in structures 4 to 6, presenting the maximum PBG width for backbone outer radii
Rshell / D = 0.64, which was also found for the fully infiltrated structures (Rshell / D
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Figure 5.14: Evolution of PBG (∆ω/ωo in percent) as a function of refractive index for
structures 1 to 9 circled in Figs. 5.10–12, and defined by three structural groups. The first
structural group comprises 86% infiltrated NCP inverse shell opals that are
experimentally achievable using conformal sacrificial-layer/backfilling infiltration steps
(Rshell / D = 0.5775), and were predicted to exhibit a maximum direct W−W PBG width.
The second structural group comprises NCP inverse shell opals whose outer radius Rshell /
D = 0.64, greater than the 86% maximum infiltration possible with conformal infiltration,
were predicted to exhibit a maximum direct/indirect (W−W/W−X) PBG width. The last
structural group comprises similar NCP inverse opals in which no air pockets are present
within the backbone (Rshell / D = 0.707) and were predicted to exhibit a maximum indirect
W−X PBG width.
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=0.707) 7 to 9. This value is also the lowest RIR ever reported in opal-based photonic
crystals to date. All the PBG properties presented in the previous paragraphs strongly
demonstrate the potential of the SL technique coupled with a conformal infiltration
technique. This process offers greater control and flexibility to the architecture design of
NCP inverse shell opals. More importantly, it provides precise adjustment of the PBG
properties to obtain larger PBG widths and reduced RIR. Furthermore, theoretical results
also indicate unprecedented properties for fully infiltrated NCP inverse structures. By
combining a conformal infiltration technique with a sol/gel technique, for example, one
should be able to fabricate a structure with a RIR as low as 2.65, which enables PBG
operation in the visible with optically transparent materials such as TiO2.
5.3

High-index “tube-like” non-close-packed inverse structures

In addition to the above, we also investigated the influence of modified air
pockets on the PBG width and RIR in the tube-like high-index structure proposed by
Doosje et al. and introduced earlier in Chapter 1 (Fig. 1.15) [64]. In the studied structure,
the spherical air radius R / D (or inner backbone radius) and channel radius Rc / D were
constant. Pockets were then introduced within the backbone as observed in inverse shell
opals and NCP inverse shell opals. Indeed, as the backbone outer radius Rshell / D is
decreased in the Doosje replica, air pockets are introduced within the backbone and grow
to form air lattices, as shown in Fig. 5.15. As defined in Fig. 5.15, the air lattices are
introduced as a function of backbone outer radius Rshell / D for values ranging from 0.5 to
0.707, where D is the sphere diameter.
Figure 5.16(a) shows the evolution of the normalized frequencies of the upper
edge of the eighth band and lower edge of the ninth band as a function of the coated
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Figure 5.15: Unit cell of a NCP inverse shell tube-like structure. The main air network is a replica of the Doosje inverse
structure presented in Fig. 1.15(a). Air pockets as presented in Fig. 1.10(d) are introduced within the backbone.
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Figure 5.16: (a) Evolution of the PBG edges: eighth band at the W point and ninth band at the W and X points as a function of
coated sphere radius Rshell / D. (b) Evolution of the PBG width (∆ω/ωo in percent) as a function of coated sphere radius or
backbone outer radius Rshell / D, where D is the sphere diameter, and for values ranging from 0.5 to 0.707 for high-index tubelike NCP inverse shell opals, where R / D = 0.4527 and Rc / D = 0.1802.

sphere radius, Rshell / D, for values ranging from 0.54 to 0.707. Additionally, Fig. 5.16(b)
presents the PBG width as a function of the backbone outer radius Rshell / D obtained
from Fig. 5.16(a). As shown in Fig. 5.16(a), the lower W band and upper X band are
strongly dependent on structural changes in the air lattices within the backbone, whereas
the upper W band showed little dependence on the outer radius. For low infiltration
values, the tetrahedral and octahedral air pockets are interconnected by large tubes
preventing the occurrence of a PBG. The direct gap opens for Rshell / D ~ 0.555, whereas
the tetrahedral and octahedral air pockets become connected by thin tubes, as shown in
Fig. 1.10(d). As the outer radius increases; consequently the dielectric volume increases,
and the lower edge of the PBG (eighth band at the W point) decreases in frequency but at
a lower rate than the upper edge. Hence, the direct W−W PBG width increases
accordingly. The tetrahedral air sites eventually vanish, destroying the connectivity
between the octahedral and tetrahedral sites. It follows electromagnetic power is
transferred from the air domains into the backbone tetrahedral sites. Then, a
direct/indirect PBG transition is observed and for further increase of the outer radius, the
PBG becomes indirect. As the structure approaches the direct/indirect PBG transition
(Rshell / D ~ 0.66), the frequency of the upper band at the X point is abruptly pulled down
to cross the ninth band at the W point. This is because as the backbone thickness grows,
the dielectric/air periodicity of the structure with respect to the X direction is strongly
affected by the vanishing of the tetrahedral and octahedral air sites in the backbone. A
slight increase in the infiltration promotes a large transfer of the electromagnetic field
power density to the backbone. As a consequence, this band gradually transitions from an
air band into a dielectric band. Electromagnetic field redistribution is accelerated as the
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octahedral air sites disappear, thus reducing the indirect gap. Therefore, for a structure
presenting no air pockets in the backbone, the indirect gap value reaches a minimum.
When no air pockets are present within the backbone, the structure is an exact
replica of Doosje’s optimized structure, which gives a PBG width of ~ 10%. As the air
lattice grows within the backbone forming octahedral air pockets, the indirect W−X PBG
width increases to reach a maximum value of 12.5% for Rshell / D = 0.66, at which point
the W and X points at the ninth band cross. Further reduction of the outer radius yields
tetrahedral air sites and the direct W−W PBG width decreases. The tetrahedral and
octahedral air pockets eventually interconnect to form a true air network embedded into
the backbone, and the resulting structure finally loses its complete PBG. For Rshell / D =
0.5775, the maximum infiltration limit allowed in opal-based structures, the predicted
PBG width is 7.2%, close to the value exhibited by structure 7, whereas in contrast a
conventional inverse shell opal presenting the equivalent air network only exhibits a PBG
width of ~ 2.5%.
We have also computed the RIR for different tube-like NCP inverse opals: the
original Doosje structure Rshell / D = 0.707, the optimized inverse shell structure that
forms octahedral air pockets only (Rshell / D = 0.66) and the inverse shell structure
incorporating both tetrahedral and octahedral air pockets Rshell / D = 0.5775. Figure 5.17
shows the evolution of the PBG width as a function of refractive index for values ranging
from 2.4 to 4.0. These data show that a RIR of 2.65 is predicted in the original structure
Rshell / D = 0.707, while a complete PBG is observed for values as low as 2.6 in the
optimized NCP inverse shell (Rshell / D = 0.66). Additionally, a RIR of 2.9 is required to
open a PBG in the inverse structure, where Rshell / D = 0.5775, compared to 3.3 in similar
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Figure 5.17: Evolution of the PBG width (∆ω/ωo in percent) as a function of refractive
index for values ranging from 2.4 to 4.0 for high-index tube-like NCP inverse shell
structures with outer backbone radii of Rshell / D = 0.5775, 0.66, and 0.707, respectively.
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inverse shell opals. Our calculations also show that for these modified Doosje structures,
the RIR properties are very similar to those identified for NCP inverse shell structures
fabricated using a SL-ALD technique [112].
The conformal sacrificial layers add unprecedented flexibility to selectively
modifying the original template, and demonstrates that this technique allows structural
manipulations of nanoscale architectures. The effect of the structural design and
identification of the mechanisms responsible for the formation of the complete PBG were
also studied. Using conformally backfilled layers deposited onto modified templates, it
was shown that selective modifications of the dielectric/air network topology and filling
fraction yield better PBG properties: larger PBG widths and a reduced RIR for opening a
PBG, compared to conventional inverse shell opals. In particular, it was emphasized in
this work that the conformal deposition of thick sacrificial layers, resulting in a thin 3Dscaffold yields the best PBG properties when appropriately conformally backfilled. An
experimentally achievable high index NCP inverse shell structure fabricated using a RSL /
D = 0.5577 sacrificial-shell radius (corresponds to 81.3% infiltration of the air voids), a
Rshell / D = 0.5775 backbone outer radius (86% infiltration of the air voids) and a
conformally backfilled thickness of tBF / D = 0.083, is predicted to exhibit a 7.2% PBG
width and RIR of 2.9 compared to a conventional inverse shell opal (~ 2.5% and RIR of
3.3, [40]). Furthermore, the introduction of small air pockets within the backbone are
theoretically predicted to produce the highest projected PBG width of ~ 14.2% and a
reduced RIR of 2.65 in an optimized inverse shell structure, although at present,
fabrication routes for this structure have yet to be developed. The tube-like Doosje
model, in which air pockets were introduced, was found to exhibit similar RIR values and
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large PBG widths, although equivalent practical structures have not yet been made. In
contrast, a fully infiltrated NCP inverse shell structure exhibiting a 9.83% PBG width and
2.65 RIR was predicted [112]. It follows that the development of fabrication techniques
resulting in fully infiltrated NCP inverse structures by conformal SL/backfilling and
sol/gel processes potentially enable PBG materials to operate in the visible with lower
refractive index materials (n ≥ 2.65).
5.4

Conclusion

The PBG properties of NCP inverse shell opals fabricated by a two-stage ALD
sintering and three-stage SL-ALD processes were studied by the use of appropriate
dielectric models incorporated into 3D-FDTD simulations. Although the former
technique introduces undesired structural disorder, the predicted photonic band structures
were in good agreement with the data reported by King et al. [67]. However, due to the
variable nature of the sintering process, this approach was not explored further.
Nevertheless, the simulations indicate that conformal backfill in LP inverse templates
provides a new mechanism to engineer, adjust, and enhance the PBG properties of the
formed NCP architectures. The three-stage SL-ALD approach overcomes the sintering
limitations and introduces additional flexibility to control the LP network geometry and
resulting NCP architectures [63]. Thus, the three successive conformal infiltration steps
can be geometrically tracked and reproduced with high fidelity by appropriate dielectric
models [112]. This is a powerful argument as it allows engineering of complex dielectric
structures by predicting with high accuracy their optical properties before
experimentation. The structural parameters needed to fabricate the NCP inverse opal are
then reverse-computed. Photonic band structure computations showed that a wide range
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of experimentally achievable structures exhibit enhanced PBG properties with respect to
the current opal-based platform: larger PBGs and reduced RIR. In particular, the results
of this work show without ambiguity the feasibility to achieve FPBG materials with
optically transparent materials. More importantly, the extensive structural degree of
modification provided by both techniques that result from the final conformal backfill
step, enables static adjustments to the PBG structure such that the location of the pseudoor complete PBG can be tailored within a wide broadband region with unsurpassed
precision.
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CHAPTER 6
TUNABLE OPAL-BASED PC
In this Chapter, the dynamic PBG capabilities in opals, inverse opals, LP inverse
opals, and NCP inverse opals are discussed. As discussed earlier in Chapter 1, the
incorporation of EO-NL tunable elements within the PC air void enables dynamic
adjustments to the dielectric contrast and effective index and therefore to the PBG
properties. Also, we demonstrated in the previous Chapter that certain structures exhibit a
FPBG provided the refractive index contrast is greater than 2.65; this value being well
above the refractive index of the two investigated EO-NL materials: PLZT (nPLZT ~ 2.472.6) [113, 114] and LC (nLC ~ 1.5-2.1) [105]. Here, we study the dependence of the first
order Bragg peak position and width on the LC/PLZT and backbone refractive indices for
LC/PLZT infiltrated opals, NCP inverse opals, and LP inverse shell opals which offer
increased volume for electro-optic infiltration. We also present the dependence of the
photonic response on the template architecture or EO-NL volume fraction, which can be
manipulated with a multi-layer ALD process, as described in the previous Chapters. The
goal of this Chapter is to explore dynamic PCs that exhibit highly tunable PBG properties
and other unique photonic effects.
6.1 Infiltrated opals and inverse opals
In this Section, we study the theoretical Γ-L Bragg peak response on the average
refractive index in LC infiltrated opals and inverse shell opals fabricated by conformal
infiltration [115]. Also, the dynamic capabilities in PLZT infiltrated opals and PLZT
inverse opals were explored. The Bragg peak shift of the tuned architectures was
investigated by introducing a tuning ratio, ∆λ/λ0, interpreted as the shift of the Bragg
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peak wavelength, ∆λ, with respect to the Bragg peak wavelength obtained for the lowest
EO-NL refractive index, λ0. The tuning ratio expresses the architecture strength and
potential for dynamically tuning the PBG properties. The response of infiltrated LC or
PLZT was modeled with an equivalent isotropic medium with average refractive index
values, nEO-NL. This assumption is necessary to simplify the modeling of the tuned EONL material. Hence, this approach does not reflect the complexity of the infiltrated
materials resulting in non-uniform optical properties. Also, in the case of LC molecules,
the spatial reorientation of the director with applied electric-field or temperature and
pinning effect were not explored. Finally, it was assumed that full refractive index tuning
is achieved.
6.1.1

LC infiltrated architectures
By nature, LC cannot be structurally shaped and therefore must fill the entire

volume available [75]. Figure 6.1(a)-(b) present the dielectric models of investigated LC
infiltrated opals and inverse opals, respectively. These models were used in 3D-FDTD
photonic band structure computations to predict the tuning strength and dynamically
adjusted PPBG width. Figure 6.2(a) presents the tuned Bragg peak position in silica opals
(nopal = 1.5) infiltrated by LC whereas Fig. 6.2(b) presents the Bragg peak width for LC
refractive index values nLC ranging from 1.5 to 2.1. For this scenario, the total LC volume
is ~ 26%. The data indicate that the Bragg wavelength progressively shifts to longer
wavelengths with increasing LC index and a ~ 10% tuning ratio value is predicted.
Similarly, Fig. 6.2(b) shows that the Bragg peak width also increases with the LC index.
This is now attributed to the increase in the dielectric contrast between the
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Figure 6.1: [100] cross-sections through the dielectric functions used to model (a) LC infiltrated silica opals and (b) LC
infiltrated inverse TiO2 opals.

Figure 6.2: Dependence of the PBG properties on LC index in an infiltrated silica (n =
1.5) opal for LC indices between 1.5 and 2.1. (a) Bragg peak location ωBragg (open
squares) and tuning ratio ∆λ/λo (open circles). (b) Γ-L Bragg peak width ∆ω/ωBragg.
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silica spheres and the infiltrated material. For lower LC indices, the dielectric contrast is
very close to 1 and optically the material behaves as an isotropic material. Also, a Bragg
peak is formed that moves to longer wavelengths with increasing index. However, as the
dielectric contrast is progressively increased, broader Bragg peaks are observed and a
maximum value of ~ 7.7% is reached for a LC index of 2.1.
Figure 6.3(a) presents the tuned Bragg wavelength in an inverse anatase TiO2 opal
(nana = 2.65) infiltrated with LC, and Fig. 6.3(b) presents the PPBG width for LC
refractive index values, nLC, ranging from 1.5 to 2.1. Although multiple backbone
materials can be studied, anatase TiO2 was chosen since it is easily fabricated by lowtemperature ALD of amorphous TiO2 and subsequent annealing. Note that the LC index
value is above that of the backbone. From the data shown in Fig. 6.3(a), the computed
tuning ratio is predicted to be enhanced by a factor of ~ 2.5, with respect to an infiltrated
opal. Consequently, Fig. 6.3(b) indicates that the initial 6.5% Bragg peak width is
decreasing linearly with increasing LC index and disappears for an LC index of ~ 2.0.
This phenomenon is attributed to the reduced dielectric contrast. The results demonstrate
that infiltrated inverse shell opals exhibit a larger tuning strength than in opals but the
limited connectivity (small air pores) between the LC spherical cavities experimentally
hinders full index tuning to be obtained.
6.1.2

PLZT infiltrated architectures
Typically, perovskite PLZT can be grown by sol-gel or epitaxial methods [47, 48,

116]. The possibility to structurally shape PLZT into a desirable architecture opens much
more flexibility to achieve greater tuning ratio and enhanced PBG widths compared to
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Figure 6.3: Dependence of the PBG properties on LC index in an infiltrated inverse
anatase TiO2 (n = 2.65) opal for LC indices between 1.5 and 2.1. (a) Bragg peak location
ωBragg (open squares) and tuning ratio ∆λ/λo (open circles). (b) Γ-L Bragg peak width
∆ω/ωBragg.
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LC infiltrated architectures for example. Additionally, another advantage is that ultrahigh optical switching (< 5 ns or < 200 GHz) between the ordinary and extraordinary
index was experimentally reported by Nozomi Photonics. This argument is critical for the
design of ultra-fast dynamic electro-optical devices. Figure 6.4(c)-(d) present the
dielectric models of PLZT infiltrated opals and PLZT inverse shell opals fabricated using
a conformal deposition method.
Figure 6.5(a) and 6.5(b)present, respectively, the Bragg peak position and PPBG
width in silica opals (nopal = 1.5) infiltrated by PLZT for refractive index values nPLZT
ranging from 2.478 to 2.598 (∆nPLZT ~ 0.12). For this scenario, the total PLZT volume is
~ 22.4% since the maximum point of conformal infiltration is 86% of the interstitial void.
As previously observed in LC infiltrated opals, the Bragg wavelength red-shifts with
increasing PLZT index and a ~ 2% tuning ratio value is computed from Fig. 6.5(a).
However, as shown in Fig. 6.5(b) there is a little change in the Bragg peak width which
increases slightly from the initial value of 7.3% Thus the Bragg peak wavelength can be
tuned with little change in its width. This is critical to achieve dynamic robust devices.
By inverting the architecture, to produce a PLZT backbone, the dielectric contrast
can be dramatically increased and Bragg peak widths are obtained. This effect is
demonstrated in Fig. 6.6(a) which shows the dependence of the Bragg peak width on the
PLZT index. An average width of ~ 14% is predicted for all PLZT index values however
the tuning ratio changes little (~ 2.5%, Fig. 6.6(b)). This shows that the architecture
inversion and resulting change in the dielectric contrast have little effect on the tuning
ratio. In principle, the tuning ratio values will increase as the PLZT filling fraction is
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Figure 6.4: [100] cross-sections through the dielectric functions used to model (a) PLZT infiltrated silica opals and (b) PLZT
inverse opals.

Figure 6.5: Dependence of PBG properties on PLZT index in an infiltrated silica (n =
1.5) opal for PLZT indices between 2.46 and 2.61. (a) Bragg peak location ωBragg (open
squares) and tuning ratio ∆λ/λo (open circles). (b) Γ-L Bragg peak width ∆ω/ωBragg.
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Figure 6.6: Dependence of PBG properties on PLZT index in an inverse PLZT shell opal
for PLZT indices between 2.46 and 2.61. (a) Γ-L Bragg peak width ∆ω/ωBragg. (b) Bragg
peak location ωBragg (open squares) and tuning ratio ∆λ/λo (open circles).
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increased or location of the PLZT material modified. This latter argument was
demonstrated in LC infiltrated inverse structures.
6.2

LC infiltrated large-pore inverse opals

In this Section, we study the theoretical Γ-L Bragg peak response on the average
refractive index in LC infiltrated LP inverse shell opals fabricated by the SL-ALD
process [63, 112]. The tuning ratio, defined in the previous Section, was derived from
analytical equations. In contrast, in this Section, the photonic band diagrams were
computed using the 3D-FDTD method to investigate the dependence of the Bragg peak
position and width, on the LC and backbone refractive indices and volume fractions, for
structures fabricated using different template thicknesses (i.e. sacrificial shell radii). From
these calculations, which were in good agreement with the classical theory, the positions
of the pseudo band gaps are obtained by computing the average Bragg frequency, ωBragg,
of the 2nd and 3rd bands at the L-point in the irreducible Brillouin zone. Consequently, the
Bragg peak width, ∆ω/ωBragg, is given by the ratio of the difference in frequency between
these bands to the average Bragg frequency. Finally, the transmission/reflection
coefficients of the investigated structures were simulated using the transfer matrix
method (TMM) with “Translight” using the <111> close-packed opal template [117,
118].
6.2.1

Analytical analysis
The response of an LC infiltrated opal to an applied electric-field was modeled by

assuming an equivalent isotropic medium with average refractive index values, nLC. The
effective refractive index of the infiltrated structure can be expressed in terms of the
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investigated parameters: LC volume fraction, LC refractive index, and backbone
refractive index. By substituting Eq. 3 in Eq. 2 and eliminating fBB, Eq. 2 becomes
2 / n 2 ⎞ − f ⎛ 1 − n 2 / n 2 ⎞⎤
neff = n BB ⎡⎢1 − f air ⎛⎜ 1 − nair
LC ⎜
BB ⎟⎠
LC BB ⎟⎠ ⎥⎦
⎝
⎝
⎣

1/ 2

,
Equation 28

where the last term under the square root is negative whenever the refractive index of the
backbone is greater than that of the LC, and positive when smaller than the LC. When the
two refractive indices are equal, the effective index is constant and the structure behaves
as a quasi-isotropic optical medium although air pockets remain trapped in the backbone.
As a consequence, the Bragg peak is expected to collapse.
The tuning ratio, ∆λ/λ0, can then be analytically derived by combining the Bragg
peak equation (Eq. 1) for the lowest LC index, λ0 (nLC = 1.5) = 2.d111.n0, and investigated
LC index, λ1 (nLC) = 2.d111.n1, where n0 and n1 are given by Eq. 28. The tuning ratio is
then given by
∆λ/λ0 = (n1-n0) / n0 = n1 / n0 - 1 =
⎡ (1 +
⎢
⎢⎣ (1 +

2
2
/ n BB
f LC .( n LC
− 1) +
2
f LC .(1.5 2 / n BB
− 1) +

2
f air .(1 / n BB
− 1) ⎤
⎥
2
f air .(1 / n BB
− 1) ⎥⎦

1/ 2

− 1.

Equation 29

Fig. 6.7 presents the dependence of the tuning ratio for a range of structures and LC
indices as predicted by Eq. 29. The LC refractive index was varied from 1.5 to 2.1 and
the sacrificial shell radius RSL, normalized to the sphere diameter D, was varied from
0.5115 to 0.5462. The inset schematic shows the fabrication parameters of the inverse
scaffolds using the SL process. The structures present thick (0.066D) to thin (0.0313D)
backbones. The corresponding LC filling fraction values vary between 0.789 and 0.9045.
To complete this study, low to high index backbone materials which can typically be
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grown by ALD or CVD were employed: silica [89], amorphous titania [53], and silicon
[93], with refractive indices of 1.5, 2.31, and 3.45, respectively. The data clearly indicate
that the dielectric contrast between the backbone material and the infiltrated LC plays a
major role in enhancing the tuning range of the structure which can approach 40% of λ0
(nLC = 1.5). Of the three types of backbone, the maximum shift of ~ 37% is obtained for
the structure with the lowest index (silica). Furthermore, as the backbone index is
increased (i.e. the dielectric contrast is increased), the tuning ratio decreases (~ 35% for
titania and ~ 30% for silicon). For the best-case scenario for maximum Bragg peak shift
(silica backbone), the tuning ratio exhibits a small dependence on the LC volume
fraction. In contrast, for larger backbone index values (silicon), the tuning ratio shows a
strong dependence on the LC volume fraction. Based on this preliminary study, we
conclude that maximum tuning is obtained with the lowest dielectric contrast, regardless
of the LC filling fraction.
6.2.2 FDTD simulations
6.2.2.1 Backbone index dependence on the optical response
Unfortunately, the photonic crystal strength (i.e. Bragg peak width) can neither be
extrapolated from this analysis nor derived from analytical equations. As a consequence,
computational tools such as FDTD must be used to predict the PBG properties of the
structures discussed above. From the simulated photonic band structures, the dependence
of the normalized Bragg peak frequency, ωBragg, and the stop band edges (i.e. 2nd and 3rd
bands along the L direction) on the LC index can be extracted. The Bragg peak position
and width directly define the optical response of the tuned structure. Thus, the tuning
ratio and Bragg peak width, ∆ω/ωBragg, can be easily extracted from the FDTD data. As
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Figure 6.7: Dependence of theoretical tuning ratio on the fabrication parameters obtained
from Eq. 29. The LC refractive index was varied from 1.5 to 2.1 and the sacrificial shell
radius RSL / D was varied from 0.5115 to 0.5462 (corresponding to LC filling fraction
values between 0.789 and 0.9045). Three backbone materials were used; silica,
amorphous titania, and silicon, with a refractive index of 1.5, 2.31, and 3.45, respectively.
The inset shows the structural parameters of an infiltrated opal fabricated by the SL-ALD
process and used in the 3D-FDTD simulations.
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an example of this approach, the photonic band structures of LC infiltrated inverse
structures presenting a thick backbone tBB / D of 0.066 (RSL / D = 0.5115) were
investigated as a function of LC index. Figures 6.8(a) to (c) present the summary of these
simulations for silica, amorphous titania, and silicon backbone materials, respectively.
This set of data indicates that the optical response of the tuned structure is strongly
dependent on the backbone index or dielectric contrast, and results in three types of
behaviors.
In the first scenario investigated, the LC index is equal to or greater than the
backbone index (silica). Analysis of Fig. 6.8(a) shows that as the LC index is increased,
the frequency of the 2nd band (“dielectric” band) shifts at a faster rate than the 3rd (“air”
band). Since the dielectric contrast is increased, it follows that the Bragg peak width
increases. This behavior is typically observed in bare opals where increasing the sphere
index contributes to enlarging the Γ-L stop band. This is usually attributed to the
electromagnetic fields being concentrated within the highest dielectric regions of the
structure; the LC network which mimics that of an opal.
For high index backbone structures (silicon), the opposite behavior is predicted.
Figure 6.8(b) shows that the Bragg peak width decreases with LC index because the
frequency of the upper band now shifts down at a faster rate than the lower band. This
behavior is typically encountered in inverse shell opals where decreasing the dielectric
contrast negatively affects (reduces) the width of the stop band. Indeed, the
electromagnetic fields concentrated within the highest dielectric regions of the structure
(dielectric skeleton) will be redistributed towards the LC material when its index is
increased.
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Figure 6.8: Dependence of the Γ-L Bragg peak position on LC index in large-pore inverse opals fabricated with a backbone
thickness of 0.066D. For all cases, the lower and upper curves represent the 2nd and 3rd bands defining the 1st order Γ-L
photonic gap, respectively. The dotted line shows the locus of the Bragg peak frequency, ωBragg. (a) The backbone material is
silica (nLC = 1.5) and the structure exhibits an opal-like behavior. (b) The backbone material is silicon or GaP (nLC = 3.45) and
the structure exhibits an inverse opal-like behavior. (c) The backbone material is amorphous titania (nLC = 2.31), consequently
the structure exhibits an inverse opal-like behavior for LC index values below 1.85 and an opal-like behavior for values above
1.85.

From this analysis one can immediately conclude that structures exhibiting both
behaviors must exist to preserve band to band continuity. In fact, Fig. 6.8(c) presents the
results for the intermediate backbone index (amorphous titania). This figure clearly
demonstrates that the tuned PC exhibits an unusual hybrid behavior. As the LC index is
increased from 1.5, the Bragg peak width is reduced and eventually completely collapses
for a LC index of 1.85. At this threshold value, the lower and upper bands touch each
other (∆ω = 0) and the structure abruptly becomes highly transparent. In this region, the
dielectric topology is such that the structure optically behaves as an inverse opal, as
mentioned previously for a silicon backbone. For LC index values above the threshold
value, the stop band is recovered and widens for further increases in LC index. One may
expect that the dielectric topology would behave as an inverse shell opal since the
backbone index is greater than the LC index, and therefore, the electromagnetic fields
would be concentrated in the backbone. In contrast, the data shows that the fields diffuse
towards the LC material although the dielectric contrast is above 1.1 for all cases. This
phenomenon has been reported by García-Santamaría et al. for an opal step-infiltrated
with Ge [24]. However, no structures have been reported in which it is possible to
dynamically tune through the collapse of the Bragg peak. This opens the door for a
unique class of photonic devices whose optical stop band can be dynamically switched on
and off (reflect/transmit light) with an applied electric field; provided the LC has a
sufficiently large dielectric anisotropy at the on/off threshold value.
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6.2.2.2

Backbone thickness study
In this subsection, the dependence of the PBG properties on the backbone

thickness in tuned LP structures was investigated. Additionally, the data for the thickest
backbones (0.066D) were computed from the data presented in Fig. 6.8.
First, the PBG properties of inverse structures with the lowest backbone index
were investigated. Figures 6.9(a) and 6.9(b) show the dependence of the Bragg peak
width and tuning ratio, respectively, obtained from FDTD simulations to the LC index in
a silica inverse opal (nBB = 1.5), fabricated with various sacrificial shell radii. Again, the
average LC refractive index was varied from 1.5 to 2.1 for sacrificial shell radii RSL / D of
0.5115, 0.5234, 0.5346, and 0.5462 (corresponding to LC filling fraction values of 0.789,
0.8341, 0.8715, and 0.9045, respectively).
As discussed previously, this type of structure mimics an opal with a dielectric
contrast that increases with LC refractive index and the Bragg peak width was predicted
to increase. For all backbone thicknesses, the data show that the Bragg peak width
monotonically increases with LC index to a maximum value as the LC reaches its highest
refractive index of 2.1. However, the formation of thinner backbones negatively impacts
the Bragg peak width whereas the tuning ratio is slightly enhanced, as the LC refractive
index is increased. The resulting predicted tuning ratio slope is ~ 50% (by tuning the LC
index by ± 0.1, the Bragg peak accordingly shifts by ± 5%). Since thinner backbones
favor a larger LC volume fraction, the infiltrated material plays a more predominant role
for tuning the Bragg peak position. However, due to the low dielectric properties of the
backbone, the structure closely resembles a homogenous medium and rapidly looses its
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Figure 6.9: Bragg peak response of silica large-pore inverse opals (nBB = 1.5) for
backbone thickness between 0.066D and 0.0313D. (a) Dependence of the Bragg peak
width on the LC refractive index. (b) Dependence of the tuning ratio on the LC refractive
index.
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PBG properties. It is noteworthy that the tuning ratio predicted by the FDTD computation
agrees well with the data presented in Fig. 6.7 and obtained by Eq. 29.
Additionally, the dependence of the transmission spectrum on the LC index of the
structure with the thickest backbone (thinnest sacrificial layer of 0.5115D) was simulated.
This data, shown in Fig. 6.10, confirms that a narrow notch in the transmission is present
for the lowest LC index resulting in a sharp Bragg peak as expected. For LC index values
increasing from 1.5 to 2.1, the transmission notch is observed to shift down in frequency
due to the effective increase in refractive index. Thus, the notch width is increased
indicating that a broader Bragg peak is supported. These data are in very good agreement
with the FDTD simulations presented in Fig. 6.9(a).
In a second configuration, the backbone material has a refractive index slightly
larger than the maximum LC refractive index. This type of structure was found to exhibit
the anomalous hybrid behavior whereby the Bragg peak width was predicted to decrease,
disappear, and increase, respectively. Figures 6.11(a) and (b) show the Bragg peak width
and tuning ratio, respectively, as a function of the infiltrated LC index in an amorphous
TiO2 inverse opal (nBB = 2.31). Again, the backbone thickness was varied from 0.066D
(thickest backbone) to 0.0313D (thinnest backbone) and the LC index values from 1.5 to
2.1. The data presented in Fig. 6.11(a) indicate that the formation of thinner backbone
structures (achieved by the use of thick sacrificial layers) strongly affects the optical
response of the tuned structure. Although the two “inverse opal” / “opal” behaviors still
coexist, a thinner backbone promotes a broader Bragg peak width in the second “opal”
region, whereas it continuously attenuates the Bragg peak width in the first “inverse opal”
region. For ultra-thin backbone templates, the first region is even predicted to disappear
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Figure 6.10: Transmission spectra of silica large-pore inverse opals (nBB = 1.5) with a
backbone thickness of 0.066D, for LC refractive index values between 1.5 and 2.1. The
spectra have been vertically translated for clarity. The transmission coefficients were
simulated using the Translight package.
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Figure 6.11: Bragg peak response of TiO2 large-pore inverse opals (nBB = 2.31) for
backbone thickness between 0.066D and 0.0313D. (a) Dependence of the Bragg peak
width on the LC refractive index. (b) Dependence of the tuning ratio on the LC refractive
index. The dashed line in (a) and (b) shows a comparison between the experimental data
after Graugnard et al. [119] and theoretical data presented in this paper.
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and the structure now behaves as an opal. Moreover, the threshold value at which the
Bragg peak width collapses shifts towards lower LC index values. This result is quite
important as it enables the use of LC molecules with lower refractive indices to optically
switch the Bragg peak on and off. One can now simply engineer the host template with
ALD so that the threshold value occurs within the LC index range. Figure 6.11(b) shows
that the tuning ratio exhibits the same dependence on the backbone thickness as for the
silica backbone.
Recently, Graugnard and coworkers fabricated a LC infiltrated TiO2 LP inverse
opal and reported a 20 nm Bragg peak shift by tuning the commercial 5CB (4-pentyl-4’cyanobiphenyl) LC refractive index from ne = 1.583 to no = 1.522 with an applied electric
field of 50 V [119]. Their LP structure was synthesized using a mild sintering process and
was roughly equivalent to a structure fabricated with a sacrificial shell radius value RSL /
D of ~ 0.5115 (backbone thickness tBB / D of 0.066). Their experimental data, presented
in Figs. 6.11(a) and (b), are in excellent agreement with the FDTD results and support the
feasibility of fabricating tuned structures with an on/off Bragg peak switch.
The dependence of the transmission spectrum on the LC index for structures with
a backbone thickness of 0.066 is presented in Fig. 6.12. The data clearly indicate that as
the LC is increased from 1.5 to 1.85, the Bragg peak width decreases. At the threshold
value (1.85), the medium no longer supports the <111> Bragg peak and optically behaves
as a homogeneous medium, thus confirming the FDTD data. On the other hand, as the LC
index is increased now from 1.85 to 2.1, the Bragg peak recovers and increases in width.
In the final configuration considered, the backbone material has the largest
refractive index discussed in this work. This type of structures exhibits an inverse opal
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Figure 6.12: Transmission spectra of TiO2 large-pore inverse opals (nBB = 2.31) with a
backbone thickness of 0.066D, for LC refractive index values between 1.5 and 2.1. The
spectra have been vertically translated for clarity. The dashed circle indicates structures
for which the Bragg peak has collapsed.
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behavior and the Bragg peak width is predicted to decrease with the LC index. Figures
6.13(a) and 6.13(b) show the dependence of the Bragg peak width and tuning ratio,
respectively, on tuning the LC in an infiltrated silicon or gallium phosphide inverse opal
(nBB = 3.45). As before, the backbone thickness was varied from 0.066D (thickest
backbone) to 0.0313D (thinnest backbone). The tuning ratio data, presented in Fig.
6.13(b) remain close to the previous data (Fig. 6.7, Fig. 6.9(b) and Fig. 6.11(b)). It is
noteworthy that the slope of the tuning ratio is lower. This is also attributed to the large
dielectric contrast between the backbone and infiltrated materials. The data in Fig.
6.13(a) indicate that the Bragg peak widths for nLC = 1.5 and 2.1, are larger compared
with the previous cases (nBB = 1.5 and 2.31). However, when the backbone thickness is
decreased, the Bragg peak width at both minimum and maximum LC refractive values
decreases. Again, this is attributed to the decreasing influence of the dielectric backbone.
It follows that the Bragg peak eventually collapses. However, the Bragg peak does not
reappear as previously observed with further increase of the LC index and only the
“inverse opal-like” behavior (first case considered) is encountered. For a backbone
thickness of 0.0313D, the LC index threshold is ~ 1.9. The second optical behavior
(“opal-like”) would be expected to appear for much greater LC index values since the
backbone index is so much larger. As a consequence, the material behaves as a
transparent medium for a wide range of LC index values. These structures mimic
electrical diodes whereby a certain LC index threshold (voltage) is required to increase
the Bragg peak width (current) with potential applications in all-optical circuitry.
Finally, the transmission spectrum dependence on the LC index for the structure
with the thickest (tBB / D = 0.066) and thinnest backbone (tBB / D = 0.0313) were
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Figure 6.13: Bragg peak response of silicon/gallium phosphide large-pore inverse opals
(nBB = 3.45) for backbone thickness between 0.066D and 0.0313D. (a) Dependence of the
Bragg peak width on the LC refractive index. (b) Dependence of the relative tuning ratio
on the LC refractive index. For a backbone thickness tBB / D < 0.0429, the structure
becomes transparent for a range of LC index values, as indicated for example with tBB / D
= 0.0313 and LC index values ranging between ~ 1.9 and 2.1.
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simulated. The data are presented in Figs. 6.14(a) and 6.14(b), respectively. Figure
6.14(a) clearly indicates that as the LC is increased from 1.5 to 2.1, the transmission
notch width or Bragg peak width decreases and the structure slowly loses its PBG effect.
However, Fig. 6.14(b) shows that the Bragg peak slowly disappears for LC index values
increasing from 1.5 to 1.9, thus strongly supporting the FDTD results. Further increase of
the LC index reinforces this phenomenon and no Bragg peak is predicted for LC index
values greater than 2.0 at which point the material becomes highly transparent.
The results demonstrate that the Bragg peak tunability (width and location) is
strongly dependent on the dynamic LC director reorientation and dielectric contrast
between the backbone and LC material. A ~ 50% average tuning ratio slope was
predicted for all LP inverse structures investigated that offer reduced volume for electrooptical material infiltration. Most importantly, a strong dependence of the Bragg peak
response on the backbone material and geometry was demonstrated through the
simulation of transmission coefficients and photonic band structures. Three optical
behaviors were predicted and discussed. Tuned structures with low index backbone (nBB
< nLC) exhibit an opal-like behavior whereas structures with high index backbones (nBB =
3.45) exhibit an inverse opal-like behavior. Surprisingly, tuned structures with
intermediate index backbone (nBB = 2.31) were found to exhibit both behaviors; the
transition threshold being dependent on the backbone thickness (LC volume fraction). As
a consequence, the Bragg peak tuning range is decreased, increased, and partially/totally
cancelled in structures with backbone indices larger than the maximum LC index.
Moreover, it was found that static adjustments of the LP scaffold that can be
implemented by using a SL-ALD process allow the threshold index value at which the
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Figure 6.14: Transmission spectra of silicon/gallium phosphide large-pore inverse opals (nBB = 3.45) for LC refractive index
values between 1.5 and 2.1. The spectra have been vertically translated for clarity. (a) Large-pore structure with a backbone
thickness of 0.066D. (b) Large-pore structure with a backbone thickness of 0.0313D. The dashed circle indicates structures for
which the Bragg peak has collapsed.

Bragg peak switching phenomenon occurs to be finely adjusted. Therefore, LC infiltrated
LP inverse opals fabricated with a SL-ALD technique provide a robust pathway to design
photonic devices with unique transmission/reflection properties. This potentially enables
all-optical switching devices with commercial electro-optical materials such as LC.
6.3

PLZT infiltrated non-close-packed inverse opal

In this Section, we theoretically explore the optical properties of LP inverse opals
fabricated by the SL-ALD process and infiltrated with PLZT. Here, we exploit the
potential of LP inverse templates which enable maximum infiltration percentages of
PLZT. The first scenario considered is an anatase TiO2 LP inverse opal conformally
backfilled with PLZT. In a second scenario, the feasibility to combine conformal and solgel approaches is explored to maximize the PLZT filling fraction and tuning strength.
6.3.1

Anatase TiO2 / PLZT non-close-packed inverse opals
Fig. 6.15(a)-(c) shows a design concept for conformally backfilled PLZT

architectures. This is based on an anatase TiO2 LP architecture engineered with an initial
SL radius of 0.5462D, where D is the sphere diameter as shown in Fig. 6-15(a). The
anatase TiO2 structure is then progressively and conformally backfilled with PLZT to
form a LP inverse PLZT/TiO2 shell opal and NCP inverse PLZT/TiO2 shell opal. The
performance of these structures was then simulated using the conformal algorithm
developed in this Thesis for deposited PLZT thicknesses of 0.0138D, 0.069D, 0.138D,
and 0.1932D. For each infiltration step, the photonic band structure was computed to
determine the tuning strength and adjusted PBG width as the PLZT index was scanned
from ~ 2.478 to ~ 2.598 (∆n ~ 0.12). Figure 6.16(a) presents the dependence of the tuning
strength on the PLZT index for all investigated backfilled structures. The data clearly
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Figure 6.15: (a) TiO2 LP template fabricated with a 0.5462D sacrificial shell radius. (b) TiO2/PLZT LP inverse structure
fabricated by conformally backfilling a 0.0138D thick PLZT layer. (c) TiO2/PLZT NCP inverse structure fabricated by
conformally backfilling a 0.069D thick PLZT layer.

indicate the role of the backbone in enhancing the tuning strength, which increased from
~ 0.05% to ~ 4% for PLZT backfill thicknesses ranging from 0.0138D to 0.1932D. This
behavior is attributed to the large PLZT volume fraction change with the backfill
thickness increase, as discussed previously.
Additionally, the dependence of the Bragg peak width on the PLZT index is
presented in Fig. 6.16(b). The dependence of the average Bragg peak width (averaged
over all PLZT indices) to the PLZT thickness is shown in the inset in Fig. 6.16(b). For all
cases, a slight increase is observed in the PPBG width on PLZT index since larger
dielectric contrast values are obtained. Also, the PPBG width is predicted to increase
from ~ 9% (0.0138D backfill thickness), to a maximum of ~ 15% (0.069D), and finally
decrease to a value of ~ 11.5% (0.1932D). A similar phenomenon was described in
Chapter 5 for silicon NCP inverse opals and is the cornerstone of NCP architectures
designed to enhance the PBG properties [112].
These simulations also explain the architecture limitations to simultaneously
enhance the tuning strength and Bragg peak width. Thin PLZT shell architectures offer
the best PPBGs width values whereas thick PLZT shell architectures provide the best
tuning strength values. Thus, if one wants to enhance the tuning ratio, one would have to
increase the PLZT backfill thickness. Unfortunately, the air channels interconnecting the
air cavities eventually close with backfill thickness increase, thus preventing additional
PLZT to being deposited onto the interior of the backbone. This point of maximum
backfill infiltration geometrically limits larger PLZT filling fractions and therefore the
tuning strength to the maximum value of 4% shown in Fig. 6.16.
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Figure 6.16: 3D-FDTD simulations of anatase TiO2 (n = 2.65 at 500nm) LP inverse shell opals conformally backfilled with
PLZT at various fabrication stages. A thick sacrificial layer of RSL / D = 0.5462 was deposited into the dielectric spheres to
obtain a large volume for easing EO/NL infiltration. The PLZT backfill thickness was varied from 0.0138D to 0.1932D,
where D is the original sphere size. (a) Dependence of the Bragg peak width on the PLZT refractive index for values ranging
from 2.475 to 2.598. (b) Dependence of the relative Bragg peak shift (as % to the Bragg peak normalized frequency at nLC =
1.5) on the PLZT refractive index for values ranging from 2.475 to 2.598.

6.3.2

PLZT non-close-packed opals
However, this geometrical limitation can be overcome by modifying the PLZT

infiltration process. Here, we propose to completely fill the air cavities with PLZT using
sol-gel methods. As a consequence, the resulting architecture closely resembles a highfilling fraction network of overlapping PLZT spheres sealed in a TiO2 thin-shell. Figure
6.17 presents the fabrication steps and parameters employed to engineer this unique
architecture. Again, the initial TiO2 LP architecture was engineered with an initial SL
radius of 0.5462D, where D is the sphere diameter.
Figure 6.18(a)-(b) present, respectively, the dependence of the Bragg peak width
and tuning ratio on the PLZT index. As calculated before, the Bragg peak width is
predicted to increase with index although, as expected, the initial value of the peak width
(~ 6%) is lower than in backfilled architectures. Fig. 6.18(b) predicts a tuning of ~ 4.5%
tuning; larger than the tuning strength values discussed earlier. Therefore, LP inverse
shell opals fully infiltrated by PLZT offer the best pathway to dynamically adjust the
PBG properties while sustaining a large Bragg peak width. This platform also enables
unsurpassed flexibility to use EO-NL materials which cannot be deposited by conformal
techniques.
6.4

Conclusion

In this Chapter, we have explored and reviewed the potential to tune the optical
properties of LP and NCP architectures infiltrated by EO-NL materials such as LC or
PLZT. The flexibility of the SL-ALD process to optimize the template structures was
assessed. The results highlight the robustness of an ALD-based process to synthesize
desirable templates or networks for ultimately achieving 3D PC-based electro-optical
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Figure 6.17: Fabrication scheme to engineer NCP PLZT opals. PLZT was infiltrated
within the air void of a LP inverse anatase TiO2 shell opal by sol-gel means. The
resulting structure is a replica of a heavily-sintered silica opal sealed in a TiO2 skin.

Figure 6.18: Dependence of (a) the Bragg peak width and (b) tuning ratio on the PLZT
index in a NCP PLZT opal with an anatase TiO2 skin shell. This structure was predicted
through 3D-FDTD computations to exhibit the best tradeoff for tuning the Bragg peak
position while sustaining a large width.
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devices with enhanced PBG properties and unsurpassed dynamic capabilities. In
particular, Bragg peak optical switching was demonstrated in LC infiltrated TiO2 LP
inverse opals. Although we have only discussed the tuning of the Bragg peak properties,
it is noteworthy that large dynamic modifications of the dispersion properties can also be
expected thereby enabling a wealth of novel optical effects. This argument is critical, as it
potentially offers a new direction to engineer multi-functionalities photonic devices in the
near future.
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CHAPTER 7
ALTERNATIVE TEMPLATES
In addition to the 3D opal-based PC platforms discussed in Chapters 4 to 6, we
explore in this Chapter alternative inorganic and organic periodic templates structurally
manipulated by low-temperature ALD of TiO2. In this study, we investigate the 2D PC
silicon slab waveguide and 3D PC chitin scale of a Papilio Blumei butterfly wing. The
dependence of the optical properties on the dielectric architecture adjustment is discussed
through normal incidence specular reflectance measurements, TMM reflectance
simulations, and 3D-FDTD photonic band structure computations.
7.1

2D PC Silicon Slab Waveguides

2D PC slabs are being actively investigated because of their unique ability to
control the group and phase velocity of light enabling submicron beam control [120],
self-collimation [121, 122], superprism effects [5], giant refraction [105, 123], and
negative refraction effects [124]. Electron-beam lithography is usually employed to
define the dielectric periodic modulation arrangement with integrated line, point, and
periodic defects [125]. Thus, the optical properties of the final 2D PC slab device are not
only determined by the precision of the lithography process, with very limited postfabrication tunability, but primarily by the Bravais lattice and dielectric architecture. The
Bravais lattices of 2D PCs typically comprise hexagonal [11], square [126], or
rectangular crystal unit cells with one or two lattice points (hole or pillar) per unit cell.
ALD has been shown to be an attractive tool for enhancing the PBG properties in f.c.c.
lattices such as synthetic opals with the SL-ALD scheme explored in this Thesis [63,
112] or holographically-defined polymer templates [127]. Typically, this is achieved by
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inverting and/or replicating the original template with optically transparent, high-index,
and high-temperature oxide materials, as discussed in the previous Chapters. More
recently, this approach was applied to fabricate silicon/TiO2 composite slab waveguides
[128]. In this study, conformal ALD layering on a patterned Si slab with six-fold
symmetry is investigated and studies performed to determine the degree of control over
the material and structural properties.
Here, we present the application of conformal layer of TiO2 deposited by lowtemperature ALD in 2D PC slab waveguides (WG) which initially possess a triangularbased superlattice (SL) pattern [105, 129]. The SL scheme introduced additional
periodicity as there are two holes in the rectangular unit cell whereas the initial triangular
lattice comprises only one hole in the hexagonal unit cell. The results of the brillouin
zone folding (BZF) [130] from a six-fold to a two-fold BZ has been demonstrated to
enhance band-to-band interactions such as the dispersion properties of the crystal can be
adjusted [105, 131]. Conformal deposition is shown not only to tuning precisely the
frequency and dispersion properties of the folded photonic bands, but also initiates
unique interaction between bands possessing the same polarization (TE or TM). The
photonic bands along high symmetry directions of the slab waveguide were measured
using a resonant coupling technique after successive 15 nm of TiO2. The results
demonstrate large (~ 16%) tuning in frequency with a precision of ~ 0.008% per ALD
cycle for several photonic bands along all investigated directions. Furthermore, bands
along the Γ-X direction were observed to exhibit a larger downward shift in frequency;
this being attributed to the partial basis change (complete architectural change is achieved
but the dielectric contrast between the slab and in filled material is not unity).
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Remarkably, this phenomenon leads to formation of pseudogaps with subsequent
flattening of the interacting bands. This provides an additional mechanism to adjusting
the band dispersion, with the ability to tune the group velocity and enable ultraslow light
propagation. This allows for precise post-fabrication control of dielectric contrast within
the device to tune precisely photonic band gap frequencies and the dispersion of bands
used for negative refraction, self-collimation, and slow light propagation phenomena.
7.1.1

Triangular-based superlattice slab waveguide fabrication
For this investigation, a triangular-based superlattice of air holes in a 300 nm

thick single crystal silicon slab, shown in Fig. 7.1, was fabricated on a silicon-oninsulator substrate by electron-beam lithography and inductively-coupled plasma etching
[131, 132]. The lattice periodicity was 360 nm with hole radii of r1 = 125 nm and r2 = 73
nm, as verified by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images. Hence, the strength of
the superlattice, r2 / r1 = 0.584. Several unit cells of the as-fabricated device are shown in
Fig. 7.1. Subsequently, the sample was progressively and conformally coated with
amorphous TiO2 (nTiO2 = 2.31 at 800 nm). The depositions were performed at 100 °C in
15 nm steps (200 cycles at 0.075 nm / cycle) using TiCl4 and H2O precursors [53]. A
cross section of the sample morphology for successive coatings is shown in Fig. 7.2. The
effect of increasing the conformal coating thickness is to precisely and uniformly reduce
the diameter and the depth of the air holes. Depending on the TiO2 thickness, two distinct
structures were identified. First, as the thickness is increased up to ~ 73 nm, the smaller
holes become completely filled. For thickness greater than 73 nm only the larger hole can
be filled. These two regimes are grouped in region I and II, respectively. It is noteworthy
that the structural transition from region I to region II results in an incomplete
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Figure 7.1: High-magnification SEM image of the studied triangular-based SL [131,
132]. The back box depicts the unit cell of the structure which comprises two holes. The
lattice periodicity was 360 nm with hole radii of r1 = 125 nm and r2 = 73 nm. Hence, the
strength of the superlattice, r2 / r1 = 0.584. The definition of the lattice vectors for the
triangular and superlattice unit cells, respectively determined from the Cartesian
coordinate system, are presented. Note that the cross-sections shown in Fig. 7.2 were
along the direction shown by the red arrow.
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Figure 7.2: Schematic of the cross section of the SL slab waveguide along the direction
shown by the red arrow direction in Fig. 7.1 at each stage in the coating. Note that this
corresponds to along the modulated side of triangular lattice in real space (Γ - M direction
in reciprocal space). The labels to the left of each stage also refer to the labels in Fig. 7.3.
Since the TiO2 coatings are conformal, the holes fill from the bottom and the sides at an
equal rate. As a consequence, the smaller holes with radii r2 are completely filled before
the larger holes with radii r1, as shown in structure (c). In the final structure (e) the lattice
has been completely filled with TiO2 creating a slab cladding layer.
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basis change since the dielectric contrast between Si and TiO2 (3.45/2.31) is not unity. As
a consequence, the primary effect on the photonic band structure can be determined not
only from the reduction in the air hole radii (throughout region I and II) which directly
controls the air filling fraction and local dielectric constant average, but also from the
partial basis manipulation (region II) which directly impacts the light interaction with the
device and electromagnetic distribution for a given air or dielectric mode. An additional
effect is the overcoating of the slab, which becomes significant for thicker films.
Depending on the dielectric constants of the slab and the ALD film, the overcoating layer
will affect the confinement of light within the slab. In this case, the dielectric contrast is
still quite high and a number of bands still exist below the light cone.
7.1.2

Results and discussion
Figures 7.3(b)-(e) show top-view SEM images of the sample coated with 30, 60,

90, and 135 nm of TiO2, respectively. The crystal directions and magnification are the
same for all images. The systematic reduction in the hole radii from 125 to 0 nm, and 73
nm to 0 nm, clearly confirms the uniformity and precision of the deposition and agrees
well with the schematics shown in Fig. 7.2. The SEMs also reveal the ultra-smooth
surface achieved by low-temperature ALD of TiO2 (< 0.2 nm RMS) [53, 61]. A cleaved
cross section of the coated lattice is shown in Fig. 7.3(f) that clearly showed the presence
of a TiO2 plug that filled the smaller holes, thus demonstrating the unsurpassed capability
of the technique for infiltrating 2D PCs. The optical properties of the Si slab waveguide
were then characterized by resonant-coupling reflectance along the main PC lattice
directions, Γ-M, Γ-X, and Γ-Y [133]. These data were taken between 700 to 1700 nm
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Figure 7.3: Top-view scanning electron microscope images of a triangular-based SL Si
PC slab WG conformally coated with TiO2 to thicknesses of (a) 0 nm, (b) 30 nm, (c) 60
nm, (d) 90 nm, and (e) 135 nm, respectively. (f) A cleaved cross section of the coated
waveguide shown in (e) reveals complete infiltration of the smaller air holes with a solid
TiO2 plug. The reciprocal directions of the superlattice pattern are shown in (a).
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with the angular-resolved specular reflectance setup described in Chapter 2. The slab
waveguide device was optically probed before and after each deposition to monitor the
progressive shift in the band structure. The data for the uncoated sample and after 60 and
135 nm TiO2 coatings are shown in Fig. 7.4 for the Γ-X direction. Also shown are 3DFDTD calculations (solid lines) performed with a dielectric model that accurately
describes the conformal deposition of TiO2 over the entire device. The optical
measurements were observed to be in excellent agreement with the FDTD data for the
lowest bands and in close agreement for all higher bands. The slight deviation between
the simulations for the high-order bands and the data results from the wavelength
dependence of the refractive indices for both Si and TiO2 which was not included in the
FDTD calculations.
Figure 7.4 indicates that the bands shift to lower frequencies with increased TiO2
coating. This is accompanied with by a progressive monotonic change in the slope of
several bands. This phenomenon, which is not fully understood, may be attributed to the
progressive structural modification of the air holes with a material having a different
index than the slab. Also, this contributes to increase the local dielectric constant average
such that the photonics bands shift to lower frequencies. The degree of band modification
was observed to decrease with TiO2 deposition, which can be understood in terms of the
reduced fractional change in the dielectric contrast as the holes become filled. Initially the
air filling fraction changes rapidly as the holes were mostly air. A ~ 12 to ~ 15% shift in
frequency was computed for several bands, close to the value reported by Graugnard et
al. [128].
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Figure 7.4: Measured (dots) and calculated (lines) photonic band structures for uncoated
(left), 60 nm TiO2 coated (center), and 135 nm coated (right) Si slab waveguide along the
Γ-X direction. The solid ellipses highlight the bands that shift downwards and result in a
pseudogap and highly curved to flat band conditions. The gray region corresponds to
modes which are guided within the slab and, therefore, could not be measured. Relevant
bands are labeled from 1 to 9.
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A closer look at some of the bands reveals that additional changes occur in stage
II. In particular, band 9 (upper solid ellipse in Fig. 7.4), shifts significantly down in
frequency due to the mechanism discussed previously, and is observed to progressively
interact with lower band 6 (lower solid ellipse in Fig. 7.4) to form a pseudogap thus
displaying a classical perturbation behavior [It is assumed that these bands have the same
polarization] [26]. Figure 7.5(a) tracks the position of the midpoint of the upper (solid
squares) and lower (solid circles) band as a function of TiO2 thickness. Note these
positions are taken at a normalized wave-vector value (ka/2π) of 0.21 and 0.11,
respectively. A rapid decrease of the normalized frequency of the upper band from ωn =
0.377 to 0.317 is observed for a coating thickness up to 135 nm, whereas for the same
conditions the lower band shifts downward at a constant rate from ωn = 0.335 to 0.307.
Most importantly, it is well known that such perturbations that result in the formation of a
pseudogap, also dramatically affects the slope of the interacting bands. Figure 7.5(b)
plots the change in slope of the lower band with increasing values from 0 to 135 nm.
From 0 to ~ 30 nm, the slope of the lower band decreases. However, as the structure
approaches region II, a positive monotonic behavior is now observed due to the repulsion
effect between the upper and lower band. A flat band condition is then achieved for a
thickness value of ~ 125 nm resulting in zero group velocity.
As mentioned earlier, the additional periodicity introduced in a SL PC lowers the
symmetry from six-fold to two-fold, with the consequence that the bands are folded from
a triangular into a rectangular irreducible BZ, respectively. Moreover, the coating
innerside the holes is expected to affect the interaction between the folded bands since the
scattering properties of the PC are modified. Note that the coating innerside the holes
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Figure 7.5: (a) Experimentally determined midpoint frequency of lower band 6 (solid
circles), and upper band 9 (solid squares) from Fig. 7.4 along the Γ-X reciprocal direction
as a function of TiO2 thickness. Band midpoints were measured at a normalized wavevector (ka/2π) value of 0.11 and 0.21, respectively (vertical dotted line in Fig. 7.4) The x
and y axis are the same for each panel set. The dashed vertical line separates structures
belonging to stage I or stage II. The inset schematics at bottom (a) show the uncoated and
coated structures for thickness values of 73 and 135 nm, respectively. The dotted circles
show the original structure. A flat band condition is achieved for a thickness value of ~
125 nm resulting in a zero group velocity.
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may decrease the scattering from them although this could not be demonstrated by this
study. This effect, different from the one observed in a conventional triangular PC slab
WG, provides an alternative mechanism to precisely tuning the group velocity of certain
bands and enabling ultraslow light propagation. Furthermore, if TiO2 was substituted by
silicon (same material as the slab) with increasing thickness the architecture would
progressively optically behave as an isotropic material. As a consequence, the presence
within the holes of a dielectric material different from that of the slab will not prevent the
collapse of all degenerate bands, but most importantly offers additional control to
pseudogap formations.
7.1.3 Conclusion
In summary, we investigated the change in photonic band structure from
conformal coating of TiO2 by low-temperature ALD in a 2D triangular-based SL PC Si
slab WG. A tuning range of 12-15% with a precision of 0.008% per ALD cycle was
demonstrated in the optical reflectivity properties and photonic band structure. The
robustness and versatility of ALD technique, fully compatible with standard
semiconductor processes, enables precise control over the frequency, phase and group
velocity with extreme precision. Remarkably, the dispersion properties of the folded
bands in Si/TiO2 composite PC slab WGs were not only adjusted by engineering the
dielectric architecture but also by partially manipulating the BZ basis from two holes to
one hole per unit cell. By coupling these two conditions, an alternative approach was
presented to obtain unique and complex behaviors, such as desirable photonic band gaps
and slow light effects which are desirable for light collection, sensing, amplification,
processing, or routing.
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7.2

Biologically-defined template: Papilio Blumei Butterfly Scale

In this Section, the search for Nature inspired templates was redirected from opals
to biologically-derived systems. Recently, there has been a renewed interest in the origin
of the vibrant colors observed in living species: animals, insects, or flora [134-136].
These colors, primarily used for recognition or camouflage, are not a consequence of
pigmentation but are rather due to the organic skeleton arrangement in periodic porous
networks, resulting from Evolution. Hence, investigations of the architecture dependence
on the optical properties are critical to understand the robustness and uniformity of the
observed colors. Although the architecture complexity encountered in some species
cannot be easily reproduced by current techniques, Vigneron et al. recently reported
experimental fabrication of a bioinspired material composed of alternated dielectric
layers that mimics the optical response of a cuticle taken from the body of a woodboring
metallic weevil [137]. Also, the structural manipulation of natural networks could also
unravel original and effective routes to obtain desirable optical effects. Huang
conformally deposited thin dielectric Al2O3 layers by low-temperature ALD onto the
scales of a Morpho butterfly and observed a red-shifting of the diffracted peak, as well as
a blue-shifting after inversion of the scale [138]. This technique similar to the infiltration
and inversion of opals discussed in this Thesis show the potential of ALD to manipulate
with precision the architecture of soft organic materials. Ultimately, the study of living
species that optically behave just like PCs potentially offers a new and unexplored
approach to synthesize bioinspired architectures with robust PBG properties at optical
wavelengths. To illustrate this argument, we discuss in this Section the iridescence
phenomenon exhibited by the scales of an exotic butterfly species and demonstrate the
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low-temperature ALD capabilities to manipulate the soft network as a means to obtain
novel optical effects.
7.2.1

Scale architecture of the Papilio Blumei butterfly
There are currently thousands of known butterfly species, which have been

intensively studied and catalogued according to their origin, shape, size, but also by their
color variations. Typically, butterfly wings are covered with millions of ~ 100 µm long
scales. The scales, plucked into the wing membrane, possess a multilayer organic
architecture that reflects light such that optical interference or Bragg diffraction occurs.
This effect discussed in the first Chapters of this Thesis results in beautiful colorful wing
patterns shown in Fig. 7.6. The scale architecture is generally composed of an open stack
of alternated ribs or laminae (Fig. 7.7(a)) that form a mechanically rigid, but light
exoskeleton [Note that this latter point is crucial for flying and gliding capabilities]. In
addition, the envelope of the structure is curved such that the patterned wing exhibits a
strong dependence on the angle of view of the observer and angle of incident light, or
rotation of the surface. This effect presented in Fig. 7.7(b) has eluded researchers for
many years because it was usually accepted that the colors had their origin in organic
pigments.
In the present study, we focus on a tropical butterfly species commonly found in
Indonesia: Papilio Blumei (Fig. 7.8), which exhibits strong green and blue iridescence
from its wing and tail, respectively. Low-magnification SEM images reveal that the
scales of a Papilio Blumei consist of an ordered array of concavities or bowls, 5-10 µm in
diameter, as shown in Fig. 7.9(a). Additionally, the SEM images indicate that the scales
are completely sealed in contrast with other butterfly species such as the
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Figure 7.6: Montage of several butterflies exhibiting blue iridescence due to thin film
effects. Top image shows a Morpho butterfly whereas a Papilio Nireus is shown at
bottom left. The bottom right presents a close view of a Papilio Nireus wing [139].

Figure 7.7: (a) General architecture of a butterfly scale. (b) Dependence of the curvature
of a scale to reflected light [140].
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Figure 7.8: Tropical Papilio Blumei butterfly found in Indonesia. The wings present
green iridescence bands, whereas the tail color is blue.

Figure 7.9: (a) Low-magnification SEM image of the scale of a Papilio Blumei butterfly.
The scale is composed of 5-10 µm concavities or bowls separated by chitin ridges. (b)
High-magnification SEM image of the transverse cross-section of the Papilio Blumei
scale. The scale consists of a 10-layer air/chitin stack.
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Morpho studied by Huang et al. [138]. Therefore, micro-cracks have to be performed to
evaluate its internal architecture from transverse or longitudinal cross-sections, as shown
in Fig. 7.9(b). In 1999, Tada investigated the optical properties of the Papilio Blumei
butterfly and observed that each scale is composed by nanometer-sized rectangularshaped air chambers separated by transverse and longitudinal chitin laminae [140], as
confirmed a year later by Vukusic et al. [141]. Chitin is a long-chain molecule that forms
hard and semi-transparent material (n ~ 1.6) and is the main component of the shells and
exoskeletons abundantly found in sea and insect species, respectively. Chitin is widely
used in the food (stabilizer) and medical (wound-healing) industries for its intrinsic
properties. The thin-film was found to present up to 10 alternated organic/air layers. Note
that the Papilio Blumei sample studied in this Thesis has a similar architecture with ~ 200
nm periodicity, as shown in Fig. 7.9(b). In his work, Tada used a 2D geometrical
chitin/air stack model, and despite the simplicity of this model, was able to reproduce the
green iridescence effect. On the other hand, his study did not include the effect of the
thin-film curvature on the optical response. This was later performed by Vukusic in 2000
where he highlighted a far more complex effect whereby light was bounced off the
opposite walls of the concavities resulting in an ingenious polarization mechanism [141].
In this work, we experimentally and theoretically study the dependence of the
optical properties on the conformal deposition of thin and optically transparent TiO2
layers onto the wing scales of the Papilio Blumei butterfly by low-temperature ALD.
Since the scales are sealed, two infiltration schemes are possible. For the first scenario, a
thin skin is simply conformally coated around the scales whereas in the second scenario it
is suggested that the air cavities can also be infiltrated through surface micro-cracks.
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Figures 10(a) and (b) present schematics of the coated-only and coated-infiltrated
structures, respectively. Through normal-incidence specular reflectance characterization
and TMM computations, we demonstrate that these two schemes result in two distinct
optical phenomena. The initial peak observed in uncoated scales simply shifts to longer
wavelengths with increasing thickness, as reported by Huang [138]. In contrast, the
optical spectra of coated-only scales presented unusual oscillation patterns over the
investigated spectrum. Surprisingly, an increase in the intensity of these peaks was
observed for thicker deposited dielectric layers. The data and simulations strongly
support the hypothesis that the top and bottom coatings act as partially reflecting mirrors.
Consequently, the hybrid TiO2 / chitin structure forms an optical cavity whose finesse is
dependent on the coating thickness.
7.2.2

Numerical analysis
The modeling of the uncoated, coated-only and coated-infiltrated scales was

carried as a collaborative effort with Jean-Paul Vigneron’s group at the University of
Liege, Belgium. Reflectance computations were performed by the TMM method with the
initial Tada model [140]. This model was modified such that it faithfully mimics both of
the conformal deposition schemes introduced earlier (Fig. 7.10). The structural
parameters of this model were determined from the high-magnification SEM image of the
scale cross-section shown in Fig. 7.9(b) and are summarized in Fig. 7.10(c). Figure
7.10(c) indicates that the thin-film consists of a stack of 8 air layers, thickness d2 = 90
nm, and 9 chitin layers, thickness d1 = 100 nm; their transverse dimension was d = 100
and D = 170 nm, respectively. Consequently, a ~ 59% filling fraction of air, given by fair
= d / D, was computed from this model in agreement with Fig. 7.9(b). A 1.58 refractive
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Figure 7.10: Cross-sections presenting the different infiltration schemes and structural parameters used for
the simulations of Papilio Blumei butterfly wings. (a) Coated-only. TiO2 is only deposited on top and
bottom of the scale (b) Infiltrated. The scale is no longer sealed. In addition to (a), TiO2 is also deposited
onto the walls of the air cavities. (c) Structural parameters of the uncoated scale. The scale comprises 8 air
layers and 9 chitin layers for a total of 17 layers.

index with a 0.06 extinction coefficient were used to simulate the optical properties of
chitin. Here the effect of absorption is included to reduce the reflectance peaks and
oscillations to reproduce with fidelity the experimental measurements. In addition, the
dispersive nature of amorphous TiO2 from the UV to the near-blue regions (Fig. 5.3) was
included in the model [61, 62]. Additionally, the intensity of the reflectance peaks was
normalized with respect to the reflectance from the natural probed sample. Averaging of
the reflectance spectra over the incidence angle from -60° to +60° was also added as a
means to simulate the effect of the concavities curvature.
7.2.3

Experimental analysis
5 mm x 5 mm square-shaped samples were cut from the Papilio Blumei wing

using a razor blade and placed into our custom-built ALD reactor. [Note that the
wingspan of the Papilio Blumei butterfly is ~ 10 cm] Progressive conformal deposition of
amorphous TiO2 layers was performed by low-temperature ALD at 100ºC. A total
thickness of 50 nm was achieved by sequentially depositing 10 nm of TiO2 using 134
ALD cycles and growth rate of 0.075 nm / cycle. Between each ALD run, normal
incidence specular reflectance measurements (Chapter 2) of the bare and as-deposited
scales were performed in the 400-1100 nm range. In addition, at each stage, the
manipulation of the architecture was monitored by SEM analysis. This adds crucial
information such as the deposited TiO2 thickness, roughness of the surface and degree of
infiltration of the air/chitin stack. For the optical measurements, a 40X objective was
used to obtain a focused spot size of 50 µm to minimize the long-range curvature of the
scale and eliminate undesired optical perturbation from adjacent scales. This approach is
essential to assess the optical properties of the scales for normal-incidence. In this
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configuration, the probed surface typically presents ~ 10 concavities with fractional
reflectivity estimated to be 0.36, as reported by Tada et al. [140]. This value indicates
that 36% of the surface contributes to the interference effect. In addition, a CCD camera
was mounted on a 4.5X binocular microscope to examine the long-range color uniformity
of the bare, 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 nm deposited samples.
7.2.4
7.2.4.1

Results and discussion
Coated-only scheme
Figure 7.11 presents the measured and simulated reflectance spectrum of the

uncoated sample covering the 400-1100 nm range. Note that any measurements below
450 nm were beyond the sensitivity capabilities of our optical setup. The measured data
indicate a well-defined peak centered at 526 nm. This peak is attributed to the optical
interference effect resulting from the interaction of the incident light with the air/chitin
stack. Also, additional oscillating features were observed at longer wavelengths. These
four low-order peaks were located at 652, 742, 850, and 1054 nm, respectively, thus
spanning the entire spectrum. Due to this very weak intensity of these peaks they make a
minimal contribution to the far-field green iridescence observed at normal incidence.
Finally, the presence of O-H groups within our UV-VIS fiber optic is responsible for the
small absorption notch located at 944 nm. Figure 7.11 also shows the excellent agreement
between the measured and predicted peak locations. On the other hand, theory predicts a
gradual attenuation in the intensity of the peaks with increasing wavelength whereas the
opposite effect is observed. This phenomenon, also observed in Tada’s work, is not fully
understood [140]. We believe that the model does not faithfully reproduce the complexity
of the air/chitin network since the third dimension is removed.
187

Figure 7.11: Comparison between measured and simulated reflectance spectra of an
uncoated scale of a Papilio Blumei butterfly. A ~ 524 nm peak is observed and predicted
and is responsible for the green color of the wing. Four peaks at 652, 742, 850, and 1054
nm were observed and matched well with theory. However, predominant effect is from
524 nm peak.
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Following this preliminary study, the scales were sequentially processed with 10
nm of amorphous TiO2 by low-temperature ALD. The cross-section of a 50 nm-coated
scale is presented in Fig. 7.12.This high-magnification SEM image unambiguously
demonstrates the high quality and smoothness of the deposited conformal dielectric films
and furthermore indicates that no additional short- or long-range structural disorder was
introduced. Figure 7.13(a) presents the measured reflectivity spectra of the coated-only
samples with 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 nm of amorphous TiO2. First, it was observed that the
526, 652, and 742 nm peaks progressively red-shift at a rate of ~ 1 nm per nm of
deposited TiO2. In contrast, the position of the lower-order peaks (850 and 1054 nm)
behaves erratically with increasing TiO2. A key feature is the increase in the oscillation
intensity and width of these additional peaks with the deposition thickness. Visual
inspection of the processed samples by the naked eye or binocular microscope shows that
the initial green color was progressively attenuated to paler nuances. This optical effect
can be simply explained by the rise in the intensity of the peaks over the entire spanned
spectrum. Consequently, the samples optically behave as broadband reflectors whose
efficiency is determined by the overall intensity level of all peaks that increases with
deposited thickness. This effect is particularly pronounced for the 50 nm coated-only
sample from which an average intensity level of ~ 16% was computed. The theoretical
dependence of the coating thickness on the reflectance spectra is presented in Fig.
7.13(b). The oscillation patterns: progressive peak shift, intensity, and width of the peaks
are in very good agreement with the data. On the other hand, the two lower-order peaks
(850 and 1054 nm) behave well and progressively shift to longer wavelengths whereas
the measured peaks do not. In addition, it is noteworthy that for increasing thicknesses,
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Figure 7.12: High-magnification SEM image of the cross-section of a coated-only scale
with 50 nm of TiO2. The cleave was performed after the infiltration to reveal the
unmodified air/chitin stack.
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Figure 7.13: Reflectance spectra of coated scales processed with 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 nm of amorphous TiO2. (a)
Measured data. The dotted lines indicate the evolution of the peak position with increasing thickness. (b) Simulated
data.

the shifting rate is predicted to increase going from high- to low-order peaks whereas the
respective intensity of these peaks is attenuated. In contrast, the data indicate a constant
shift throughout the covered spectrum and increase in the intensity of the peaks.
The measured and simulated patterns are very typical to Fabry-Perot spectral
characteristics obtained with optical cavities. Hence, in the organic/inorganic sandwich
structure studied, the high-index bottom and top layers, which behave as reflective
mirrors, are responsible for the formation of additional reflected modes. More
importantly, the results demonstrate that the precise control over the mirror thickness by
ALD enables the finesse or quality factor of the hybrid etalon to be finely tuned and
enhanced. To the knowledge of the author, this effect has never been explored nor
reported.
Coated-infiltrated Scheme
In a second scheme, we now suggest that the ALD gas precursors can diffuse
within the porous stack through surface micro-cracks. Consequently, thin dielectric layers
can be deposited onto the chitin walls, as depicted in Fig. 7.10(b). Although, cracks can
be realized by the means of a sharp tip, the scales located at the edge of the samples can
be unintentionally cracked during the cutting procedure with a razor blade or during
handling with tweezers. For example, visual examination of the sample processed with 10
nm of TiO2 reveals the presence of bright red scales sparsely distributed at the edge. The
color change from green to red over the whole surface of the scale indicates that the
surface was cracked-open before the infiltration procedure. Moreover, the observed
uniform color change, which shows that homogeneous infiltration was achieved, adds
critical knowledge to the internal architecture of the scale. For instance, it indicates that
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the air cavities form an interconnected network that may perform advanced functions
such as thermoregulation. The optical properties of these scales were then characterized
with our reflectance setup. Figure 7.14(a) and (b) presents the measured and simulated
reflectance spectrum of uncoated and 10 nm coated-infiltrated scale. In contrast with the
previous results, the 526 nm peak is now observed to shift to 648 nm, in good agreement
with the simulations. In addition, the intensity of this peak is strongly attenuated whereas
the intensity of the lower-order peaks is amplified, as explained earlier. The large 122 nm
shift is here attributed to the reducing in the filling fraction of air from ~ 59 to ~ 37%,
and subsequent increase in the effective index of the infiltrated stack. The simulations
performed for 20, 30, 40, and 50 nm coatings (Fig. 7.14(b)) clearly show the progressive
shift, widening, and intensity increase of the main peak. This well-know effect has been
widely described in the literature for low-index porous networks conformally infiltrated
by a high-index material including synthetic opals, holographically defined templates, or
even the recent study on the Morpho butterfly.
7.2.5

Conclusion
Thin amorphous layers of TiO2 were conformally deposited onto and into the

scales of a Papilio Blumei butterfly by low-temperature ALD. Depending on the
air/chitin stack accessibility, two infiltration schemes were identified thus resulting in
distinct optical responses. First, the sandwiching of the sealed original template with
partially reflecting TiO2 mirrors yielded the formation of a unique hybrid
organic/inorganic Fabry-Perot etalon whose finesse was precisely controlled by the
deposited thickness. Thus, it was shown that this effect might occur simultaneously with
the effect resulting from the manipulation of the internal air network. This provided
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Figure 7.14: Reflectance spectra of scales infiltrated by 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 nm of amorphous TiO2. (a)
Measured data for uncoated and a 10 nm coated-infiltrated scale. (b) Simulated data for whole range of thicknesses.

additional flexibility to the tuning of the original optical properties, which were adjusted
to a different spectral region. In addition to the above, the ALD tool indirectly revealed
the structural complexity of the multi-layer scale in the Papilio Blumei butterfly, which
was not fully explored to date. Furthermore, we note that this technique coupled with
adequate modeling could potentially give additional knowledge to organic skeletons
found in biological species possessing exciting and unexplored optical properties. The
results of this original study offer an alternative route for designing bioinspired materials
with unique optical properties, and more importantly, highlight that Nature continues to
be an unlimited, untapped, source of inspiration.
7.3

Conclusion

In this Chapter, the architecture of 2D PC silicon slab waveguides and
biologically-defined 3D templates were structurally modified by conformally depositing
thin TiO2 layers using low-temperature ALD. The control offered by this tool applied to
the manipulation of organic or inorganic networks, enabled a wide variety of optical
effects to be statically tuned and enhanced with a high degree of precision. The dispersive
properties of light: frequency, phase and group velocities, of the investigated 2D PC slab
WG were finely adjusted. This not only allows for post-fabrication tuning of the
architecture and spectral properties but also to the achievement of new optical effects.
Hence, this tool adds unprecedented flexibility and versatility to the fabrication or postfabrication of PC-based electro-optical integrated devices.
In contrast, the interest in biological species exhibiting exciting optical properties
has grown over the past few years. An understanding of the origin of the color patterns,
or other functions, is critical as it provides alternative routes to design bio-inspired
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materials with better or novel effects for camouflage or filtering applications. For
example, the Papilio Blumei butterfly studied in this Thesis had a thin-film structure that
exhibited a highly selective spectral reflectivity. The modification of the network by
ALD, which yielded the achievement of a broad-band organic/inorganic interferometer,
also helped to deepen the understanding of the periodic medium and its interaction with
light. Additionally, the modification of the dependence of the optical properties on the
angle of observation, which was not studied in this work, could improve the optical
properties of commercialized thin-films. As an example, this study could potentially lead
to the development of better interference filters for the thin-film industry for example.
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CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have investigated the optical properties of 2D and 3D periodic
media that were structurally modified by atomic layer deposition (ALD). We have
demonstrated the unique potential of this tool for manipulating synthetic opals, patterned
silicon slabs, and organic organized networks. Complex dielectric models were
developed and used in EM solvers to predict the optical properties dependence on the
manipulated network.
The photonic band gap (PBG) formation mechanisms in inverse shell opals
fabricated by ALD have been theoretically explored. The results give a more complete
understanding of these structures and provide a route to engineer structures with
enhanced PBG properties. They also demonstrate the need to develop advanced
experimental techniques. For instance, non-close-packed (NCP) architectures were
predicted to exhibit interesting optical properties but required the development of a twostage or even a three-stage sacrificial-layer ALD procedure. The theoretical results show
that NCP inverse opals fabricated by three-stage ALD steps have a FPBG three times
larger than conventional inverse shell opals. Additional material flexibility was
introduced since a dielectric contrast of 2.65 was also predicted, in these structures, to be
sufficient for opening a FPBG. This property is the cornerstone to obtain large FPBGs
with high-index and optically transparent materials such as zirconium nitride (Zr3N4) that
could be processed by conformal deposition techniques. Furthermore, precise static
tuning of the position of the spectral features was showmen in large-pore (LP) inverse
shell opals progressively backfilled by ALD. This effect, resulting from the unique
structural modification of the air and dielectric networks, not only yielded adjustments to
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the Bragg peak position, which was tuned over ~ 400 to 600 nm in NCP inverse TiO2
shell opals, but also to the Bragg peak width, which was simultaneously enhanced from
8% to 12%.
Dynamic capabilities in the optical properties of LP and NCP architectures were
also explored with the use of electro-optical and nonlinear (EO-NL) materials such as
liquid-crystal and PLZT. The tuning strength for adjusting the PBG spectral properties in
LC or PLZT infiltrated LP inverse shell opals fabricated by ALD were investigated. The
results showed that maximum tuning was obtained for LP architectures which had the
largest volume available for infiltration. A ~ 30% tuning ratio was shown in LC
infiltrated structures if a full index change could be reached. In addition, unusual optical
switching of the Bragg peak was predicted in LC infiltrated LP inverse shell opals.
Hence, these structures were shown to be promising candidates for the design of devices
with dynamic multi-functionalities. Also, the study of the tuning strength for PLZT
infiltrated inverse architectures revealed that, despite the relatively small anisotropy of
PLZT (∆n ~ 0.12), a large 5% tuning ratio was possible. This result was quite remarkable
as PLZT could be optically switched at very high frequencies, making PLZT large-band
filtering devices a technological reality.
Experimentally, ALD was successfully employed to adjust with extreme precision
the propagation properties of 2D PC silicon slab waveguides. Conformal deposition of
thin dielectric layers onto a patterned triangular superlattice (SL) structure enabled postfabrication tuning of the dispersion properties: frequency, phase and group velocity of
radiated or guided light. The photonic band structure was manipulated as a consequence
of infiltrating the air holes with a high-index material, such that the photonic bands were
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progressively shifting to longer wavelengths with a resolution of ~ 0.008% per ALD
cycle. Moreover, the investigated structure was identified as a viable platform to realize
ultra-slow optical modes for optical delay integrated devices. Finally, we note that the
three-stage SL-ALD technique developed by Graugnard et al. for making NCP inverse
opals might also be revisited in 2D PCs as a means to obtain replicas of the initial
templates with desired materials, although this approach was not explored in this Thesis.
In addition, the study of the green iridescence in the tropical Papilio Blumei
butterfly gave us an insight of the origin and purpose of optical performance of naturally
formed soft networks. Conformal deposition of TiO2 by low-temperature ALD was
performed onto and into the thin-film that composes the scales of this exotic butterfly.
The results demonstrate the realization of an original hybrid organic/inorganic
interferometer covering the entire visible and near-infrared regions. Here, we have
demonstrated that the manipulation by ALD of the air volume, which is initially sealed
within the scale, provided an original approach to increase our knowledge of the thin-film
architecture. Hence, this technique is powerful and could be applied to various organic
templates that have been explored for their properties, but as yet have been
misunderstood. Indeed, the intimate comprehension of the organic architecture in living
species is key to design bioinspired materials with enhanced or novel phenomena.
The comprehension of the phenomena and physics resulting from the interaction
of light with periodic media is constantly progressing. Although experimental and
theoretical tools used to fabricate and simulate PCs have come into maturation, this
dissertation highlighted the challenges required to find and optimize structures with
desired optical properties, particularly at optical wavelengths where the most impact is
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expected. The pioneering application of ALD by our group to the PC field demonstrated
that it is one of the best tools to obtain novel dielectric structures with desirable optical
properties from any templates. However, the synthesis and discovery of viable PC
templates is certainly the most challenging task that researchers have yet to address.
Nevertheless, the last Section of this Dissertation demonstrated the untapped potential of
biologically-defined templates. Although, this field is relatively recent and unexplored, it
is the belief of the author that the investigation of bioinspired materials should be
intensively pursued. In particular, the hybridization of current processing techniques with
organic networks may not only give us a deeper insight to the purpose and properties of
these structures, but also offers an unlimited source of inspiration to design the next
generation of multi-functional materials.
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APPENDIX A
3D-PC NUMERICAL DIELECTRIC MODELS
This appendix presents the two numerical algorithms developed to simulate the
dielectric functions of opals, inverse opals, LP and NCP inverse opals fabricated by ALD.
These two subroutines were written in Matlab in which powerful libraries enable
fabrication and visualization of the complex functions.
A.1 OVERLAPPING SCHEME DIELECTRIC MODEL
The following subroutine presents the numerical algorithm employed to design
the dielectric functions that mimic opals, inverse opals and LP inverse opals fabricated by
ALD. The flexibility of this script allows taking into account all fabrication parameters
(material and geometry).

%----------------Overlapping Scheme Dielectric Model----------------% This algorithm defines dielectric functions to simulate
% Opals, inverse shell opals and large-pore inverse shell opals
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------------% Clear work space
clear
clc
% Dielectric constant definition- FYI this is refractive index squared
% Multiple table can be defined here
ref=zeros(8,1);
ref(1)=1.45^2; % This is the index of Silica
ref(1)=2.45^2; % This is the index of amorphous TiO2
ref(1)=2.65^2; % This is the index of anatase TiO2
ref(1)=3.45^2; % This is the index of Silicon
% Specify inner shell radius
r=0.5 ;
% use for close-packed
r=0.52;
% use for sintering
% Define sphere location in the mesh grid - 1 sphere per unit cell
Points=[0 0 0;
1/2 1/2 0;
1/2 0 1/2;
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0 1/2 1/2];
% Define mesh size, compression constant C = 2 x N, and discretization step
ES=50;
N=5;
Estep=.5/ES/N;
space=Estep/2:Estep:.5-Estep/2;
[X,Y,Z]=meshgrid(space,space,space);
% Construct non-averaged dielectric meshes
testmat=zeros(size(X));
dmat=zeros(size(X));
for pc=1:4
dmat=sqrt((X-Points(pc,1)).^2+(Y-Points(pc,2)).^2+(Z-Points(pc,3)).^2);
dmat=+(dmat<(r/sqrt(2)));
testmat=testmat+dmat;
end
testmat=(+(testmat>0));
testmat2=zeros(size(testmat));
dmat=zeros(size(X));
for pc=1:4
dmat=sqrt((X-Points(pc,1)).^2+(Y-Points(pc,2)).^2+(Z-Points(pc,3)).^2);
dmat=+(dmat<(0.5775/sqrt(2)));
testmat2=testmat2+dmat;
end
testmat2=(+(testmat2>0));
% Data is the final non-averaged numerical mesh
Data=testmat2-testmat;
% Clear Memory
clear testmat testmat2 X Y Z dmat pc;
% Subroutine to compress Data into the desired function
BIGData=zeros(ES*N+2*N,ES*N+2*N,ES*N+2*N);
BIGData(1:N,1:N,1:N)=flipdim(flipdim(flipdim(Data(1:N,1:N,1:N),1),2),3);
BIGData(1:N,1:N,end-N+1:end)=flipdim(flipdim(flipdim(Data(1:N,1:N,end-N+1:end),1),2),3);
BIGData(1:N,end-N+1:end,1:N)=flipdim(flipdim(flipdim(Data(1:N,end-N+1:end,1:N),1),2),3);
BIGData(end-N+1:end,1:N,1:N)=flipdim(flipdim(flipdim(Data(end-N+1:end,1:N,1:N),1),2),3);
BIGData(end-N+1:end,end-N+1:end,1:N)=flipdim(flipdim(flipdim(Data(end-N+1:end,endN+1:end,1:N),1),2),3);
BIGData(end-N+1:end,1:N,end-N+1:end)=flipdim(flipdim(flipdim(Data(end-N+1:end,1:N,endN+1:end),1),2),3);
BIGData(1:N,end-N+1:end,end-N+1:end)=flipdim(flipdim(flipdim(Data(1:N,end-N+1:end,endN+1:end),1),2),3);
BIGData(end-N+1:end,end-N+1:end,end-N+1:end)=flipdim(flipdim(flipdim(Data(end-N+1:end,endN+1:end,end-N+1:end),1),2),3);
BIGData(1:N,1:N,N+1:end-N)=flipdim(flipdim(Data(1:N,1:N,:),1),2);
BIGData(1:N,N+1:end-N,1:N)=flipdim(flipdim(Data(1:N,:,1:N),1),3);
BIGData(N+1:end-N,1:N,1:N)=flipdim(flipdim(Data(:,1:N,1:N),2),3);
BIGData(end-N+1:end,1:N,N+1:end-N)=flipdim(flipdim(Data(end-N+1:end,1:N,:),1),2);
BIGData(end-N+1:end,N+1:end-N,1:N)=flipdim(flipdim(Data(end-N+1:end,:,1:N),1),3);
BIGData(N+1:end-N,end-N+1:end,1:N)=flipdim(flipdim(Data(:,end-N+1:end,1:N),2),3);
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BIGData(1:N,end-N+1:end,N+1:end-N)=flipdim(flipdim(Data(1:N,end-N+1:end,:),1),2);
BIGData(1:N,N+1:end-N,end-N+1:end)=flipdim(flipdim(Data(1:N,:,end-N+1:end),1),3);
BIGData(N+1:end-N,1:N,end-N+1:end)=flipdim(flipdim(Data(:,1:N,end-N+1:end),2),3);
BIGData(end-N+1:end,end-N+1:end,N+1:end-N)=flipdim(flipdim(Data(end-N+1:end,endN+1:end,:),1),2);
BIGData(end-N+1:end,N+1:end-N,end-N+1:end)=flipdim(flipdim(Data(end-N+1:end,:,endN+1:end),1),3);
BIGData(N+1:end-N,end-N+1:end,end-N+1:end)=flipdim(flipdim(Data(:,end-N+1:end,endN+1:end),2),3);
BIGData(1:N,N+1:end-N,N+1:end-N)=flipdim(Data(1:N,:,:),1);
BIGData(N+1:end-N,1:N,N+1:end-N)=flipdim(Data(:,1:N,:),2);
BIGData(N+1:end-N,N+1:end-N,1:N)=flipdim(Data(:,:,1:N),3);
BIGData(end-N+1:end,N+1:end-N,N+1:end-N)=flipdim(Data(end-N+1:end,:,:),1);
BIGData(N+1:end-N,end-N+1:end,N+1:end-N)=flipdim(Data(:,end-N+1:end,:),2);
BIGData(N+1:end-N,N+1:end-N,end-N+1:end)=flipdim(Data(:,:,end-N+1:end),3);
BIGData(N+1:end-N,N+1:end-N,N+1:end-N)=Data;
BIGData=BIGData.*((1-ref(D))/ref(D))+1;
XData=zeros(ES/2+1,ES/2,ES/2);
for c1=1:ES/2+1
for c2=1:ES/2
for c3=1:ES/2
XData(c1,c2,c3)=mean(mean(mean(BIGData((c1-1)*2*N+1:c1*2*N,(c21)*2*N+N+1:c2*2*N+N,(c3-1)*2*N+N+1:c3*2*N+N))));
end
end
end
% Reconstruct the dielectric tensor Epsilon[xx,yy,zz](X,Y,Z)
EPX=zeros(ES,ES,ES);
EPX(1:ES/2,1:ES/2,1:ES/2)=XData(2:end,:,:);
EPX(1:ES/2,1:ES/2,ES/2+1:ES)=flipdim(XData(2:end,:,:),3);
EPX(1:ES/2,ES/2+1:ES,1:ES/2)=flipdim(XData(2:end,:,:),2);
EPX(1:ES/2,ES/2+1:ES,ES/2+1:ES)=flipdim(flipdim(XData(2:end,:,:),2),3);
EPX(ES/2+1:ES,1:ES/2,1:ES/2)=flipdim(XData(1:end-1,:,:),1);
EPX(ES/2+1:ES,ES/2+1:ES,1:ES/2)=flipdim(EPX(ES/2+1:ES,1:ES/2,1:ES/2),2);
EPX(ES/2+1:ES,1:ES/2,ES/2+1:ES)=flipdim(EPX(ES/2+1:ES,1:ES/2,1:ES/2),3);
EPX(ES/2+1:ES,ES/2+1:ES,ES/2+1:ES)=flipdim(EPX(ES/2+1:ES,ES/2+1:ES,1:ES/2),3);
% This is used to fit the dielectric tensors into the Yee scheme
EPY=permute(EPX,[2 1 3]);
EPZ=permute(EPX,[3 2 1]);
% Saves the matrices into a Matlab format
FILEN=strcat('Example.mat');
save(FILEN,'EPX','EPY','EPZ','BIGData');
% Transform and Save the dielectric tensors into text file
% This must be read by the Fortran code
EPX=EPX(:);
EPY=EPY(:);
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EPZ=EPZ(:);
fidx = fopen('EPX_ana.txt','w');
fprintf(fidx,'%8.8f \n',EPX);
fclose(fidx);
fidy = fopen('EPY_ana.txt','w');
fprintf(fidy,'%8.8f \n',EPY);
fclose(fidy);
fidz = fopen('EPZ_ana.txt','w');
fprintf(fidz,'%8.8f \n',EPZ);
fclose(fidz);
% Tidy Up
clear
clc

A.2 SL-ALD DIELECTRIC MODEL
The following subroutine presents the numerical algorithm employed to design
the dielectric functions that mimic LP and NCP inverse opals fabricated by the SL-ALD
developed by Graugnard et al. The flexibility of this script allows taking into account all
fabrication parameters (materials, SL thickness, backfill thickness).

%----------------SL-ALD Scheme Dielectric Model-------------------------% This algorithm defines dielectric functions to simulate
% large-pore inverse shell opals and non-close-packed inverse shell opals
% fabricated by the SL-ALD scheme developed by Graugnard et al.
%------------------------------------------------------------------------------------% Clear work space
clear
clc
% Dielectric constant definition- FYI this is refractive index squared
% Multiple table can be defined here
ref=zeros(4,1);
ref(1)=1.45^2; % This is the index of Silica
ref(2)=2.45^2; % This is the index of amorphous TiO2
ref(3)=2.65^2; % This is the index of anatase TiO2
ref(4)=3.45^2; % This is the index of Silicon
% Specify structural parameters
% r=0.5 ;
% use for close-packed
r=0.52;
% use for sacrificial layer radius
rshell=0.5775
% Point of maximum conformal infiltration (86%)
Ds=500;
% Diameter of sphere
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nn=6;
% Desired thickness in nm
maxlayers=10
% Define number of layers - Total thicknes is nn * maxlayers
% Define sphere location in the mesh grid - 1 sphere per unit cell
Points=[0 0 0;
1/2 1/2 0;
1/2 0 1/2;
0 1/2 1/2];
% Define mesh size, compression constant C = 2 x N, and discretization step
ES=50;
N=5;
Estep=.5/ES/N;
space=Estep/2:Estep:.5-Estep/2;
[X,Y,Z]=meshgrid(space,space,space);
% Construct non-averaged dielectric meshes
testmat=zeros(size(X));
dmat=zeros(size(X));
for pc=1:4
dmat=sqrt((X-Points(pc,1)).^2+(Y-Points(pc,2)).^2+(Z-Points(pc,3)).^2);
dmat=+(dmat<(r/sqrt(2)));
testmat=testmat+dmat;
end
testmat=(+(testmat>0));
testmat2=zeros(size(testmat));
dmat=zeros(size(X));
for pc=1:4
dmat=sqrt((X-Points(pc,1)).^2+(Y-Points(pc,2)).^2+(Z-Points(pc,3)).^2);
dmat=+(dmat<(0.5775/sqrt(2)));
testmat2=testmat2+dmat;
end
testmat2=(+(testmat2>0));
testmat2=(+(testmat2<1));
% Data is the final non-averaged numerical mesh
Data=testmat;
% Clear Memory
clear testmat testmat2 X Y Z dmat pc;
% This is used to find interface
indices=find(Data==0);
indicesize=size(indices,1);
% define coating pattern
rlayer=(ES*N)*nn./(Ds/sqrt(2));
spatch=floor(rlayer);
test=isinteger(spatch/2);
if (test==0);
spatch=2*spatch+1;
else
spatch=2*spatch;
end;
Estep=1;
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space=-spatch/2*Estep+Estep/2:Estep:spatch/2*Estep-Estep/2;
[X,Y,Z]=meshgrid(space,space,space);
patch=sqrt((X).^2+(Y).^2+(Z).^2);
patch=+(patch<rlayer);
% Main subroutine - Conformal coating
% Dielectric functions are compressed and saved at each infiltration step
for n=1:maxlayers;
% Define bigger matrix with additional surrounding layers
Bdata=zeros(ES*N+2,ES*N+2,ES*N+2);
Bdata(2:end-1,2:end-1,2:end-1)=Data(1:end,1:end,1:end);
Bdata(2:end-1,2:end-1,1)=Data(1:end,1:end,2);
Bdata(2:end-1,2:end-1,end)=Data(1:end,1:end,(ES*N-1));
Bdata(2:end-1,1,2:end-1)=Data(1:end,2,1:end);
Bdata(2:end-1,end,2:end-1)=Data(1:end,(ES*N-1),1:end);
Bdata(1,2:end-1,2:end-1)=Data(2,1:end,1:end);
Bdata(end,2:end-1,2:end-1)=Data((ES*N-1),1:end,1:end);
Bdata(2:end-1,1,1)=flipdim(Data(1:end,1,1),2);
Bdata(1,2:end-1,1)=flipdim(Data(1,1:end,1),1);
Bdata(2:end-1,end,1)=flipdim(Data(1:end,end,1),2);
Bdata(end,2:end-1,1)=flipdim(Data(1,1:end,1),2);
Bdata(2:end-1,1,end)=flipdim(Data(1:end,1,end),2);
Bdata(1,2:end-1,end)=flipdim(Data(1,1:end,end),1);
Bdata(2:end-1,end,end)=flipdim(Data(1:end,end,end),2);
Bdata(end,2:end-1,end)=flipdim(Data(1,1:end,end),2);
Bdata1=Bdata;
Newdata=zeros(size(Bdata));
testmat=zeros(3,3,3);
for j=1:indicesize;
i=indices(j);
[a,b,c]=ind2sub(size(Bdata)-2,i);
testmat=Bdata(a:a+2,b:b+2,c:c+2);
if (sum(sum(sum(testmat)))>0);
fs=floor(spatch/2);
k1=0;
l1=0;
m1=0;
k2=0;
l2=0;
m2=0;
if ((a-fs)<1) k1=(fs-a); end;
if ((b-fs)<1) l1=(fs-b); end;
if ((c-fs)<1) m1=(fs-c); end;
if ((a+fs)>251) k2=-(251-fs-a); end;
if ((b+fs)>251) l2=-(251-fs-b); end;
if ((c+fs)>251) m2=-(251-fs-c); end;
for k=k1+1:spatch-k2;
for l=l1+1:spatch-l2;
for m=m1+1:spatch-m2;
Newdata(a-fs+k,b-fs+l,c-fs+m)=Newdata(a-fs+k,b-fs+l,c-fs+m)+patch(k,l,m);
end;
end;
end;
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end;
end;
toc;
Newdata=(+(Newdata>0));
Bdata=Bdata+Newdata;
Bdata=(+(Bdata>1));
Bdata1=Bdata1-Bdata;
clear Bdata;
Data=zeros(size(Bdata1)-2);
Data=Data+Bdata1(2:251,2:251,2:251);
indices=find(Data==0);
indicesize=size(indices,1);
clear Newdata Bdata1;
TempData=Data+testmat2;
% Compute filling fraction at each infiltration step
indicesf=find(TempData==0);
filling(n)=size(indicesf,1)*100/((ES*N)^3);
BIGData=zeros(ES*N+2*N,ES*N+2*N,ES*N+2*N);
BIGData(1:N,1:N,1:N)=flipdim(flipdim(flipdim(TempData(1:N,1:N,1:N),1),2),3);
BIGData(1:N,1:N,end-N+1:end)=flipdim(flipdim(flipdim(TempData(1:N,1:N,end-N+1:end),1),2),3);
BIGData(1:N,end-N+1:end,1:N)=flipdim(flipdim(flipdim(TempData(1:N,end-N+1:end,1:N),1),2),3);
BIGData(end-N+1:end,1:N,1:N)=flipdim(flipdim(flipdim(TempData(end-N+1:end,1:N,1:N),1),2),3);
BIGData(end-N+1:end,end-N+1:end,1:N)=flipdim(flipdim(flipdim(TempData(end-N+1:end,endN+1:end,1:N),1),2),3);
BIGData(end-N+1:end,1:N,end-N+1:end)=flipdim(flipdim(flipdim(TempData(end-N+1:end,1:N,endN+1:end),1),2),3);
BIGData(1:N,end-N+1:end,end-N+1:end)=flipdim(flipdim(flipdim(TempData(1:N,end-N+1:end,endN+1:end),1),2),3);
BIGData(end-N+1:end,end-N+1:end,end-N+1:end)=flipdim(flipdim(flipdim(TempData(endN+1:end,end-N+1:end,end-N+1:end),1),2),3);
BIGData(1:N,1:N,N+1:end-N)=flipdim(flipdim(TempData(1:N,1:N,:),1),2);
BIGData(1:N,N+1:end-N,1:N)=flipdim(flipdim(TempData(1:N,:,1:N),1),3);
BIGData(N+1:end-N,1:N,1:N)=flipdim(flipdim(TempData(:,1:N,1:N),2),3);
BIGData(end-N+1:end,1:N,N+1:end-N)=flipdim(flipdim(TempData(end-N+1:end,1:N,:),1),2);
BIGData(end-N+1:end,N+1:end-N,1:N)=flipdim(flipdim(TempData(end-N+1:end,:,1:N),1),3);
BIGData(N+1:end-N,end-N+1:end,1:N)=flipdim(flipdim(TempData(:,end-N+1:end,1:N),2),3);
BIGData(1:N,end-N+1:end,N+1:end-N)=flipdim(flipdim(TempData(1:N,end-N+1:end,:),1),2);
BIGData(1:N,N+1:end-N,end-N+1:end)=flipdim(flipdim(TempData(1:N,:,end-N+1:end),1),3);
BIGData(N+1:end-N,1:N,end-N+1:end)=flipdim(flipdim(TempData(:,1:N,end-N+1:end),2),3);
BIGData(end-N+1:end,end-N+1:end,N+1:end-N)=flipdim(flipdim(TempData(end-N+1:end,endN+1:end,:),1),2);
BIGData(end-N+1:end,N+1:end-N,end-N+1:end)=flipdim(flipdim(TempData(end-N+1:end,:,endN+1:end),1),3);
BIGData(N+1:end-N,end-N+1:end,end-N+1:end)=flipdim(flipdim(TempData(:,end-N+1:end,endN+1:end),2),3);
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BIGData(1:N,N+1:end-N,N+1:end-N)=flipdim(TempData(1:N,:,:),1);
BIGData(N+1:end-N,1:N,N+1:end-N)=flipdim(TempData(:,1:N,:),2);
BIGData(N+1:end-N,N+1:end-N,1:N)=flipdim(TempData(:,:,1:N),3);
BIGData(end-N+1:end,N+1:end-N,N+1:end-N)=flipdim(TempData(end-N+1:end,:,:),1);
BIGData(N+1:end-N,end-N+1:end,N+1:end-N)=flipdim(TempData(:,end-N+1:end,:),2);
BIGData(N+1:end-N,N+1:end-N,end-N+1:end)=flipdim(TempData(:,:,end-N+1:end),3);
BIGData(N+1:end-N,N+1:end-N,N+1:end-N)=TempData;
BIGData=BIGData*((ref(2)-1)/ref(D))+1/ref(2);
XData=zeros(ES/2+1,ES/2,ES/2);
for c1=1:ES/2+1
for c2=1:ES/2
for c3=1:ES/2
XData(c1,c2,c3)=mean(mean(mean(BIGData((c1-1)*2*N+1:c1*2*N,(c21)*2*N+N+1:c2*2*N+N,(c3-1)*2*N+N+1:c3*2*N+N))));
end
end
end
clear BIGData;
% Reconstruct the dielectric tensor Epsilon[xx,yy,zz](X,Y,Z)
EPX=zeros(ES,ES,ES);
EPX(1:ES/2,1:ES/2,1:ES/2)=XData(2:end,:,:);
EPX(1:ES/2,1:ES/2,ES/2+1:ES)=flipdim(XData(2:end,:,:),3);
EPX(1:ES/2,ES/2+1:ES,1:ES/2)=flipdim(XData(2:end,:,:),2);
EPX(1:ES/2,ES/2+1:ES,ES/2+1:ES)=flipdim(flipdim(XData(2:end,:,:),2),3);
EPX(ES/2+1:ES,1:ES/2,1:ES/2)=flipdim(XData(1:end-1,:,:),1);
EPX(ES/2+1:ES,ES/2+1:ES,1:ES/2)=flipdim(EPX(ES/2+1:ES,1:ES/2,1:ES/2),2);
EPX(ES/2+1:ES,1:ES/2,ES/2+1:ES)=flipdim(EPX(ES/2+1:ES,1:ES/2,1:ES/2),3);
EPX(ES/2+1:ES,ES/2+1:ES,ES/2+1:ES)=flipdim(EPX(ES/2+1:ES,ES/2+1:ES,1:ES/2),3);
% This is used to fit the dielectric tensors into the Yee scheme
EPY=permute(EPX,[2 1 3]);
EPZ=permute(EPX,[3 2 1]);
% Saves the matrices into a Matlab format
FILEN=strcat('Example_NCP',num2str(n),'.mat');
save(FILEN,'TempData','EPX','EPY','EPZ','filling');
end;
% Final formatting
for n=1:maxlayers
load('Example_NCP',num2str(n),'.mat');
EPX=EPX(:);
EPY=EPY(:);
EPZ=EPZ(:);
fidx = fopen('EPX_ana.txt','w');
fprintf(fidx,'%8.8f \n',EPX);
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fclose(fidx);
fidy = fopen('EPY_ana.txt','w');
fprintf(fidy,'%8.8f \n',EPY);
fclose(fidy);
fidz = fopen('EPZ_ana.txt','w');
fprintf(fidz,'%8.8f \n',EPZ);
fclose(fidz);
copyfile('EPX.txt','EPX_',num2str(n),'.txt');
copyfile('EPY.txt','EPY_',num2str(n),'.txt');
copyfile('EPZ.txt','EPZ_',num2str(n),'.txt');
end
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APPENDIX B
3D-PC PHOTONIC BAND STRUCTURE COMPUTATIONS
This appendix presents the 3D-FDTD code employed in this Thesis to compute
the photonic band structure of the 3D PCs. Additionally, the Matlab post-processing
subroutine is presented. This was used to determine the allowed optical modes from the
power spectra computed in the 3D-FDTD code. The photonic band structure is also
plotted with this subroutine.
B.1

3D-FDTD CODE

The following is the FDTD code used for calculating the photonic band structure
of opal-based 3D PC structures. This code is based upon ONYX [104] and was later
modified by Dr. Wounjhang Park’s code for metal-PC photonic band structure
computations. Modifications have been made to import dielectric functions generated in
Matlab. Also, the computation of the allowed states was modified so that it post-process
in Matlab. This code is written in the FORTRAN 90 language and will compile with a
variety of commercial and non-commercial FORTRAN 90 compilers. The code was
compiled with 64-bit Absoft Pro Fortran.
!***********************************************************************
! 3-D FDTD Code for PC Photonic Band Structure Computation
! This was developed after Dr. Wounjhang Park Metal PC code
! Added import options to read dielectric functions designed in Matlab
! Modified post-processing subroutines
!***********************************************************************
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------module bcinterface
interface
subroutine bc_xmin_bloch(e,h)
implicit none
complex,pointer :: e(:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: h(:,:,:,:)
end subroutine bc_xmin_bloch
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subroutine bc_xmax_bloch(e,h)
implicit none
complex,pointer :: e(:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: h(:,:,:,:)
end subroutine bc_xmax_bloch
subroutine bc_ymin_bloch(e,h)
implicit none
complex,pointer :: e(:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: h(:,:,:,:)
end subroutine bc_ymin_bloch
subroutine bc_ymax_bloch(e,h)
implicit none
complex,pointer :: e(:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: h(:,:,:,:)
end subroutine bc_ymax_bloch
subroutine bc_zmin_bloch(e,h)
implicit none
complex,pointer :: e(:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: h(:,:,:,:)
end subroutine bc_zmin_bloch
subroutine bc_zmax_bloch(e,h)
implicit none
complex,pointer :: e(:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: h(:,:,:,:)
end subroutine bc_zmax_bloch
end interface
end module bcinterface
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------module errorinterface
interface
subroutine err(ierr)
implicit none
integer,intent(in) :: ierr
end subroutine err
end interface
end module errorinterface
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------module physconsts
real,parameter :: cc=2.99792458e8 !speed of light in free space
real,parameter :: pi=3.14159265358979323846
! pi
real,parameter :: muz=4.0*pi*1.0e-7
!permeability of free space
real,parameter :: epsz=1.0/(cc*cc*muz)
!permittivity of free space
real :: x
real,parameter :: emach=epsilon(x)
complex,parameter :: ci=(0.0,1.0)
end module physconsts
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------module files
! Set the unit numbers for the files we want to access
integer,parameter :: logfile=10,infile=11,outfile=12,EPX=13,EPY=14,EPZ=15
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end module files
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------module parameters
integer :: ixmax,iymax,izmax,nmax,ikmax,n_pts_store,fft_size
real :: dx,dt,akx,aky,akz
end module parameters
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------program PCband
use parameters
use physconsts
use files
use errorinterface
implicit none
interface
subroutine init_store_pts(store_pts)
implicit none
integer,pointer :: store_pts(:,:)
end subroutine init_store_pts
subroutine initfields(e,h)
implicit none
complex,pointer :: e(:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: h(:,:,:,:)
end subroutine initfields
subroutine defcoeff(ga,gb)
implicit none
real,pointer :: ga(:,:,:,:),gb(:,:,:,:)
end subroutine defcoeff
subroutine fdtd(e,h,ga,gb,store_pts,fft_data)
implicit none
complex,pointer :: e(:,:,:,:),h(:,:,:,:),fft_data(:,:)
real,pointer :: ga(:,:,:,:),gb(:,:,:,:)
integer,pointer :: store_pts(:,:)
end subroutine fdtd
subroutine band(fft_data,spectrum)
implicit none
complex,pointer :: fft_data(:,:)
real,pointer :: spectrum(:)
end subroutine band
end interface
! Define necessary variables
integer :: ios1,ios2,ios3,ik,iki
integer :: x_axis
integer,pointer :: store_pts(:,:)
complex,pointer :: e(:,:,:,:),h(:,:,:,:)
real,pointer :: ga(:,:,:,:),gb(:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: fft_data(:,:)
real,pointer :: spectrum(:)
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character (len=10) :: date,zone
character (len=25) :: logname,outname,die1name,die2name,die3name
character (len=30) :: time
integer :: dt1(8),dt2
character (len=256) :: LINE,EXE,wdir
! Read simulation number
call getarg(1,LINE)
call getarg(0,EXE)
call getcwd(wdir)
!Attach simulation number to the file names
if (len_trim(LINE)>0) then
logname = "log" // trim(LINE) // "_band.dat"
outname = "out" // trim(LINE) // "_band.dat"
die1name = "EPX" // trim(LINE) // ".txt"
die2name = "EPY" // trim(LINE) // ".txt"
die3name = "EPZ" // trim(LINE) // ".txt"
end if
! Open the neccessary files
open(unit=logfile,file=trim(logname),status='replace',action='write')
open(unit=outfile,file=trim(outname),status='replace',action='write')
open(unit=EPX,file=die1name,status='old',action='read',iostat=ios1)
open(unit=EPY,file=die2name,status='old',action='read',iostat=ios2)
open(unit=EPZ,file=die3name,status='old',action='read',iostat=ios3)
if (ios1.ne.0) call err(1)
if (ios2.ne.0) call err(1)
if (ios3.ne.0) call err(1)
! Read system clock
call date_and_time(date,time,zone,dt1)
dt2=dt1(7)+60*dt1(6)+60*60*dt1(5)+24*60*60*dt1(3)
! Set the run time parameters
call setparam()
! Allocate arrays for fields
allocate(e(3,0:ixmax+1,0:iymax+1,0:izmax+1))
allocate(h(3,0:ixmax+1,0:iymax+1,0:izmax+1))
allocate(ga(3,ixmax,iymax,izmax),gb(3,ixmax,iymax,izmax))
allocate(fft_data(n_pts_store,nmax))
allocate(spectrum(fft_size))
allocate(store_pts(n_pts_store,4))
spectrum=0.0
fft_data=0.0
! Initialize coefficients
call defcoeff(ga,gb)
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! loop over various directions in the first BZ
k_seg: do iki = 3,3
!iki=0
!print *,'iki = ',iki
if (iki==0) then
print *,'W - L direction'
elseif (iki==1) then
print *,'L - K direction'
elseif (iki==2) then
print *,'K - W direction'
elseif (iki==3) then
print *,'W - X direction'
elseif (iki==4) then
print *,'X - Gamma direction'
elseif (iki==5) then
print *,'Gamma - L direction'
elseif (iki==6) then
print *,'L - U direction'
else
print *,'U - X direction'
endif
! Loop over various k values along the given direction
k_loop: do ik=0,ikmax,1
x_axis=ik+iki*ikmax+1
print *,'Working on k-point ',x_axis,' out of ',6*ikmax
! Set the value for akx, aky, akz in units of 2*pi/ixmax
if (iki==7) then
! Definitions of akx, akz for test band structure calculation: U - X
if (ikmax>1) akx=1.0
if (ikmax>1) aky=-0.25+0.25*ik/real(ikmax)
if (ikmax>1) akz=0.25-0.25*ik/real(ikmax)
elseif (iki==6) then
! Definitions of akx, akz for test band structure calculation: L - U
if (ikmax>1) akx=0.5+0.5*ik/real(ikmax)
if (ikmax>1) aky=-0.5+0.25*ik/real(ikmax)
if (ikmax>1) akz=0.5-0.25*ik/real(ikmax)
elseif (iki == 5) then
! Definitions of akx, akz for test band structure calculation: Gamma - L
if (ikmax>1) akx=0.5*ik/real(ikmax)
if (ikmax>1) aky=-0.5*ik/real(ikmax)
if (ikmax>1) akz=0.5*ik/real(ikmax)
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elseif (iki == 4) then
! Definitions of akx, akz for test band structure calculation: X - Gamma
if (ikmax>1) akx=1.0-ik/real(ikmax)
if (ikmax>1) aky=0.0
if (ikmax>1) akz=0.0
elseif (iki == 3) then
! Definitions of akx, akz for test band structure calculation: W - X
if (ikmax>1) akx=1.0
if (ikmax>1) aky=0.5-0.5*ik/real(ikmax)
if (ikmax>1) akz=0.0
elseif (iki == 2) then
! Definitions of akx, akz for test band structure calculation: K - W
if (ikmax>1) akx=0.75+0.25*ik/real(ikmax)
if (ikmax>1) aky=0.75-0.25*ik/real(ikmax)
if (ikmax>1) akz=0.5-0.5*ik/real(ikmax)
elseif (iki == 1) then
! Definitions of akx, akz for test band structure calculation: L - K
if (ikmax>1) akx=0.5+0.25*ik/real(ikmax)
if (ikmax>1) aky=-0.5+1.25*ik/real(ikmax)
if (ikmax>1) akz=0.5
else
! Definitions of akx, akz for test band structure calculation: W - L
if (ikmax>1) akx=1.0-0.5*ik/real(ikmax)
if (ikmax>1) aky=0.5-ik/real(ikmax)
if (ikmax>1) akz=0.5*ik/real(ikmax)
endif
! Define points to store field values for fft
call init_store_pts(store_pts)
! Initialize fields
call initfields(e,h)
! call FDTD time loop
call fdtd(e,h,ga,gb,store_pts,fft_data)
! Fourier transform for band structure
call band(fft_data,spectrum)
enddo k_loop
enddo k_seg
! clean up
deallocate(e,h)
deallocate(fft_data,spectrum)
deallocate(ga,gb)
deallocate(store_pts)
write(logfile,*) 'Execution terminated normally'
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! call system clock again
call date_and_time(date,time,zone,dt1)
dt2=dt1(7)+60*dt1(6)+60*60*dt1(5)+24*60*60*dt1(3)-dt2
dt1(7)=mod(dt2,60)
dt2=dt2/60
dt1(6)=mod(dt2,60)
dt2=dt2/60
dt1(5)=mod(dt2,24)
dt2=dt2/24
write(logfile,'(A24,I2,A6,I2,A5,I2,A5,I2,A4)') 'Total simulation time = ', &
&
dt2,' days ',dt1(5),' hrs ',dt1(6),' min ',dt1(7),' sec'
close(unit=logfile)
close(unit=outfile)
close(unit=EPX)
close(unit=EPY)
close(unit=EPZ)
print *,'Program PC_band over'
stop
end program PCband
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------! Subroutine setparam
! Set the key parameters from a config file
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------subroutine setparam()
use parameters
use physconsts
use files
use errorinterface
implicit none
write(logfile,*) 'Read in parameters'
!read(infile,*) ixmax
ixmax=50
if (ixmax<1) call err(2)
!write(logfile,'(A1,A12,I10)') '#','ixmax=',ixmax
!write(outfile,'(A1,A12,I10)') '#','ixmax=',ixmax
!read(infile,*) iymax
iymax=50
if (iymax<1) call err(2)
!write(logfile,'(A1,A12,I10)') '#','iymax=',iymax
!write(outfile,'(A1,A12,I10)') '#','iymax=',iymax
!read(infile,*) izmax
izmax=50
if (izmax<1) call err(2)
!write(logfile,'(A1,A12,I10)') '#','izmax=',izmax
!write(outfile,'(A1,A12,I10)') '#','izmax=',izmax
!read(infile,*) dx
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dx=1
if (dx<=0.0) call err(2)
!write(logfile,'(A1,A12,F15.5)') '#','dx=',dx
!write(outfile,'(A1,A12,F15.5)') '#','dx=',dx
dt=dx/(2.0*cc);
! max time step allowed by stability condition
!write(logfile,'(A1,A12,E15.5)') '#','dt=',dt
!write(outfile,'(A1,A12,E15.5)') '#','dt=',dt
!read(infile,*) ikmax
ikmax=10
if (ikmax<0) call err(2)
!write(logfile,'(A1,A12,I10)') '#','ikmax=',ikmax
!write(outfile,'(A1,A12,I10)') '#','ikmax=',ikmax
!read(infile,*) nmax
nmax=32768
if (nmax<1) call err(2)
!write(logfile,'(A1,A12,I10)') '#','nmax=',nmax
!write(outfile,'(A1,A12,I10)') '#', 'nmax=',nmax
fft_size=nmax/2
!read(infile,*) n_pts_store
n_pts_store=20
if (n_pts_store<0) call err(2)
!write(logfile,'(A1,A13,I10)') '#','n_pts_store=',n_pts_store
!write(outfile,'(A1,A13,I10)') '#','n_pts_store=',n_pts_store
return
end subroutine setparam
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------! Subroutine init_store_pts
! Initialize the random points for storing the fields for the FFT
! For the band structure store fields at random set of points
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------subroutine init_store_pts(store_pts)
use files
use parameters
use errorinterface
implicit none
integer,pointer :: store_pts(:,:)
integer :: i
real :: y
write(logfile,*) 'Initialize store_pts in init_store_pts'
do i=1,n_pts_store
call random_number(y)
!print *, y
store_pts(i,1)=floor(6.0*y)+1.0
!print *, store_pts(i,1)
call random_number(y)
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store_pts(i,2)=floor(ixmax*y+1.0)
call random_number(y)
store_pts(i,3)=floor(iymax*y+1.0)
call random_number(y)
store_pts(i,4)=floor(izmax*y+1.0)
if (store_pts(i,1)<0.or.store_pts(i,1)>6
&
& .or.store_pts(i,2)<1.or.store_pts(i,2)>ixmax &
& .or.store_pts(i,3)<1.or.store_pts(i,3)>iymax &
& .or.store_pts(i,4)<1.or.store_pts(i,4)>izmax) call err(8)
enddo
return
end subroutine init_store_pts
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------! Subroutine initfields
! Set up the initial values of the E & H fields
! Should be able to read fields in from a file
! or set them to some appropriate analytic form
!-----------------------------------------------------------------------------subroutine initfields(e,h)
use files
use parameters
use physconsts
use bcinterface
implicit none
complex,pointer :: e(:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: h(:,:,:,:)
real :: g1(3),g2(3),g3(3)
integer :: ix,iy,iz,jx,jy,jz,i
real :: G(3),k(3),v(3)
complex :: vec(3),h0(3),expo
write(logfile,*) 'Initialize fields in initfields'
!print *, 'Initialize fields in initfields'
e=(0.0,0.0)
h=(0.0,0.0)
! Reciprocal lattice vector
g1=2*pi*(/1.0,1.0,-1.0/)/real(ixmax)
g2=2*pi*(/1.0,-1.0,1.0/)/real(iymax)
g3=2*pi*(/-1.0,1.0,1.0/)/real(izmax)
! Set up initial fields
! Initial fields following Chan, Yu and Ho's Order N paper
! Can be used for Band structure
v=(/1.0,1.0,1.0/)
! Loops over jx,jy,jz loop over the required reciprocal lattice vectors
do jz=-5,5
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do jy=-5,5
do jx=-5,5
G=g1*jx+g2*jy+g3*jz
k=2.0*pi/real(ixmax)*(akx*(/1.0,0.0,0.0/)+
&
aky*(/0.0,1.0,0.0/)+akz*(/0.0,0.0,1.0/))
G=G+k
vec(1)=exp(ci*G(1))-1.0
vec(2)=exp(ci*G(2))-1.0
vec(3)=exp(ci*G(3))-1.0
h0(1)=v(2)*vec(3)-v(3)*vec(2)
h0(2)=v(3)*vec(1)-v(1)*vec(3)
h0(3)=v(1)*vec(2)-v(2)*vec(1)

&

do iz=1,izmax
do iy=1,iymax
do ix=1,ixmax
expo=exp(ci*(G(1)*ix+G(2)*iy+G(3)*iz))
do i=1,3
h(i,ix,iy,iz)=h(i,ix,iy,iz)+h0(i)*expo
enddo
enddo
enddo
enddo
enddo
enddo
enddo
call bc_xmax_bloch(e,h)
call bc_ymax_bloch(e,h)
call bc_zmax_bloch(e,h)
call bc_xmin_bloch(e,h)
call bc_ymin_bloch(e,h)
call bc_zmin_bloch(e,h)
return
end subroutine initfields
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------! Subroutine defcoeff
! Set up the coefficients for the main grid that
! reflects the material parameters inside the unit cell
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------subroutine defcoeff(ga,gb)
use files
use parameters
use physconsts
implicit none
real,pointer :: ga(:,:,:,:),gb(:,:,:,:)
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integer :: i,j,k
real :: bufferx,buffery,bufferz
write(logfile,*) 'Define coefficients in the unit cell'
do k=1,izmax
do j=1,iymax
do i=1,ixmax
read(EPX,*) bufferx
ga(1,i,j,k)=bufferx
read(EPY,*) buffery
ga(2,i,j,k)=buffery
read(EPZ,*) bufferz
ga(3,i,j,k)=bufferz
enddo
enddo
enddo
gb(:,:,:,:)=0.0
!do j=1,50
!do i=1,50
!print *,i,j,ga(1,i,j,25),ga(2,i,j,25),ga(3,i,j,25)
!enddo
!enddo
!do i=1,ixmax
! write(logfile,*) ga(2,i,:,16)
!enddo
!do i=1,ixmax
! write(logfile,*) ga(3,i,:,16)
!enddo
return
end subroutine defcoeff
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------! Subroutine fdtd
! Main body of FDTD procedure
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------subroutine fdtd(e,h,ga,gb,store_pts,fft_data)
use files
use parameters
use physconsts
use bcinterface
implicit none
complex,pointer :: e(:,:,:,:),h(:,:,:,:),fft_data(:,:)
real,pointer :: ga(:,:,:,:),gb(:,:,:,:)
integer,pointer :: store_pts(:,:)
complex,pointer :: d(:,:,:,:),current(:,:,:,:)
complex :: curl(3)
integer :: n,i,j,k,l
!character (len=10) :: date,zone
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!character (len=30) :: time
!integer :: dt1(8),dt2
allocate(d(3,0:ixmax+1,0:iymax+1,0:izmax+1))
allocate(current(3,0:ixmax+1,0:iymax+1,0:izmax+1))
d=(0.0,0.0)
current=(0.0,0.0)
do n=1,nmax
!if(mod(n,1024)==0) then
! print *, 'time step n=',n
! call date_and_time(date,time,zone,dt1)
! dt2=dt1(7)+60*dt1(6)+60*60*dt1(5)+24*60*60*dt1(3)-dt2
! dt1(7)=mod(dt2,60)
! dt2=dt2/60
! dt1(6)=mod(dt2,60)
! dt2=dt2/60
! dt1(5)=mod(dt2,24)
! dt2=dt2/24
! print *, 'Total simulation time = ', &
! &
dt2,' days ',dt1(5),' hrs ',dt1(6),' min ',dt1(7),' sec'
!endif
! Update D-fields
do i=1,ixmax
do j=1,iymax
do k=1,izmax
curl(1)=h(3,i,j,k)-h(3,i,j-1,k)-h(2,i,j,k)+h(2,i,j,k-1)
curl(2)=h(1,i,j,k)-h(1,i,j,k-1)-h(3,i,j,k)+h(3,i-1,j,k)
curl(3)=h(2,i,j,k)-h(2,i-1,j,k)-h(1,i,j,k)+h(1,i,j-1,k)
d(1,i,j,k)=d(1,i,j,k)+0.5*curl(1)
d(2,i,j,k)=d(2,i,j,k)+0.5*curl(2)
d(3,i,j,k)=d(3,i,j,k)+0.5*curl(3)
enddo
enddo
enddo
! Calculate E-fields from D-fields
do i=1,ixmax
do j=1,iymax
do k=1,izmax
do l=1,3
e(l,i,j,k)=ga(l,i,j,k)*(d(l,i,j,k)-current(l,i,j,k))
current(l,i,j,k)=current(l,i,j,k)+gb(l,i,j,k)*e(l,i,j,k)
enddo
enddo
enddo
enddo
! Impose periodic boundary conditions
call bc_xmax_bloch(e,h)
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call bc_ymax_bloch(e,h)
call bc_zmax_bloch(e,h)
! Update H-fields
do i=1,ixmax
do j=1,iymax
do k=1,izmax
curl(1)=e(2,i,j,k+1)-e(2,i,j,k)-e(3,i,j+1,k)+e(3,i,j,k)
curl(2)=e(3,i+1,j,k)-e(3,i,j,k)-e(1,i,j,k+1)+e(1,i,j,k)
curl(3)=e(1,i,j+1,k)-e(1,i,j,k)-e(2,i+1,j,k)+e(2,i,j,k)
h(1,i,j,k)=h(1,i,j,k)+0.5*curl(1)
h(2,i,j,k)=h(2,i,j,k)+0.5*curl(2)
h(3,i,j,k)=h(3,i,j,k)+0.5*curl(3)
enddo
enddo
enddo
! Impose periodic boundary conditions
call bc_xmin_bloch(e,h)
call bc_ymin_bloch(e,h)
call bc_zmin_bloch(e,h)
! Save time series for Fourier transform
do l=1,n_pts_store
i=store_pts(l,2)
j=store_pts(l,3)
k=store_pts(l,4)
if(store_pts(l,1)>=1.and.store_pts(l,1)<=3) then
fft_data(l,n)=e(store_pts(l,1),i,j,k)
else
fft_data(l,n)=h((store_pts(l,1)-3),i,j,k)
endif
enddo
enddo
deallocate(d,current)
return
end subroutine fdtd
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------! Subroutine band
! Fourier transform the stored time series to obtain band structure
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------subroutine band(fft_data,spectrum)
use files
use physconsts
use parameters
implicit none
interface
subroutine power_spec(f,spectrum)
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implicit none
complex,pointer :: f(:,:)
real,pointer :: spectrum(:)
end subroutine power_spec
subroutine plot_band(x,tempdata)
implicit none
integer :: x
real :: tempdata(20)
end subroutine plot_band
end interface
complex,pointer :: fft_data(:,:)
real,pointer :: spectrum(:)
integer :: i,j
real :: tempdata(20),freq
!real :: cutoff
write(logfile,*) 'Postprocessing in subroutine band'
! Call FFT routine to calculate the power spectrum
! For the Band Structure
spectrum=0
call power_spec(fft_data,spectrum)
!write(outfile,*) 'akx=',akx
!write(outfile,*) 'aky=',aky
!write(outfile,*) 'akz=',akz
if (ikmax==1) then
! Write out the spectrum
do i=1,fft_size/2
write(outfile,*) 'start spec',i/(dt*nmax)*(dx*ixmax)/cc,'/',(spectrum(i)),'end spec'
enddo
else
! Write out the Band structure
j=1
tempdata=0.0
!cutoff=minval(spectrum(1:500))
!print *, 'cutoff = ',cutoff
do i=1,fft_size-1
freq=i/(dt*2.0*fft_size)*(dx*ixmax)/cc
if (freq<2.0) then
write(outfile,*) akx,aky,akz,freq,spectrum(i)
end if
!if(j>20.or.freq>1.5) then
!exit
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!end if
!if (spectrum(i)-spectrum(i-1)>cutoff.and.spectrum(i)-spectrum(i+1)>cutoff) then
!tempdata(j)=freq
!j=j+1
!end if
enddo
endif
!write(outfile,*) akx,aky,akz,tempdata
return
end subroutine band
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------! Subroutine power_spec
! Calculates the power spectrum for a given data set f and returns the
! result in spectrum
! Follows Numerical Receipes pg 425ff and has a choice of three possible
! window functions and an option for data overlapping
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------subroutine power_spec(f,spectrum)
use parameters
use files
use physconsts
implicit none
interface
subroutine FFT(f,isign)
implicit none
integer,intent(in) :: isign
complex,pointer :: f(:,:)
end subroutine FFT
end interface
complex,pointer :: f(:,:)
real,pointer :: spectrum(:)
integer :: j,mm,m2,offset
real :: den,facm,facp,sumw
real :: window
complex,pointer :: w1(:,:)
!window(j)=(1.0-abs(((j-1)-facm)*facp)) ! Parzen window function
!window(j)=1.0
! Square window function
!print *,'j = ',j
!print *,'window = ',window(j)
window(j)=(1.0-(((j-1)-facm)*facp)**2) ! Welch window function
offset=0
mm=2*fft_size
m2=mm+2
den=0.0
facm=fft_size-0.5
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facp=1.0/(fft_size+0.5)
sumw=0.0
allocate(w1(n_pts_store,mm))
do j=1,mm
sumw=sumw+window(j)**2
enddo
do j=1,mm
w1(:,j)=f(:,j+offset)
enddo
offset=offset+mm
do j=1,mm
w1(:,j)=w1(:,j)*window(j)
enddo
call FFT(w1,1)
! Calculate the power spectrum (for band structures etc..)
spectrum(1)=spectrum(1)+sum(abs(w1(:,1))**2)
do j=2,fft_size
spectrum(j)=spectrum(j)+sum(abs(w1(:,j))**2) &
&
+sum(abs(w1(:,m2-j))**2)
enddo
den=den+sumw
den=mm*den
do j=1,fft_size
spectrum(j)=spectrum(j)/den
enddo
!write(outfile,*) 'specvalues=',(spectrum(j),j=1,fft_size)
deallocate(w1)
return
end subroutine power_spec
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------! Subroutine FFT
! Calculates the fourier transform of the set of n complex arrays each of
! size nmax: f(n,1:nnmax)
! If isign=1 calculates the transform, isign=-1 calculates inverse transform
! On exit isign=0 indicates failure
! nmax must be an integer power of two
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------subroutine FFT(f,isign)
use physconsts
use errorinterface
implicit none
integer,intent(in) :: isign
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complex,pointer :: f(:,:)
complex :: tmp,w,wp
real :: theta
integer :: n,nnmax,nbits,set_bits
integer :: i,j,k,m,mmax,istep
! First check that nmax is a power of 2
n=size(f,1)
nnmax=size(f,2)
nbits=bit_size(nnmax)
set_bits=0
i=0
do
if (i==nbits.or.set_bits>1) exit
if (btest(nnmax,i)) set_bits=set_bits+1
i=i+1
enddo
if (set_bits>1) then
call err(7)
endif
! Bit reversal loop
do k=1,n
j=1
do i=1,nnmax
if (i>j) then
tmp=f(k,j)
f(k,j)=f(k,i)
f(k,i)=tmp
endif
m=nnmax/2
do while ((m>=2).and.(j>m))
j=j-m
m=m/2
enddo
j=j+m
enddo
enddo
! Now transform part
do k=1,n
mmax=1
do while (nnmax>mmax)
istep=mmax*2
theta=2.0*pi/(isign*istep)
wp=exp(ci*theta)
w=(1.0,0.0)
do m=1,mmax
do i=m,nnmax,istep
j=i+mmax
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tmp=w*f(k,j)
f(k,j)=f(k,i)-tmp
f(k,i)=f(k,i)+tmp
enddo
w=w*wp
enddo
mmax=istep
enddo
enddo
! Half time-step offset correction
do i=1,nnmax/2
w=2.0*pi*(i-1)/real(nnmax)
f(1,i)=f(1,i)*cexp(+isign*ci*w*0.50)
enddo
return
end subroutine FFT
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------! Subroutine bc_xmin_bloch
! Set the boundary conditions at ix=1
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------subroutine bc_xmin_bloch(e,h)
use physconsts
use parameters
implicit none
complex,pointer :: e(:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: h(:,:,:,:)
integer :: iy,iz,i
complex :: fxm1
! Set the Bloch phase shift
fxm1=exp(-ci*akx*2.0*pi)
! Loop over the surface at ix=1
do iy=1,iymax
do iz=1,izmax
do i=1,3
e(i,0,iy,iz)=fxm1*e(i,ixmax,iy,iz)
h(i,0,iy,iz)=fxm1*h(i,ixmax,iy,iz)
enddo
enddo
enddo
return
end subroutine bc_xmin_bloch
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------! Subroutine bc_xmax_bloch
! Set the boundary conditions at ix=ixmax
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! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------subroutine bc_xmax_bloch(e,h)
use physconsts
use parameters
implicit none
complex,pointer :: e(:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: h(:,:,:,:)
integer :: iy,iz,i
complex :: fxp1
! Set the Bloch phase shift
fxp1=exp(ci*akx*2.0*pi)
! Loop over the surface at ix=ixmax
do iy=1,iymax
do iz=1,izmax
do i=1,3
e(i,ixmax+1,iy,iz)=fxp1*e(i,1,iy,iz)
h(i,ixmax+1,iy,iz)=fxp1*h(i,1,iy,iz)
enddo
enddo
enddo
return
end subroutine bc_xmax_bloch
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------! Subroutine bc_ymin_bloch
! Set the boundary conditions at iy=1
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------subroutine bc_ymin_bloch(e,h)
use physconsts
use parameters
implicit none
complex,pointer :: e(:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: h(:,:,:,:)
integer :: ix,iz,i
complex :: fym1
! Set the Bloch phase shift
fym1=exp(-ci*aky*2.0*pi)
! Loop over the surface at iy=1
do ix=1,ixmax
do iz=1,izmax
do i=1,3
e(i,ix,0,iz)=fym1*e(i,ix,iymax,iz)
h(i,ix,0,iz)=fym1*h(i,ix,iymax,iz)
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enddo
enddo
enddo
return
end subroutine bc_ymin_bloch
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------! Subroutine bc_ymax_bloch
! Set the boundary conditions at iy=iymax
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------subroutine bc_ymax_bloch(e,h)
use physconsts
use parameters
implicit none
complex,pointer :: e(:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: h(:,:,:,:)
integer :: ix,iz,i
complex :: fyp1
! Set the Bloch phase shift
fyp1=exp(ci*aky*2.0*pi)
! Loop over the surface at iy=iymax
do ix=1,ixmax
do iz=1,izmax
do i=1,3
e(i,ix,iymax+1,iz)=fyp1*e(i,ix,1,iz)
h(i,ix,iymax+1,iz)=fyp1*h(i,ix,1,iz)
enddo
enddo
enddo
return
end subroutine bc_ymax_bloch
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------! Subroutine bc_zmin_bloch
! Set the boundary conditions at iz=1
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------subroutine bc_zmin_bloch(e,h)
use physconsts
use parameters
implicit none
complex,pointer :: e(:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: h(:,:,:,:)
integer :: ix,iy,i
complex :: fzm1
! Set the Bloch phase shift
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fzm1=exp(-ci*akz*2.0*pi)
! Loop over the surface at iz=1
do ix=1,ixmax
do iy=1,iymax
do i=1,3
e(i,ix,iy,0)=fzm1*e(i,ix,iy,izmax)
h(i,ix,iy,0)=fzm1*h(i,ix,iy,izmax)
enddo
enddo
enddo
return
end subroutine bc_zmin_bloch
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------! Subroutine bc_zmax_bloch
! Set the boundary conditions at iz=izmax
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------subroutine bc_zmax_bloch(e,h)
use physconsts
use parameters
implicit none
complex,pointer :: e(:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: h(:,:,:,:)
integer :: ix,iy,i
complex :: fzp1
! Set the Bloch phase shift
fzp1=exp(ci*akz*2.0*pi)
! Loop over the surface at iz=izmax
do ix=1,ixmax
do iy=1,iymax
do i=1,3
e(i,ix,iy,izmax+1)=fzp1*e(i,ix,iy,1)
h(i,ix,iy,izmax+1)=fzp1*h(i,ix,iy,1)
enddo
enddo
enddo
return
end subroutine bc_zmax_bloch
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------! Subroutine err
! Error trap. Write error message to log file and stop
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------subroutine err(ierr)
use files
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implicit none
integer,intent(in) :: ierr
error: select case(ierr)
case(1)
write(logfile,*) 'Non-existent input file'
case(2)
write(logfile,*) 'Invalid input file'
case(7)
write(logfile,*) 'Error in Fast-Fourier transform - not a power of 2'
case default
write(logfile,*) 'Unknown error'
end select error
stop
end subroutine err

B.2 PHOTONIC BAND STRUCTURE POST-PROCESSING SUBROUTINE
The following Matlab subroutine computes the photonic band structure from the
EM fields Fourier-transformed in the FDTD code. These spectra computed at each kvector were saved in a text format and exported in Matlab for retrieving the photonic
band structure. The subroutine processes the spectra to retrieve the peaks which
correspond to an allowed mode. The frequency of that peak was then normalized with
respect to the simulation parameters. Finally, the subroutine plots the complete set of
solutions for all k-vectors: the photonic band structure.
%------------------------------------------------------------------------%
Photonic Band Structure Post-processing Subroutine
%------------------------------------------------------------------------% Clear Memory
clear band
clear data
clear cutoff
% Define peak location cutoff
cutoff=4e-10;
% Define size of the data - Depends on simulation time and mesh size
datasize=436;
% datasize=936;
% datasize=829;
% datasize=1310;
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% datasize=655;
% FDTD parameters
ixmax=50;
% timestep=32768;
timestep=32768*2;
% Read post-process file
raw=load('out_PCband.dat');
[a b]=size(raw);
posband=0;
% Main subroutine - The position of the peaks are found and stored at eack
% k-vector
for i=1:60
if (i*datasize>a)
posband=i-1;
end;
if (i*datasize==a)
posband=i;
end;
if (posband~=0) break
end;
end;
band=zeros(50,posband);
j=0;
for i=1:posband,
data(:,i)=raw(1+j:datasize+j,5);
j=j+datasize;
end;
for k=1:posband
% if k==51
%
continue
% end
j=1;
for i=2:datasize-1
if (j==50) break;
end;
if ((data(i,k)-data(i-1,k))>cutoff) && ((data(i,k)-data(i+1,k))>cutoff);
band(j,k)=2*i*ixmax/timestep;
j=j+1;
end;
end;
end;
% plot Photonic Band Structure
n=1:posband;
plot(n,band(1:15,n),'.');
ylim([0 1.5]);
xlim([0 2]);
title(cutoff)
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APPENDIX C
2D-PC PHOTONIC BAND STRUCTURE 3D-FDTD CODE
This Appendix presents the 3D-FDTD code that computes the photonic band
structures of 2D PC slab WGs. This code is based upon the ONYX code with major
subroutine modifications [104, 105]. For instance, an embedded algorithm was developed
to model the conformal dielectric infiltration by ALD onto the patterned 2D PC SL slab
WG.
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------! Modified to do TiO2 ALD coatings
! super_band-nomirror_2.0.f90 Absoft 64FX & Lahey Fortran version.
! Modifications from v1.0: added substrate to dielectric function
!(see square-slab-pits_1.2.f90)using no mirror BC in the code. Top & Bottom PML
! Code that has multiple layers (substrate, oxide, slab, airlayer)
! and pits in the oxide layer.
! Based on test-slab-nomirror-64fx-3.f90 & super_bd-tri-even_64fx1.f90
! Code removes the mirror boundary condition in the slab
! I have added the ability to do cylinders of two different radii.
! This is the modified version of the Order N photonics code
!
! modifications by C.Neff, W. Park, E. Graugnard & D. Gaillot (davy@gatech.edu)
! original (c) Andrew Ward, Imperial College, London. Dec 1997.
! All comments, bugs and inquiries to a.j.ward@ic.ac.uk
!
! $Revision: 2.0 $
! $Date: 12 May 2007 $
! $Source: $
! $Author: D. Gaillot$
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------module interface1
interface
subroutine init_store_pts_band(store_pts,ix_cur,iy_cur,iz_cur,i_pol)
implicit none
integer,pointer :: store_pts(:,:)
integer,intent(in) :: ix_cur,iy_cur,iz_cur,i_pol
end subroutine init_store_pts_band
subroutine init_store_pts_dos(store_pts,ix_cur,iy_cur,iz_cur,i_pol)
implicit none
integer,pointer :: store_pts(:,:)
integer,intent(in) :: ix_cur,iy_cur,iz_cur,i_pol
end subroutine init_store_pts_dos
subroutine initfields(g1,g2,g3,e,h,eps_hat,mu_hat,ix,iy,iz,i_pol)
implicit none
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real,intent(in) :: g1(3),g2(3),g3(3)
complex,pointer :: e(:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: h(:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: eps_hat(:,:,:,:,:),mu_hat(:,:,:,:,:)
integer,intent(in) :: ix,iy,iz,i_pol
end subroutine initfields
subroutine initfields_dos(g1,g2,g3,e,h,eps_hat,mu_hat,ix,iy,iz,i_pol)
implicit none
real,intent(in) :: g1(3),g2(3),g3(3)
complex,pointer :: e(:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: h(:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: eps_hat(:,:,:,:,:),mu_hat(:,:,:,:,:)
integer,intent(in) :: ix,iy,iz,i_pol
end subroutine initfields_dos
subroutine defcell(eps,mu,sigma,sigma_m,u1,u2,u3)
implicit none
complex,pointer :: eps(:,:,:),mu(:,:,:)
real,pointer :: sigma(:,:,:),sigma_m(:,:,:)
real :: u1(3),u2(3),u3(3)
end subroutine defcell
subroutine renorm(eps,mu,sigma,sigma_m,eps_inv,mu_inv,eps_hat,mu_hat,g, &
&
omega)
implicit none
complex,pointer :: eps(:,:,:),mu(:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: eps_inv(:,:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: mu_inv(:,:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: eps_hat(:,:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: mu_hat(:,:,:,:,:)
real,pointer :: sigma(:,:,:),sigma_m(:,:,:)
real,intent(in) :: g(3,3),omega
end subroutine renorm
subroutine driver(e,h,eps_inv,mu_inv,eps_hat,mu_hat,sigma,sigma_m, &
&
fft_data,store_pts,iky)
implicit none
complex,pointer :: e(:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: h(:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: eps_inv(:,:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: mu_inv(:,:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: eps_hat(:,:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: mu_hat(:,:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: fft_data(:,:)
real,pointer :: sigma(:,:,:),sigma_m(:,:,:)
integer,pointer :: store_pts(:,:)
integer :: iky
end subroutine driver
subroutine postproc_band(fft_data,spectrum,iki,b_cnt)
implicit none
complex,pointer :: fft_data(:,:)
real,pointer :: spectrum(:)
integer :: iki,b_cnt
end subroutine postproc_band
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subroutine postproc_dos(fft_data,spectrum)
implicit none
complex,pointer :: fft_data(:,:)
real,pointer :: spectrum(:)
end subroutine postproc_dos
subroutine finalproc_dos(spectrum)
implicit none
real,pointer :: spectrum(:)
end subroutine finalproc_dos
end interface
end module interface1
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------module interface2
interface
subroutine int(e_cur,h_cur,e_prev,h_prev,eps_inv,mu_inv,sigma,sigma_m, &
&
n_tsteps,iblock,fft_data,store_pts,intcurle,intcurlh,wy)
implicit none
integer,intent(in) :: n_tsteps,iblock
complex,pointer :: e_cur(:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: e_prev(:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: h_cur(:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: h_prev(:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: eps_inv(:,:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: mu_inv(:,:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: fft_data(:,:)
real,pointer :: sigma(:,:,:),sigma_m(:,:,:)
integer,intent(in) :: store_pts(:,:)
complex,pointer :: intcurle(:,:,:),intcurlh(:,:,:)
real,pointer :: wy(:)
end subroutine int
end interface
end module interface2
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------module interface3
interface
subroutine calc_div_B(h,mu_hat,div_B)
implicit none
complex,pointer :: h(:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: mu_hat(:,:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: div_B(:,:,:)
end subroutine calc_div_B
subroutine calc_div_D(e,eps_hat,div_D)
implicit none
complex,pointer :: e(:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: eps_hat(:,:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: div_D(:,:,:)
end subroutine calc_div_D
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subroutine calc_energy_density(E_cur,E_prev,H_prev,rho,eps_hat,mu_hat)
implicit none
complex,pointer :: E_cur(:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: E_prev(:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: H_prev(:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: eps_hat(:,:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: mu_hat(:,:,:,:,:)
real,pointer :: rho(:,:,:)
end subroutine calc_energy_density
subroutine calc_current(J,e_cur,h_cur,h_prev,ix,iy,iz)
implicit none
complex,intent(out) :: J(3)
complex,pointer :: e_cur(:,:,:,:),h_cur(:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: h_prev(:,:,:,:)
integer,intent(in) :: ix,iy,iz
end subroutine calc_current
end interface
end module interface3
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------module interface4
interface
subroutine power_spec(f,spectrum)
implicit none
complex,pointer :: f(:,:)
real,pointer :: spectrum(:)
end subroutine power_spec
end interface
end module interface4
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------module interface5
interface
subroutine bc_xmin_bloch(e,h)
implicit none
complex,pointer :: e(:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: h(:,:,:,:)
end subroutine bc_xmin_bloch
subroutine bc_xmax_bloch(e,h)
implicit none
complex,pointer :: e(:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: h(:,:,:,:)
end subroutine bc_xmax_bloch
subroutine bc_ymin_bloch(e,h)
implicit none
complex,pointer :: e(:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: h(:,:,:,:)
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end subroutine bc_ymin_bloch
subroutine bc_ymax_bloch(e,h)
implicit none
complex,pointer :: e(:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: h(:,:,:,:)
end subroutine bc_ymax_bloch
subroutine bc_zmin_bloch(e,h)
implicit none
complex,pointer :: e(:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: h(:,:,:,:)
end subroutine bc_zmin_bloch
subroutine bc_zmax_bloch(e,h)
implicit none
complex,pointer :: e(:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: h(:,:,:,:)
end subroutine bc_zmax_bloch
subroutine bc_xmin_metal(e,h)
implicit none
complex,pointer :: e(:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: h(:,:,:,:)
end subroutine bc_xmin_metal
subroutine bc_xmax_metal(e,h)
implicit none
complex,pointer :: e(:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: h(:,:,:,:)
end subroutine bc_xmax_metal
subroutine bc_ymin_metal(e,h)
implicit none
complex,pointer :: e(:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: h(:,:,:,:)
end subroutine bc_ymin_metal
subroutine bc_ymax_metal(e,h)
implicit none
complex,pointer :: e(:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: h(:,:,:,:)
end subroutine bc_ymax_metal
subroutine bc_zmin_metal(e,h)
implicit none
complex,pointer :: e(:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: h(:,:,:,:)
end subroutine bc_zmin_metal
subroutine bc_zmax_metal(e,h)
implicit none
complex,pointer :: e(:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: h(:,:,:,:)
end subroutine bc_zmax_metal
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subroutine PML_e(e_cur,e_prev,h_prev,intcurlh,wy,eps_inv)
implicit none
complex,pointer :: e_cur(:,:,:,:),e_prev(:,:,:,:),h_prev(:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: intcurlh(:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: eps_inv(:,:,:,:,:)
real,intent(in) :: wy(:)
end subroutine PML_e
subroutine PML_h(e_cur,h_cur,h_prev,intcurle,wy,mu_inv)
implicit none
complex,pointer :: e_cur(:,:,:,:),h_cur(:,:,:,:),h_prev(:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: intcurle(:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: mu_inv(:,:,:,:,:)
real,intent(in) :: wy(:)
end subroutine PML_h
subroutine bc_ymin_mirror_even(e,h)
complex,pointer :: e(:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: h(:,:,:,:)
end subroutine bc_ymin_mirror_even
subroutine bc_ymax_mirror_even(e,h)
complex,pointer :: e(:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: h(:,:,:,:)
end subroutine bc_ymax_mirror_even
function mytime(a)
integer :: mytime
integer,intent(in) :: a
end function mytime
end interface
end module interface5
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------module interface6
interface
subroutine FFT(f,isign)
implicit none
integer,intent(in) :: isign
complex,pointer :: f(:,:)
end subroutine FFT
subroutine FT(f,isign)
implicit none
integer,intent(in) :: isign
complex,pointer :: f(:,:)
end subroutine FT
end interface
end module interface6
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------module matrices
interface
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function matinv3(A,emach,fail)
implicit none
complex,dimension(3,3) :: matinv3
complex,intent(in) :: A(3,3)
real,intent(in) :: emach
logical,intent(out) :: fail
end function matinv3
function cross_prod(a,b)
implicit none
real,dimension(3) :: cross_prod
real,intent(in) :: a(3),b(3)
end function cross_prod
end interface
end module matrices
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------module physconsts
! Use Atomic units
! c0=Speed of light
! pi=3.1415...
! emach=Machine accuracy
real,parameter :: pi=3.14159265358979323846
real,parameter :: c0=137.0360
real,parameter :: eps0=1.0/(4.0*pi)
real,parameter :: mu0=1.0/(eps0*c0**2)
real,parameter :: abohr=5.291772e-11
real :: x
real,parameter :: emach=epsilon(x)
complex,parameter :: ci=(0.0,1.0)
end module physconsts
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------module files
! Set the unit numbers for the files we want to access
integer,parameter :: logfile=10,infile=11,outfile=12,fields=13
end module files
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------module parameters
! Define the run-time parameter list. These will be read in from a file
! ixmax, iymax, izmax define the number of mesh points in each of the
! principle directions
! itmax and dt are the number and size of timesteps respectively
! akx, aky, akz are the components of the k-vector expressed on the reciprocal
! lattice. They are normalised by the mesh spacing in the relevent direction
! ie. akx = (Q1*ixmax)*kx
! ikmax = No. of k-points
! Q(3) is the matrix holding the mesh spacing in each direction
! n_block : Break down itmax into `n_block' blocks each of `block_size' time
! steps. Fields can be writen out, div's calcuated etc at the end of each block
! itmax=n_block*block_size
! n_pts_store : The number of real space points at which we store the fields
! For the FFT the itmax timesteps can be split up into segments which can be
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! either overlapping or not. For details see Numerical Receipes pg 425ff.
! If overlap=.true. then itmax=fft_size*(n_segment+1)
! If overlap=.false. then itmax=fft_size*(2*n_segment)
! In both cases fft_size is the size the segment which is fourier transformed
! so must be a power of 2.
integer :: ixmax,iymax,izmax,itmax,ikmax,n_block,block_size,n_pts_store,tcoat
real :: Q0,Q(3),dt,akx,aky,akz
real (8) :: radius1,radius2,radius_pit1,radius_pit2,coat_radius1,coat_radius2
real (8) :: epsslab,epsox,epssub,epsil_h1,epsil_h2,epscoat
integer :: n_segment,fft_size
integer :: bclayer,airlayer,slablayer,oxide,substrate,pit_depth
logical :: overlap
real :: damping
end module parameters
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------program onyx
use interface1
use parameters
use physconsts
use files
implicit none
! Define necessary variables
integer :: ios,ik,ik2,ik3,iki,iky,ix_cur,iy_cur,iz_cur,i_pol,b_cnt
integer,pointer :: store_pts(:,:)
complex,pointer :: e(:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: h(:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: eps(:,:,:),mu(:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: eps_inv(:,:,:,:,:),mu_inv(:,:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: eps_hat(:,:,:,:,:),mu_hat(:,:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: fft_data(:,:)
real,pointer :: sigma(:,:,:),sigma_m(:,:,:),spectrum(:)
real :: u1(3),u2(3),u3(3)
real :: g1(3),g2(3),g3(3)
real :: g(3,3),omega
character (len=10) :: date,zone
character (len=50) :: logname,outname,fieldsname,inname
character (len=256) :: LINE,EXE,wdir
character (len=30) :: time
integer :: dt1(8),dt2
! Read simulation number
call getarg(1,LINE)
call getarg(0,EXE)
call getcwd(wdir)
logname = "log.sl.band-coating.dat"
outname = "out.sl.band-coating.dat"
fieldsname = "fields.sl.band-coating.dat"
inname = "infile.sl.band-coating.dat"
!Attach simulation number to the file names
if (len_trim(LINE)>0) then
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logname = "log.sl.band-coating" // trim(LINE) // ".dat"
outname = "out.sl.band-coating" // trim(LINE) // ".dat"
fieldsname = "fields.sl.band-coating" // trim(LINE) // ".dat"
inname = "infile.sl.band-coating" // trim(LINE) // ".dat"
end if
! Open the neccessary files
open(unit=logfile,file=trim(logname),status='replace',action='write')
open(unit=outfile,file=trim(outname),status='replace',action='write')
open(unit=fields,file=trim(fieldsname),status='replace',action='write')
open(unit=infile,file=trim(inname),status='old',action='read',iostat=ios)
if (ios.ne.0) call err(1)
! Read system clock
call date_and_time(date,time,zone,dt1)
write(logfile,'(A11,1X,I4,A1,I2,A1,I2,I5,A1,I2,A1,I2)')
dt1(5),':',dt1(6),':',dt1(7)

'Time

dt2=dt1(7)+60*dt1(6)+60*60*dt1(5)+24*60*60*dt1(3)
write(logfile,*) 'Simulation ran with program: ',trim(EXE)
write(logfile,*) 'Command line argument: ', trim(LINE)
! Set the run time parameters
call setparam()
! Allocate arrays for fields
allocate (e(3,0:ixmax+1,0:iymax+1,0:izmax+1))
allocate (h(3,0:ixmax+1,0:iymax+1,0:izmax+1))
allocate (fft_data(n_pts_store,itmax))
allocate(spectrum(fft_size))
allocate(store_pts(n_pts_store,4))
spectrum=0.0
fft_data=0.0
! Define the unit vectors for the co-ordinate system
! Default
u1=(/1.0,0.0,0.0/)
u2=(/0.0,1.0,0.0/)
u3=(/0.0,0.0,1.0/)
! Co-ordinate system for test calculation
!u1=(/1.0,0.0,0.0/)
!u2=(/0.0,1.0,0.0/)
!u3=(/0.5,0.0,sqrt(3.0)/2.0/)
call defmetric(u1,u2,u3,g1,g2,g3,g,omega)
! Initialise position dependent eps & mu
allocate (eps(ixmax,iymax,izmax),mu(ixmax,iymax,izmax))
allocate (sigma(ixmax,iymax,izmax),sigma_m(ixmax,iymax,izmax))
call defcell(eps,mu,sigma,sigma_m,u1,u2,u3)
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stamp:',

dt1(1),'/',dt1(2),'/',dt1(3),

close(unit=fields)
print *,'Definition of dielectric function done'
! Define the effectve eps**-1, mu**-1 for the generalised co-ordinates
allocate (eps_inv(3,3,ixmax,iymax,izmax),mu_inv(3,3,ixmax,iymax,izmax))
allocate (eps_hat(3,3,ixmax,iymax,izmax),mu_hat(3,3,ixmax,iymax,izmax))
call renorm(eps,mu,sigma,sigma_m,eps_inv,mu_inv,eps_hat,mu_hat,g,omega)
! counter for output
b_cnt=0
! added inner loop for complete band calculation
k_seg: do iki = 0,2
! Loop required for test band structure calculation
k_loop: do ik=0,ikmax,1
! Loops required for test DOS calcualtion
!k_loop: do ik=0,ikmax-1,1
!k_loop3: do ik3=0,ikmax-1,1
! Set the value for akx, aky, akz. akx=kx*(Q1*ixmax) etc.
! Default definitions of akx, aky, akz
!if (ikmax>1) akx=pi*ik/real(ikmax-1)
!if (ikmax>1) aky=pi*ik2/real(ikmax-1)
!if (ikmax>1) akz=pi*ik3/real(ikmax-1)
if (iki==0) then
! Definitions of akx, akz for test band structure calculation: Gamma - M
if (ikmax>1) akx=pi*ik/real(ikmax)
if (ikmax>1) akz=pi*ik/real(ikmax)
elseif (iki==3) then
! Definitions of akx, akz for test band structure calculation: M - Y
if (ikmax>1) akx=pi-pi*ik/real(ikmax)
if (ikmax>1) akz=pi
elseif (iki==1) then
! Definitions of akx, akz for test band structure calculation: Y - Gamma
if (ikmax>1) akx=0
if (ikmax>1) akz=pi-pi*ik/real(ikmax)
elseif (iki==2) then
! Definitions of akx, akz for test band structure calculation: Gamma - X
if (ikmax>1) akx=pi*ik/real(ikmax)
if (ikmax>1) akz=0
else
! Definitions of akx, akz for test band structure calculation: X - M
if (ikmax>1) akx=pi
if (ikmax>1) akz=pi*ik/real(ikmax)
endif
! Definitions of akx, akz required for test DOS calculation
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!if (ikmax>1) akx=pi*ik/real(ikmax-1)
!if (ikmax>1) akz=pi*ik3/real(ikmax-1)
! ix,iy,iz define the point r - For the DOS we calc G(r,r)
! ipol determines which component of the fields we are looking at
iz_cur=2
iy_cur=1
ix_cur=2
i_pol=1
! Loop over i_pol is required for the DOS calculation
!pol_loop: do i_pol=1,6
! Initialise store_pts which hold the locations of the points
! at which we store the fields
! For the band structure
call init_store_pts_band(store_pts,ix_cur,iy_cur,iz_cur,i_pol)
! For the DOS
!call init_store_pts_dos(store_pts,ix_cur,iy_cur,iz_cur,i_pol)
! Initialise fields
! For the band structure
call initfields(g1,g2,g3,e,h,eps_hat,mu_hat,ix_cur,iy_cur,iz_cur,i_pol)
! For the DOS
!call initfields_dos(g1,g2,g3,e,h,eps_hat,mu_hat,ix_cur,iy_cur,iz_cur,i_pol)
! Transfer control to central driver
write(logfile,*) 'Begin main calculation'
iky=iki*ikmax+ik+1
!print *, 'Working on k-point',iky,'of',3*ikmax
call driver(e,h,eps_inv,mu_inv,eps_hat,mu_hat,sigma,sigma_m, &
&
fft_data,store_pts,iky)
write(logfile,*) 'End main calculation'
! Postprocess if necessary
! For the band structure
call postproc_band(fft_data,spectrum,iki,b_cnt)
b_cnt=b_cnt+1
! For the DOS
!call postproc_dos(fft_data,spectrum)
! End of loop over i_pol
!enddo pol_loop
! End of loops over k
!enddo k_loop3
!enddo k_loop2
enddo k_loop
enddo k_seg
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! Final postprocessing if necessary
! For the DOS
!call finalproc_dos(spectrum)
! Tidy up!
write(logfile,*) 'Execution terminated normally'
! call system clock again
call date_and_time(date,time,zone,dt1)
dt2=dt1(7)+60*dt1(6)+60*60*dt1(5)+24*60*60*dt1(3)-dt2
dt1(7)=mod(dt2,60)
dt2=dt2/60
dt1(6)=mod(dt2,60)
dt2=dt2/60
dt1(5)=mod(dt2,24)
dt2=dt2/24
write(logfile,'(A24,I2,A6,I2,A5,I2,A5,I2,A4)') 'Total simualtion time = ', &
& dt2,' days ',dt1(5),' hrs ',dt1(6),' min ',dt1(7),' sec'
close(unit=logfile)
close(unit=outfile)
close(unit=infile)
deallocate (e,h,eps,mu,sigma,sigma_m,eps_inv,mu_inv,eps_hat,mu_hat)
deallocate (spectrum,fft_data)
deallocate(store_pts)
stop
end program onyx
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------! Subroutine driver
! Heart of the calculation. This subroutine actually does the time integration
! loop. Should be made to be as flexible as possible
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------subroutine driver(e_cur,h_cur,eps_inv,mu_inv,eps_hat,mu_hat,sigma,sigma_m, &
&
fft_data,store_pts,iky)
use interface2
use interface3
use interface5
use interface6
use parameters
use files
use physconsts
implicit none
complex,pointer :: e_cur(:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: h_cur(:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: eps_inv(:,:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: mu_inv(:,:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: eps_hat(:,:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: mu_hat(:,:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: fft_data(:,:)
real,pointer :: sigma(:,:,:),sigma_m(:,:,:)
integer,pointer :: store_pts(:,:)
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integer :: iky
complex,pointer :: intcurle(:,:,:),intcurlh(:,:,:)
real,pointer :: wy(:)
complex,pointer :: e_prev(:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: h_prev(:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: div(:,:,:)
real,pointer :: rho(:,:,:)
integer :: i,iblock,dt_dum
allocate(e_prev(3,0:ixmax+1,0:iymax+1,0:izmax+1))
allocate(h_prev(3,0:ixmax+1,0:iymax+1,0:izmax+1))
allocate(wy(iymax))
allocate(intcurle(ixmax,iymax,izmax))
allocate(intcurlh(ixmax,iymax,izmax))
! Initialize 2nd set of fields
e_prev=(0.0,0.0)
h_prev=(0.0,0.0)
intcurle=(0.0,0.0)
intcurlh=(0.0,0.0)
! Initialize the absorbing boundary layer PML
write(logfile,*) 'Define the absorbing boundary layer'
wy=0.0
do i=1,bclayer
wy(i)=120.0*((bclayer-i)**2/(real(bclayer-1))**2)
write(logfile,*) 'wy', i, wy(i)
enddo
do i=iymax-bclayer+1,iymax
wy(i)=wy(iymax+1-i)
write(logfile,*) 'wy',i,wy(i)
enddo
dt_dum=0
maintime: do iblock=1,n_block
!dt_dum=mytime(dt_dum)
!write(logfile,'(A10,I10)') ' Time step',1+(iblock-1)*block_size
!print *, ' Time step',iblock,'for k-point',iky,'of',3*ikmax
call int(e_cur,h_cur,e_prev,h_prev,eps_inv,mu_inv,sigma,sigma_m, &
&
block_size,iblock,fft_data,store_pts,intcurle,intcurlh,wy)
! Various tests on the fields can be performed here...
! Update the remain boundaries prior to calculating divs
!call bc_xmax_metal(e_cur,h_cur)
!call bc_ymax_metal(e_cur,h_cur)
!call bc_zmax_metal(e_cur,h_cur)
call bc_xmax_bloch(e_cur,h_cur)
!call bc_ymax_bloch(e_cur,h_cur)
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!call bc_ymax_mirror_even(e_cur,h_cur)
call bc_ymax_metal(e_cur,h_cur)
call bc_zmax_bloch(e_cur,h_cur)
! Test for energy conservation
!allocate(rho(ixmax,iymax,izmax))
!call calc_energy_density(e_cur,e_prev,h_prev,rho,eps_hat,mu_hat)
!write(logfile,*) 'Total energy ',sum(rho(:,:,:))
!deallocate(rho)
! Test for conservation of div D, div B
!allocate(div(ixmax,iymax,izmax))
!call calc_div_B(h_cur,mu_hat,div)
!write(logfile,*) 'Sum div B ', sum(abs(div(:,:,:)))
!call calc_div_D(e_cur,eps_hat,div)
!write(logfile,*) 'Sum div D ', sum(abs(div(:,:,:)))
!deallocate(div)
! Write out the fields to a file
!write(fields,*) e_cur
enddo maintime
deallocate(e_prev,h_prev)
deallocate(wy)
deallocate(intcurle,intcurlh)
return
end subroutine driver
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------! Subroutine int
! Do the time integration for nt time steps
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------subroutine int(e_cur,h_cur,e_prev,h_prev,eps_inv,mu_inv,sigma,sigma_m, &
&
nt,iblock,fft_data,store_pts,intcurle,intcurlh,wy)
use interface5
use interface6
use physconsts
use parameters
implicit none
integer,intent(in) :: nt,iblock
complex,pointer :: e_cur(:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: e_prev(:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: h_cur(:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: h_prev(:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: eps_inv(:,:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: mu_inv(:,:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: fft_data(:,:)
real,pointer :: sigma(:,:,:),sigma_m(:,:,:)
integer,intent(in) :: store_pts(:,:)
complex,pointer :: intcurle(:,:,:),intcurlh(:,:,:)
real,pointer :: wy(:)
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integer :: ix,iy,iz,it,i_pts
complex :: curl(3)
real :: dtcq2
complex,pointer :: temp(:,:,:,:)
dtcq2=(dt*c0/Q0)**2
time: do it=1,nt
! Current fields become previous fields
temp=>e_cur
e_cur=>e_prev
e_prev=>temp
temp=>h_cur
h_cur=>h_prev
h_prev=>temp
! First the E-fields
do iz=1,izmax
do iy=bclayer+1,iymax
do ix=1,ixmax
! Define Curl H
curl(1)=h_prev(3,ix,iy,iz)-h_prev(3,ix,iy-1,iz) &
&
-h_prev(2,ix,iy,iz)+h_prev(2,ix,iy,iz-1)
curl(2)=h_prev(1,ix,iy,iz)-h_prev(1,ix,iy,iz-1) &
&
-h_prev(3,ix,iy,iz)+h_prev(3,ix-1,iy,iz)
curl(3)=h_prev(2,ix,iy,iz)-h_prev(2,ix-1,iy,iz) &
&
-h_prev(1,ix,iy,iz)+h_prev(1,ix,iy-1,iz)
! Integrate fields in time
e_cur(1,ix,iy,iz)=(1.0-sigma(ix,iy,iz))*e_prev(1,ix,iy,iz)+ &
&
(eps_inv(1,1,ix,iy,iz)*curl(1) &
&
+eps_inv(1,2,ix,iy,iz)*curl(2) &
&
+eps_inv(1,3,ix,iy,iz)*curl(3))
e_cur(2,ix,iy,iz)=(1.0-sigma(ix,iy,iz))*e_prev(2,ix,iy,iz)+ &
&
(eps_inv(2,1,ix,iy,iz)*curl(1) &
&
+eps_inv(2,2,ix,iy,iz)*curl(2) &
&
+eps_inv(2,3,ix,iy,iz)*curl(3))
e_cur(3,ix,iy,iz)=(1.0-sigma(ix,iy,iz))*e_prev(3,ix,iy,iz)+ &
&
(eps_inv(3,1,ix,iy,iz)*curl(1) &
&
+eps_inv(3,2,ix,iy,iz)*curl(2) &
&
+eps_inv(3,3,ix,iy,iz)*curl(3))
enddo
enddo
enddo
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! Update Berenger type PML equations for the E-field (Absorbing boundary layer)
call PML_e(e_cur,e_prev,h_prev,intcurlh,wy,eps_inv)
! Update the boundary conditions needed for the E-fields
!$call bc_xmax_metal(e_cur,h_cur)
!$call bc_ymax_metal(e_cur,h_cur)
!$call bc_zmax_metal(e_cur,h_cur)
call bc_xmax_bloch(e_cur,h_cur)
!call bc_ymax_bloch(e_cur,h_cur)
!call bc_ymax_mirror_even(e_cur,h_cur)
call bc_ymax_metal(e_cur,h_cur)
call bc_zmax_bloch(e_cur,h_cur)
! Then the H-fields
do iz=1,izmax
do iy=bclayer+1,iymax
do ix=1,ixmax
! Define Curl E
curl(1)=e_cur(3,ix,iy+1,iz)-e_cur(3,ix,iy,iz) &
&
-e_cur(2,ix,iy,iz+1)+e_cur(2,ix,iy,iz)
curl(2)=e_cur(1,ix,iy,iz+1)-e_cur(1,ix,iy,iz) &
&
-e_cur(3,ix+1,iy,iz)+e_cur(3,ix,iy,iz)
curl(3)=e_cur(2,ix+1,iy,iz)-e_cur(2,ix,iy,iz) &
&
-e_cur(1,ix,iy+1,iz)+e_cur(1,ix,iy,iz)
! Integrate the fields in time
h_cur(1,ix,iy,iz)=1.0/(1.0+sigma_m(ix,iy,iz))* &
&
(h_prev(1,ix,iy,iz)-dtcq2*
&
&
(mu_inv(1,1,ix,iy,iz)*curl(1)
&
&
+mu_inv(1,2,ix,iy,iz)*curl(2)
&
&
+mu_inv(1,3,ix,iy,iz)*curl(3)))
h_cur(2,ix,iy,iz)=1.0/(1.0+sigma_m(ix,iy,iz))* &
&
(h_prev(2,ix,iy,iz)-dtcq2*
&
&
(mu_inv(2,1,ix,iy,iz)*curl(1)
&
&
+mu_inv(2,2,ix,iy,iz)*curl(2)
&
&
+mu_inv(2,3,ix,iy,iz)*curl(3)))
h_cur(3,ix,iy,iz)=1.0/(1.0+sigma_m(ix,iy,iz))* &
&
(h_prev(3,ix,iy,iz)-dtcq2*
&
&
(mu_inv(3,1,ix,iy,iz)*curl(1)
&
&
+mu_inv(3,2,ix,iy,iz)*curl(2)
&
&
+mu_inv(3,3,ix,iy,iz)*curl(3)))
enddo
enddo
enddo
! Update Berenger type PML equations for the H-field (Absorbing boundary layer)
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call PML_h(e_cur,h_cur,h_prev,intcurle,wy,mu_inv)
! Update the boundary conditions needed for the H-fields
!!$call bc_xmin_metal(e_cur,h_cur)
!!$call bc_ymin_metal(e_cur,h_cur)
!!$call bc_zmin_metal(e_cur,h_cur)
call bc_xmin_bloch(e_cur,h_cur)
!call bc_ymin_bloch(e_cur,h_cur)
call bc_zmin_bloch(e_cur,h_cur)
!call bc_ymin_mirror_even(e_cur,h_cur)
call bc_ymin_metal(e_cur,h_cur)
! Store points for Fourier transform later
do i_pts=1,n_pts_store
if (store_pts(i_pts,1)<4) then
fft_data(i_pts,it+(iblock-1)*nt)=e_cur(store_pts(i_pts,1), &
&
store_pts(i_pts,2),store_pts(i_pts,3),store_pts(i_pts,4))
else
fft_data(i_pts,it+(iblock-1)*nt)=h_prev(store_pts(i_pts,1)-3, &
&
store_pts(i_pts,2),store_pts(i_pts,3),store_pts(i_pts,4))
endif
enddo
enddo time
return
end subroutine int
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------! Subroutine setparam
! Set the key parameters from a config file
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------subroutine setparam()
use parameters
use physconsts
use files
implicit none
integer :: nbits,set_bits,i
write(logfile,*) 'Read in parameters'
read(infile,*) ixmax
if (ixmax<1) call err(2)
write(logfile,'(A1,A12,I10)') '#','ixmax=',ixmax
!write(outfile,'(A1,A12,I10)') '#','ixmax=',ixmax
!write(fields,'(A1,A12,I10)') '#','ixmax=',ixmax
print *,'ixmax=',ixmax
read(infile,*) bclayer
if (bclayer<1) call err(2)
write(logfile,'(A1,A12,I10)') '#','bclayer=',bclayer
!write(outfile,'(A1,A12,I10)') '#','bclayer=',bclayer
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!write(fields,'(A1,A12,I10)') '#','bclayer=',bclayer
print *,'bclayer=',bclayer
read(infile,*) airlayer
if (airlayer<1) call err(2)
write(logfile,'(A1,A12,I10)') '#','airlayer=',airlayer
!write(outfile,'(A1,A12,I10)') '#','airlayer=',airlayer
!write(fields,'(A1,A12,I10)') '#','airlayer=',airlayer
print *,'airlayer=',airlayer
read(infile,*) slablayer
if (slablayer<1) call err(2)
write(logfile,'(A1,A12,I10)') '#','slablayer=',slablayer
!write(outfile,'(A1,A12,I10)') '#','slablayer=',slablayer
!write(fields,'(A1,A12,I10)') '#','slablayer=',slablayer
print *,'slablayer=',slablayer
print *,'slab thickness=',float(slablayer)*2/float(ixmax),'a'
read(infile,*) oxide
if (oxide<1) call err(2)
write(logfile,'(A1,A12,I10)') '#','oxide=',oxide
!write(outfile,'(A1,A12,I10)') '#','oxide=',oxide
!write(fields,'(A1,A12,I10)') '#','oxide=',oxide
print *,'oxide layer=',oxide
print *,'oxide thickness=', float(oxide)/float(ixmax),'a'
read(infile,*) substrate
if (substrate<1) call err(2)
write(logfile,'(A1,A12,I10)') '#','substrate=',substrate
!write(outfile,'(A1,A12,I10)') '#','substrate=',substrate
!write(fields,'(A1,A12,I10)') '#','substrate=',substrate
print *,'substrate layer=',substrate
read(infile,*) tcoat
if (tcoat<0) call err(2)
write(logfile,'(A1,A12,I10)') '#','tcoat=',tcoat
write(outfile,'(A1,A12,I10)') '#','tcoat=',tcoat
!write(fields,'(A1,A12,I10)') '#','tcoat=',tcoat
print *,'TiO2 layer=',tcoat
print *,'TiO2 thickness=',float(tcoat)/float(ixmax),'a'
iymax=2*bclayer+substrate+oxide+slablayer+tcoat+airlayer
write(logfile,'(A1,A12,I10)') '#','iymax=',iymax
write(outfile,'(A1,A12,I10)') '#','iymax=',iymax
!write(fields,'(A1,A12,I10)') '#','iymax=',iymax
print *,'iymax=',iymax
read(infile,*) izmax
if (izmax<1) call err(2)
write(logfile,'(A1,A12,I10)') '#','izmax=',izmax
!write(outfile,'(A1,A12,I10)') '#','izmax=',izmax
!write(fields,'(A1,A12,I10)') '#','izmax=',izmax
print *,'izmax=',izmax
read(infile,*) Q(1)
if (Q(1)<=0.0) call err(2)
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write(logfile,'(A1,A12,F15.5)') '#','Q(1)=',Q(1)
!write(outfile,'(A1,A12,F15.5)') '#','Q(1)=',Q(1)
!write(fields,'(A1,A12,F15.5)') '#','Q(1)=',Q(1)
read(infile,*) Q(2)
if (Q(2)<=0.0) call err(2)
write(logfile,'(A1,A12,F15.5)') '#','Q(2)=',Q(2)
!write(outfile,'(A1,A12,F15.5)') '#','Q(2)=',Q(2)
!write(fields,'(A1,A12,F15.5)') '#','Q(2)=',Q(2)
read(infile,*) Q(3)
if (Q(3)<=0.0) call err(2)
write(logfile,'(A1,A12,F15.5)') '#','Q(3)=',Q(3)
!write(outfile,'(A1,A12,F15.5)') '#','Q(3)=',Q(3)
!write(fields,'(A1,A12,F15.5)') '#','Q(3)=',Q(3)
read(infile,*) dt
if (dt<=0.0) call err(2)
write(logfile,'(A1,A12,F15.5)') '#','dt=',dt
!write(outfile,'(A1,A12,F15.5)') '#','dt=',dt
!write(fields,'(A1,A12,F15.5)') '#','dt=',dt
print *,'dt=',dt
read(infile,*) radius1
if (radius1<0.0) call err(2)
write(logfile,'(A1,A12,F15.5)') '#','radius1=',radius1
!write(outfile,'(A1,A12,F15.5)') '#','radius1=',radius1
!write(fields,'(A1,A12,F15.5)') '#','radius1=',radius1
print *,'radius1=',radius1
read(infile,*) radius2
if (radius2<0.0) call err(2)
write(logfile,'(A1,A12,F15.5)') '#','radius2=',radius2
!write(outfile,'(A1,A12,F15.5)') '#','radius2=',radius2
!write(fields,'(A1,A12,F15.5)') '#','radius2=',radius2
print *,'radius2=',radius2
coat_radius1=radius1-float(tcoat)/float(ixmax)
if (coat_radius1<0) then
coat_radius1=0
print *,'larger hole completely filled up'
else
print *,'coating inner radius larger hole=',coat_radius1
endif
coat_radius2=radius2-float(tcoat)/float(ixmax)
if (coat_radius2<0) then
coat_radius2=0
print *,'smaller hole completely filled up'
else
print *,'coating inner radius smaller hole=',coat_radius2
endif
read(infile,*) radius_pit1
if (radius_pit1<0.0) call err(2)
write(logfile,'(A1,A12,F15.5)') '#','radius_pit1=',radius_pit1
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!write(outfile,'(A1,A12,F15.5)') '#','radius_pit1=',radius_pit1
!write(fields,'(A1,A12,F15.5)') '#','radius_pit1=',radius_pit1
print *,'radius_pit1=',radius_pit1
read(infile,*) radius_pit2
if (radius_pit2<0.0) call err(2)
write(logfile,'(A1,A12,F15.5)') '#','radius_pit2=',radius_pit2
!write(outfile,'(A1,A12,F15.5)') '#','radius_pit2=',radius_pit2
!write(fields,'(A1,A12,F15.5)') '#','radius_pit2=',radius_pit2
print *,'radius_pit2=',radius_pit2
read(infile,*) pit_depth
if (pit_depth<0.0) call err(2)
write(logfile,'(A1,A12,F15.5)') '#','pit_depth=',pit_depth
!write(outfile,'(A1,A12,F15.5)') '#','pit_depth=',pit_depth
!write(fields,'(A1,A12,F15.5)') '#','pit_depth=',pit_depth
print *,'pit_depth=',pit_depth
read(infile,*) epsslab
if (epsslab<=0.0) call err(2)
write(logfile,'(A1,A12,F15.5)') '#','eps slab=',epsslab
!write(outfile,'(A1,A12,F15.5)') '#','eps slab=',epsslab
!write(fields,'(A1,A12,F15.5)') '#','eps slab=',epsslab
print *, 'Slab layer eps=',epsslab
read(infile,*) epsox
!if (dt<=0.0) call err(2)
write(logfile,'(A1,A12,F10.7,F10.7)') '#','epsox=',epsox
!write(outfile,'(A1,A12,F10.7,F10.7)') '#','epsox=',epsox
!write(fields,'(A1,A12,F10.7,F10.7)') '#','epsox=',epsox
print *,'oxide layer eps=',epsox
read(infile,*) epssub
!if (dt<=0.0) call err(2)
write(logfile,'(A1,A12,F10.7,F10.7)') '#','epssub=',epssub
!write(outfile,'(A1,A12,F10.7,F10.7)') '#','epssub=',epssub
!write(fields,'(A1,A12,F10.7,F10.7)') '#','epssub=',epssub
print *,'substrate epsilon=',epssub
read(infile,*) epsil_h1
if (epsil_h1<=0.0) call err(2)
write(logfile,'(A1,A12,F15.5)') '#','epsilon_h1=',epsil_h1
!write(outfile,'(A1,A12,F15.5)') '#','epsilon_h1=',epsil_h1
!write(fields,'(A1,A12,F15.5)') '#','epsilon_h1=',epsil_h1
print *, 'Cylinder 1 epsilon=',epsil_h1
read(infile,*) epsil_h2
if (epsil_h2<=0.0) call err(2)
write(logfile,'(A1,A12,F15.5)') '#','epsilon_h2=',epsil_h2
!write(outfile,'(A1,A12,F15.5)') '#','epsilon_h2=',epsil_h2
!write(fields,'(A1,A12,F15.5)') '#','epsilon_h2=',epsil_h2
print *,'Cylinder 2 epsilon=',epsil_h2
read(infile,*) epscoat
!if (epscoat<=0.0) call err(2)
write(logfile,'(A1,A12,F10.7,F10.7)') '#','epscoat=',epscoat
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write(outfile,'(A1,A12,F10.7,F10.7)') '#','epscoat=',epscoat
!write(fields,'(A1,A12,F10.7,F10.7)') '#','epscoat=',epscoat
print *,'coating epsilon=',epscoat
read(infile,*) akx
if (akx<0.0.or.akx>pi) call err(2)
write(logfile,'(A1,A12,F10.5)') '#','akx=',akx
!write(outfile,'(A1,A12,F10.5)') '#','akx=',akx
!write(fields,'(A1,A12,F10.5)') '#','akx=',akx
read(infile,*) aky
if (aky<0.0.or.aky>pi) call err(2)
write(logfile,'(A1,A12,F10.5)') '#','aky=',aky
!write(outfile,'(A1,A12,F10.5)') '#','aky=',aky
!write(fields,'(A1,A12,F10.5)') '#','aky=',aky
read(infile,*) akz
if (akz<0.0.or.akz>pi) call err(2)
write(logfile,'(A1,A12,F10.5)') '#','akz=',akz
!write(outfile,'(A1,A12,F10.5)') '#','akz=',akz
!write(fields,'(A1,A12,F10.5)') '#','akz=',akz
read(infile,*) ikmax
if (ikmax<0) call err(2)
write(logfile,'(A1,A12,I10)') '#','ikmax=',ikmax
!write(outfile,'(A1,A12,I10)') '#','ikmax=',ikmax
!write(fields,'(A1,A12,I10)') '#','ikmax=',ikmax
print *,'ikmax=',ikmax
read(infile,*) n_block
if (n_block<1) call err(2)
write(logfile,'(A1,A12,I10)') '#','n_block=',n_block
!write(outfile,'(A1,A12,I10)') '#','n_block=',n_block
!write(fields,'(A1,A12,I10)') '#','n_block=',n_block
print *,'n_block=',n_block
read(infile,*) block_size
if (block_size<1) call err(2)
write(logfile,'(A1,A12,I10)') '#','block_size=',block_size
!write(outfile,'(A1,A12,I10)') '#','block_size=',block_size
!write(fields,'(A1,A12,I10)') '#','block_size=',block_size
print *,'block_size=',block_size
itmax=n_block*block_size
write(logfile,'(A1,A12,I10)') '#','itmax=',itmax
!write(outfile,'(A1,A12,I10)') '#','itmax=',itmax
!write(fields,'(A1,A12,I10)') '#','itmax=',itmax
print *,'itmax=',itmax
read(infile,*) n_pts_store
if (n_pts_store<0) call err(2)
write(logfile,'(A1,A12,I10)') '#','n_pts_store=',n_pts_store
!write(outfile,'(A1,A12,I10)') '#','n_pts_store=',n_pts_store
!write(fields,'(A1,A12,I10)') '#','n_pts_store=',n_pts_store
print *,'n_pts_store=',n_pts_store
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read(infile,*) n_segment
if (n_segment<1) call err(2)
write(logfile,'(A1,A12,I10)') '#','n_segment=',n_segment
!write(outfile,'(A1,A12,I10)') '#','n_segment=',n_segment
!write(fields,'(A1,A12,I10)') '#','n_segment=',n_segment
read(infile,*) overlap
write(logfile,'(A1,A12,L5)') '#','overlap=',overlap
!write(outfile,'(A1,A12,L5)') '#','overlap=',overlap
!write(fields,'(A1,A12,L5)') '#','overlap=',overlap
if (overlap) then
fft_size=itmax/(n_segment+1)
else
fft_size=itmax/(2*n_segment)
endif
if (fft_size<1) call err(2)
nbits=bit_size(fft_size)
set_bits=0
i=0
do
if (i==nbits.or.set_bits>1) exit
if (btest(fft_size,i)) set_bits=set_bits+1
i=i+1
enddo
if (set_bits>1) call err(2)
read(infile,*) damping
write(logfile,'(A1,A12,F10.5)') '#','damping=',damping
!write(outfile,'(A1,A12,F10.5)') '#','damping=',damping
!write(fields,'(A1,A12,F10.5)') '#','damping=',damping
if (damping<0.0) call err(2)
return
end subroutine setparam
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------! Subroutine initfields
! Set up the initial values of the E & H fields
! Should be able to read fields in from a file
! or set them to some appropriate analytic form
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------subroutine initfields(g1,g2,g3,e,h,eps_hat,mu_hat,ix_cur,iy_cur,iz_cur,i_pol)
use interface3
use interface5
use matrices
use files
use parameters
use physconsts
implicit none
real,intent(in) :: g1(3),g2(3),g3(3)
complex,pointer :: e(:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: h(:,:,:,:)
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complex,pointer :: eps_hat(:,:,:,:,:),mu_hat(:,:,:,:,:)
integer,intent(in) :: ix_cur,iy_cur,iz_cur,i_pol
integer :: ix,iy,iz,jx,jy,jz,i
real :: G(3),k(3),v(3),k_plus_G(3)
complex :: vec(3),h0(3),expo
complex,pointer :: div(:,:,:)
real :: dtcq2
write(logfile,*) 'Initialize fields in initfields'
dtcq2=(dt*c0/Q0)**2
e=(0.0,0.0)
h=(0.0,0.0)
! Set up initial fields
! Initial fields following Chan, Yu and Ho's Order N paper
! Can be used for Band structure
v=(/1.0,1.0,1.0/)
! Loops over jx,jy,jz loop over the required reciprocal lattice vectors
do jz=-5,5
do jy=-5,5
do jx=-5,5
G=2.0*pi*(g1*(jx)/real(ixmax)+g2*(jy)/real(iymax)+g3*(jz)/real(izmax))
k=(akx/real(ixmax))*g1+(aky/real(iymax))*g2+(akz/real(izmax))*g3
k_plus_G=k+G
vec(1)=exp(ci*(k_plus_G(1)))-1.0
vec(2)=exp(ci*(k_plus_G(2)))-1.0
vec(3)=exp(ci*(k_plus_G(3)))-1.0
h0(1)=v(2)*vec(3)-v(3)*vec(2)
h0(2)=v(3)*vec(1)-v(1)*vec(3)
h0(3)=v(1)*vec(2)-v(2)*vec(1)
! h0(1)=0
! h0(3)=0
do iz=1,izmax
do iy=1,iymax
do ix=1,ixmax
expo=exp(ci*(k_plus_G(1)*ix+k_plus_G(2)*iy+k_plus_G(3)*iz))
do i=1,3
h(i,ix,iy,iz)=h(i,ix,iy,iz)+h0(i)*expo
enddo
enddo
enddo
enddo
enddo
enddo
enddo
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! Gaussian field profile
!!$do ix=1,ixmax+1
!!$do iy=1,iymax+1
!!$do iz=1,izmax+1
!!$ e(1,ix,iy,iz)=-dt*(0.0,1.0)*exp(-((ix-ixmax/2)**2)/0.0001) &
!!$& *exp(-((iy-iymax/2)**2)/0.0001) &
!!$& *exp(-((iz-izmax/2)**2)/0.0001)
!!$1 e(1,ix,iy,iz)=(1.0,0.0)*exp(-((iz-2)**2)/1.0)
!!$! h(1,ix,iy,iz)=(dt*c0/(Q(3)))*e(1,ix,iy,iz)
!!$enddo
!!$enddo
!!$enddo
! Delta funtion
! Needed for DOS, can be used for band structure
!!$if (i_pol<4) then
!!$ e(i_pol,ix_cur,iy_cur,iz_cur)=-dt*(0.0,1.0)*Q(i_pol)
!!$else
!!$ h(i_pol-3,ix_cur,iy_cur,iz_cur)=-dt*(0.0,1.0)*Q(i_pol-3)
!!$endif
! Initialise the boundaries
!!$call bc_xmax_metal(e,h)
!!$call bc_ymax_metal(e,h)
!!$call bc_zmax_metal(e,h)
!!$
!!$call bc_xmin_metal(e,h)
!!$call bc_ymin_metal(e,h)
!!$call bc_zmin_metal(e,h)
call bc_xmax_bloch(e,h)
!call bc_ymax_bloch(e,h)
!call bc_ymax_mirror_even(e,h)
call bc_ymax_metal(e,h)
call bc_zmax_bloch(e,h)
call bc_xmin_bloch(e,h)
!call bc_ymin_bloch(e,h)
!call bc_ymin_mirror_even(e,h)
call bc_ymin_metal(e,h)
call bc_zmin_bloch(e,h)
! Test that the fields are divergence free here?
!allocate(div(ixmax,iymax,izmax))
!call calc_div_B(h,mu_hat,div)
!write(logfile,*) 'Sum div B',sum(abs(div))
!if (maxval(abs(div))>10.0e+3*emach) call err(6)
!call calc_div_D(e,eps_hat,div)
!write(logfile,*) 'sum div D',sum(abs(div))
!if (maxval(abs(div))>10.0e+3*emach) call err(5)
!deallocate(div)
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return
end subroutine initfields
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------! Subroutine initfields_dos
! Set up the initial values of the E & H fields
! Should be able to read fields in from a file
! or set them to some appropriate analytic form
! Specifically tailored for the DOS calculation
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------subroutine initfields_dos(g1,g2,g3,e,h,eps_hat,mu_hat, &
&
ix_cur,iy_cur,iz_cur,i_pol)
use interface3
use interface5
use matrices
use files
use parameters
use physconsts
implicit none
real,intent(in) :: g1(3),g2(3),g3(3)
complex,pointer :: e(:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: h(:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: eps_hat(:,:,:,:,:),mu_hat(:,:,:,:,:)
integer,intent(in) :: ix_cur,iy_cur,iz_cur,i_pol
real :: G(3),k(3),v(3),k_plus_G(3)
complex,pointer :: div(:,:,:)
real :: dtcq2
write(logfile,*) 'Initialize fields in initfields_dos'
dtcq2=(dt*c0/Q0)**2
e=(0.0,0.0)
h=(0.0,0.0)
! Delta funtion
! Needed for DOS, can be used for band structure
if (i_pol<4) then
e(i_pol,ix_cur,iy_cur,iz_cur)=-dt*(0.0,1.0)*Q(i_pol)
else
h(i_pol-3,ix_cur,iy_cur,iz_cur)=-dt*(0.0,1.0)*Q(i_pol-3)
endif
! Initialise the boundaries
!!$call bc_xmax_metal(e,h)
!!$call bc_ymax_metal(e,h)
!!$call bc_zmax_metal(e,h)
!!$
!!$call bc_xmin_metal(e,h)
!!$call bc_ymin_metal(e,h)
!!$call bc_zmin_metal(e,h)
call bc_xmax_bloch(e,h)
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call bc_ymax_bloch(e,h)
call bc_zmax_bloch(e,h)
call bc_xmin_bloch(e,h)
call bc_ymin_bloch(e,h)
call bc_zmin_bloch(e,h)
! Test that the fields are divergence free here?
allocate(div(ixmax,iymax,izmax))
call calc_div_B(h,mu_hat,div)
write(logfile,*) 'Sum div B',sum(abs(div))
!if (maxval(abs(div))>10.0e+3*emach) call err(6)
call calc_div_D(e,eps_hat,div)
write(logfile,*) 'sum div D',sum(abs(div))
!if (maxval(abs(div))>10.0e+3*emach) call err(5)
deallocate(div)
return
end subroutine initfields_dos
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------! Subroutine defcell
! Define the eps, mu, sigma and sigma_m for our unit cell
! Either analytically or from a file
! Defines the dielectric cylinder for the test calculation
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------subroutine defcell(eps,mu,sigma,sigma_m,u1,u2,u3)
use files
use parameters
use physconsts
implicit none
complex,pointer :: eps(:,:,:),mu(:,:,:)
real,pointer :: sigma(:,:,:),sigma_m(:,:,:)
real :: u1(3),u2(3),u3(3)
complex :: epsset1,epsset2,eps_s,eps_h1,eps_h2
integer :: ix,iy,iz,i,j,l,m,isub,iatom
real :: asub,test,r(3),g(3,3),vol,xhalf,zhalf
real :: r1,r2,r3,r4,r5,atom(3,5)
write(logfile,*) 'Define unit cell'
g(1,1)=u1(1)*u1(1)+u1(2)*u1(2)+u1(3)*u1(3)
g(1,2)=u1(1)*u2(1)+u1(2)*u2(2)+u1(3)*u2(3)
g(1,3)=u1(1)*u3(1)+u1(2)*u3(2)+u1(3)*u3(3)
g(2,1)=u2(1)*u1(1)+u2(2)*u1(2)+u2(3)*u1(3)
g(2,2)=u2(1)*u2(1)+u2(2)*u2(2)+u2(3)*u2(3)
g(2,3)=u2(1)*u3(1)+u2(2)*u3(2)+u2(3)*u3(3)
g(3,1)=u3(1)*u1(1)+u3(2)*u1(2)+u3(3)*u1(3)
g(3,2)=u3(1)*u2(1)+u3(2)*u2(2)+u3(3)*u2(3)
g(3,3)=u3(1)*u3(1)+u3(2)*u3(2)+u3(3)*u3(3)
! Set up the default parameters for the unit cell
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! radius = ratio of the radius of cylinder to the unit cell
! eps_h1,h2 = dielectric constant for cylinder
! eps_s = dielectric constant for background medium
! epscoat = dielectric constant for coating material
! isub = number of sub-divisions in average over each lattice point
eps=(1.0,0.0)
mu=(1.0,0.0)
sigma=(0.0,0.0)
sigma_m=(0.0,0.0)
! Position the holes
atom(1,1)=0.0
atom(2,1)=0.0
atom(3,1)=0.0
atom(1,2)=1.0
atom(2,2)=0.0
atom(3,2)=0.0
atom(1,3)=0.0
atom(2,3)=0.0
atom(3,3)=1.0
atom(1,4)=1.0
atom(2,4)=0.0
atom(3,4)=1.0
atom(1,5)=0.5
atom(2,5)=0.0
atom(3,5)=0.5
! Setup air (top) and substrate (bottom) regions
do ix=1,ixmax
do iz=1,izmax
do iy=1,bclayer+substrate
eps(ix,iy,iz)=epssub
enddo
do iy=bclayer+substrate+oxide+slablayer+1,iymax
eps(ix,iy,iz)=(1.0,0.0)
enddo
enddo
enddo
! Setup oxide region
eps_s=cmplx(epsox)
eps_h1=cmplx(epsil_h1)
eps_h2=cmplx(epsil_h2)
r1=radius_pit1**2
r2=radius_pit2**2
isub=10
vol=0.0
!xhalf=float(ixmax)/2.0
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!zhalf=float(izmax)/2.0
do ix=1,ixmax
do iz=1,izmax
asub=1.0/float(isub)
test=0.0
epsset1=0.0
epsset2=0.0
do l=1,isub
do m=1,isub
do iatom=1,4
r(1)=Q(1)*((ix-1+(l-1)*asub)/float(ixmax)-atom(1,iatom))
r(2)=0.0
r(3)=Q(3)*((iz-1+(m-1)*asub)/float(izmax)-atom(3,iatom))
r3=0.0
do i=1,3
do j=1,3
r3=r3+(g(i,j)*r(i)*r(j))
enddo
enddo
if (r3.lt.r1) epsset1=epsset1+1.0
if (r3.lt.r1) test=test+1.0
enddo
r(1)=Q(1)*((ix-1+(l-1)*asub)/float(ixmax)-atom(1,5))
r(2)=0.0
r(3)=Q(3)*((iz-1+(m-1)*asub)/float(izmax)-atom(3,5))
r3=0.0
do i=1,3
do j=1,3
r3=r3+(g(i,j)*r(i)*r(j))
enddo
enddo
if (r3.lt.r2) epsset2=epsset2+1.0
if (r3.lt.r2) test=test+1.0
enddo
enddo
epsset1=epsset1/float(isub**2)
epsset2=epsset2/float(isub**2)
test=test/float(isub**2)
! Write the dielectric function Oxide region
! Bottom oxide with no pits
do iy=bclayer+substrate+1,bclayer+substrate+oxide-pit_depth
eps(ix,iy,iz)=epsox
enddo
! Oxide pit region
do iy=bclayer+substrate+oxide-pit_depth+1,bclayer+substrate+oxide
eps(ix,iy,iz)=epsset1*eps_h1+epsset2*eps_h2+(1.0-epsset1-epsset2)*eps_s
enddo
vol=vol+test
enddo
enddo
! Setup Slab region
eps_s=cmplx(epsslab)
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eps_h1=cmplx(epsil_h1)
eps_h2=cmplx(epsil_h2)
r1=radius1**2
r2=radius2**2
r4=coat_radius1**2
r5=coat_radius2**2
isub=10
vol=0.0
!xhalf=float(ixmax)/2.0
!zhalf=float(izmax)/2.0
do ix=1,ixmax
do iz=1,izmax
asub=1.0/float(isub)
test=0.0
epsset1=0.0
epsset2=0.0
do l=1,isub
do m=1,isub
do iatom=1,4
r(1)=Q(1)*((ix-1+(l-1)*asub)/float(ixmax)-atom(1,iatom))
r(2)=0.0
r(3)=Q(3)*((iz-1+(m-1)*asub)/float(izmax)-atom(3,iatom))
r3=0.0
do i=1,3
do j=1,3
r3=r3+(g(i,j)*r(i)*r(j))
enddo
enddo
if (r3.lt.r1) epsset1=epsset1+1.0
if (r3.lt.r1) test=test+1.0
enddo
r(1)=Q(1)*((ix-1+(l-1)*asub)/float(ixmax)-atom(1,5))
r(2)=0.0
r(3)=Q(3)*((iz-1+(m-1)*asub)/float(izmax)-atom(3,5))
r3=0.0
do i=1,3
do j=1,3
r3=r3+(g(i,j)*r(i)*r(j))
enddo
enddo
if (r3.lt.r2) epsset2=epsset2+1.0
if (r3.lt.r2) test=test+1.0
enddo
enddo
epsset1=epsset1/float(isub**2)
epsset2=epsset2/float(isub**2)
test=test/float(isub**2)
! Write the dielectric function slab region
do iy=bclayer+substrate+oxide+1,bclayer+substrate+oxide+slablayer
eps(ix,iy,iz)=epsset1*eps_h1+epsset2*eps_h2+(1.0-epsset1-epsset2)*eps_s
enddo
! Top coating only
do iy=bclayer+substrate+oxide+slablayer+1,bclayer+substrate+oxide+slablayer+tcoat
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eps(ix,iy,iz)=epsset1*eps_h1+epsset2*eps_h2+(1.0-epsset1-epsset2)*epscoat
enddo
vol=vol+test
enddo
enddo
vol=0.0
!xhalf=float(ixmax)/2.0
!zhalf=float(izmax)/2.0
do ix=1,ixmax
do iz=1,izmax
asub=1.0/float(isub)
test=0.0
epsset1=0.0
epsset2=0.0
do l=1,isub
do m=1,isub
do iatom=1,4
r(1)=Q(1)*((ix-1+(l-1)*asub)/float(ixmax)-atom(1,iatom))
r(2)=0.0
r(3)=Q(3)*((iz-1+(m-1)*asub)/float(izmax)-atom(3,iatom))
r3=0.0
do i=1,3
do j=1,3
r3=r3+(g(i,j)*r(i)*r(j))
enddo
enddo
if (r3.lt.r1) epsset1=epsset1+1.0
if (r3.lt.r1) test=test+1.0
enddo
r(1)=Q(1)*((ix-1+(l-1)*asub)/float(ixmax)-atom(1,5))
r(2)=0.0
r(3)=Q(3)*((iz-1+(m-1)*asub)/float(izmax)-atom(3,5))
r3=0.0
do i=1,3
do j=1,3
r3=r3+(g(i,j)*r(i)*r(j))
enddo
enddo
if (r3.lt.r2) epsset2=epsset2+1.0
if (r3.lt.r2) test=test+1.0
enddo
enddo
epsset1=epsset1/float(isub**2)
epsset2=epsset2/float(isub**2)
test=test/float(isub**2)
! Filled in Hole
do iy=bclayer+substrate+oxide+1,bclayer+substrate+oxide+slablayer
eps(ix,iy,iz)=epsset1*epscoat+epsset2*epscoat+(1.0-epsset1-epsset2)*eps_s
enddo
do iy=bclayer+substrate+oxide+slablayer+1,bclayer+substrate+oxide+slablayer+tcoat
eps(ix,iy,iz)=epsset1*epscoat+epsset2*epscoat+(1.0-epsset1-epsset2)*epscoat
enddo
vol=vol+test
enddo
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enddo
vol=0.0
!xhalf=float(ixmax)/2.0
!zhalf=float(izmax)/2.0
do ix=1,ixmax
do iz=1,izmax
asub=1.0/float(isub)
test=0.0
epsset1=0.0
epsset2=0.0
do l=1,isub
do m=1,isub
do iatom=1,4
r(1)=Q(1)*((ix-1+(l-1)*asub)/float(ixmax)-atom(1,iatom))
r(2)=0.0
r(3)=Q(3)*((iz-1+(m-1)*asub)/float(izmax)-atom(3,iatom))
r3=0.0
do i=1,3
do j=1,3
r3=r3+(g(i,j)*r(i)*r(j))
enddo
enddo
if (r3.lt.r4) epsset1=epsset1+1.0
if (r3.lt.r4) test=test+1.0
enddo
r(1)=Q(1)*((ix-1+(l-1)*asub)/float(ixmax)-atom(1,5))
r(2)=0.0
r(3)=Q(3)*((iz-1+(m-1)*asub)/float(izmax)-atom(3,5))
r3=0.0
do i=1,3
do j=1,3
r3=r3+(g(i,j)*r(i)*r(j))
enddo
enddo
if (r3.lt.r5) epsset2=epsset2+1.0
if (r3.lt.r5) test=test+1.0
enddo
enddo
epsset1=epsset1/float(isub**2)
epsset2=epsset2/float(isub**2)
test=test/float(isub**2)
! Partially filled in Hole
do iy=bclayer+substrate+oxide+tcoat+1,bclayer+substrate+oxide+slablayer+tcoat
if ((real(epsset1).gt.0).or.(real(epsset2).gt.0)) then
eps(ix,iy,iz)=epsset1*eps_h1+epsset2*eps_h2+(1.0-epsset1-epsset2)*epscoat
vol=vol+test
endif
enddo
enddo
enddo
write(logfile,*) vol/(ixmax*izmax),2*pi*((radius1+radius2)/2)**2/sqrt(3.0)
do ix=1,ixmax
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do iz=1,izmax
write(fields,*) (real(eps(ix,iy,iz)), iy=bclayer+1,iymax-bclayer)
enddo
enddo
print *,'Data dimensions',ixmax, 'x', izmax, 'x', iymax-2*bclayer
write(logfile,*) 'Data dimensions',ixmax, 'x', izmax, 'x', iymax-2*bclayer
return
end subroutine defcell
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------! Subroutine init_store_pts_band
! Initialize the random points for storing the fields for the FFT
! For the band structure store fields at random set of points
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------subroutine init_store_pts_band(store_pts,ix_cur,iy_cur,iz_cur,i_pol)
use files
use parameters
implicit none
integer,pointer :: store_pts(:,:)
integer,intent(in) :: ix_cur,iy_cur,iz_cur,i_pol
integer :: i,j
real :: x
write(logfile,*) 'Initialize store_pts in init_store_pts_band'
do i=1,n_pts_store
call random_number(x)
store_pts(i,1)=floor(3.0*x+4.0)
call random_number(x)
store_pts(i,2)=floor(ixmax*x+1.0)
call random_number(x)
store_pts(i,3)=floor(slablayer*x+1.0+bclayer+substrate+oxide)
if (store_pts(i,3)>(bclayer+substrate+oxide+slablayer)) call err(8)
! store_pts(i,3)=2*iymax-store_pts(i,3)+1
call random_number(x)
store_pts(i,4)=floor(izmax*x+1.0)
if (store_pts(i,1)<1.or.store_pts(i,1)>6
&
& .or.store_pts(i,2)<1.or.store_pts(i,2)>ixmax &
& .or.store_pts(i,3)<=bclayer.or.store_pts(i,3)>iymax &
& .or.store_pts(i,4)<1.or.store_pts(i,4)>izmax) call err(8)
write(logfile,*) 'store point #', i, (store_pts(i,j), j=1,4)
enddo
return
end subroutine init_store_pts_band
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------! Subroutine init_store_pts_dos
! Initialize the random points for storing the fields for the FFT
! For the Green's function store the fields at r' (for G(w,r,r'))
! For the DOS r=r'=(ix_cur,iy_cur,iz_cur)
! -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
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subroutine init_store_pts_dos(store_pts,ix_cur,iy_cur,iz_cur,i_pol)
use files
implicit none
integer,pointer :: store_pts(:,:)
integer,intent(in) :: ix_cur,iy_cur,iz_cur,i_pol
write(logfile,*) 'Initialize store_pts in init_store_pts_dos'
store_pts=1
store_pts(1,1)=i_pol
store_pts(1,2)=ix_cur
store_pts(1,3)=iy_cur
store_pts(1,4)=iz_cur
return
end subroutine init_store_pts_dos
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------! Subroutine postproc_band
! Post-process the stored time dependent fields to extract the bands at
! that k-point
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------subroutine postproc_band(fft_data,spectrum,iki,b_cnt)
use files
use physconsts
use parameters
use interface4
implicit none
complex,pointer :: fft_data(:,:)
real,pointer :: spectrum(:)
integer :: i,iki,b_cnt
real :: tmp
! Extra variables
!integer :: j
!real :: tempdata(20)
write(logfile,*) 'Postprocessing in postproc_band'
! Call FFT routine to calculate the power spectrum
! For the Band Structure
!j=1
spectrum=0
call power_spec(fft_data,spectrum)
if (ikmax==1) then
! Write out the spectrum
do i=1,fft_size
write(outfile,*) i,(spectrum(i))
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enddo
else
! Write out the Band structure
do i=1,fft_size
tmp=((i/(dt*2.0*fft_size))*(Q(1)*ixmax)/c0)
if (tmp <= 0.8) then
write(outfile,*) akx,akz,b_cnt,tmp,spectrum(i)
endif
enddo
! do i=2,fft_size-1
! if (spectrum(i)-spectrum(i-1)>1.0e-7.and.&
!&
spectrum(i+1)-spectrum(i)<-1.0e-7.and.&
!&
(i/(dt*2.0*fft_size))*(Q(1)*ixmax)/c0<1.2.and.&
!&
j<=20) then
! ! Write out frequencies in dimensionless units
! tempdata(j)=(i/(dt*2.0*fft_size))*(Q(1)*ixmax)/c0
! j=j+1
! endif
! enddo
! Default
! write(outfile,*) akx, &
!&
(i/(dt*2.0*fft_size))*(Q(1)*ixmax)/c0
!
!
if (iki==0) then
!
! Gamma - M for the triangular lattice
!
write(outfile,*) akx, &
!&
(i/(dt*2.0*fft_size))*(Q(1)*ixmax)/c0
!
elseif (iki==1) then
!
! M - K for the triangular lattice
!
write(outfile,*) pi-(3.0/4.0)*akz, &
!&
(i/(dt*2.0*fft_size))*(Q(1)*ixmax)/c0
!
else
!
! Gamma - K for the triangular lattice
!
write(outfile,*) (3.0/2.0+2.0/sqrt(3.0))*pi+sqrt(3.0)*akx, &
!&
(i/(dt*2.0*fft_size))*(Q(1)*ixmax)/c0
!
endif
!
! Write out frequencies in electron volts
! write(outfile,*) akx,(27.2*2.0*pi*i/(dt*2*fft_size))
!
! endif
! enddo
! write(outfile,*) akx,akz,tempdata
endif
return
end subroutine postproc_band
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! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------! Subroutine postproc_dos
! Post-process the stored time dependent fields to calculate contribution
! to the density of states
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------subroutine postproc_dos(fft_data,spectrum)
use files
use physconsts
use parameters
use interface6
implicit none
complex,pointer :: fft_data(:,:)
real,pointer :: spectrum(:)
integer :: i
complex :: ave
write(logfile,*) 'Postprocessing in postproc_dos'
! Eliminate zero frequency part.
ave=sum(fft_data(1,:))/itmax
do i=1,itmax
fft_data(1,i)=(fft_data(1,i)-ave)*exp(-(i-1)*damping)
enddo
! Call FFT routine to calculate the power spectrum
! For the DOS
call FFT(fft_data,1)
do i=1,fft_size
spectrum(i)=spectrum(i)-aimag(fft_data(1,i))/pi
enddo
return
end subroutine postproc_dos
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------! Subroutine finalproc_dos
! Final post-process step to write out the complete density of states
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------subroutine finalproc_dos(spectrum)
use files
use physconsts
use parameters
implicit none
real,pointer :: spectrum(:)
integer :: i
write(logfile,*) 'Final procoessing in finalproc_dos'
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do i=1,fft_size
! Write out frequencies in dimensionless units
write(outfile,*) (i/(dt*2.0*fft_size))*(Q(1)*ixmax)/c0,spectrum(i)
! Write out frequencies in electron volts
! write(outfile,*) (27.2*2.0*pi*i/(dt*2*fft_size)),spectrum(i)
enddo
write(logfile,*) 'Sum of DOS', sum(spectrum)
return
end subroutine finalproc_dos
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------! Subroutine defmetric
! Define the metric and various other factors needed for
! generalised co-ordinate systems
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------subroutine defmetric(u1,u2,u3,g1,g2,g3,g,omega)
use parameters
use matrices
use files
implicit none
real,intent(in) :: u1(3),u2(3),u3(3)
real,intent(out) :: g1(3),g2(3),g3(3)
real,intent(out) :: g(3,3),omega
real :: tmp(3)
write(logfile,*) 'Define the metric'
! g is the metric. (g**-1)ij = ui.uj
! ui's are the real space lattice vectors while
! the gi's are the reciprocal lattice vectors
! (apart from the 2*pi/Qi factor!)
! omega=|u1.u2xu3|
tmp=cross_prod(u2,u3)
omega=dot_product(u1,tmp)
! Define the reciprocal vectors
g1=tmp/omega
g2=cross_prod(u3,u1)/omega
g3=cross_prod(u1,u2)/omega
! Define the metric g
g(1,1)=dot_product(g1,g1)
g(1,2)=dot_product(g1,g2)
g(1,3)=dot_product(g1,g3)
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g(2,1)=dot_product(g2,g1)
g(2,2)=dot_product(g2,g2)
g(2,3)=dot_product(g2,g3)
g(3,1)=dot_product(g3,g1)
g(3,2)=dot_product(g3,g2)
g(3,3)=dot_product(g3,g3)
! Q0 is scale factor equal to a typical length
Q0=Q(1)
return
end subroutine defmetric
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------! Subroutine renorm
! Sets up eps_hat, mu_hat, eps_inv, mu_inv, sigma and sigma_m
! based on the metric for our co-ordinate system
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------subroutine renorm(eps,mu,sigma,sigma_m,eps_inv,mu_inv,eps_hat,mu_hat,g, &
&
omega)
use matrices
use parameters
use physconsts
use files
implicit none
complex,pointer :: eps(:,:,:),mu(:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: eps_inv(:,:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: mu_inv(:,:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: eps_hat(:,:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: mu_hat(:,:,:,:,:)
real,pointer :: sigma(:,:,:),sigma_m(:,:,:)
real,intent(in) :: g(3,3),omega
complex, dimension(3,3) :: eps_tmp,mu_tmp
integer :: i,j,ix,iy,iz
logical :: fail
write(logfile,*) 'Define eps_inv, mu_inv for general co-ordinates'
do ix=1,ixmax
do iy=1,iymax
do iz=1,izmax
! Define effective eps & mu for the generalised co-ordinates
do i=1,3
do j=1,3
eps_tmp(i,j)=eps(ix,iy,iz)*g(i,j)*omega*Q(1)*Q(2)*Q(3)/(Q(i)*Q(j)*Q0)
mu_tmp(i,j)=mu(ix,iy,iz)*g(i,j)*omega*Q(1)*Q(2)*Q(3)/(Q(i)*Q(j)*Q0)
enddo
enddo
! Invert effective eps & mu
eps_inv(1:3,1:3,ix,iy,iz)=matinv3(eps_tmp,emach,fail)
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if (fail) call err(3)
mu_inv(1:3,1:3,ix,iy,iz)=matinv3(mu_tmp,emach,fail)
if (fail) call err(3)
! Store the non-inverted eps & mu (used in calculating the div's)
eps_hat(1:3,1:3,ix,iy,iz)=eps_tmp
mu_hat(1:3,1:3,ix,iy,iz)=mu_tmp
! Define the effective condutivity
sigma(ix,iy,iz)=sigma(ix,iy,iz)*dt/(eps0*eps(ix,iy,iz))
sigma_m(ix,iy,iz)=sigma_m(ix,iy,iz)*dt/(mu0*mu(ix,iy,iz))
enddo
enddo
enddo
return
end subroutine renorm
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------! Subroutine bc_xmin_bloch
! Set the boundary conditions at ix=1
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------subroutine bc_xmin_bloch(e,h)
use physconsts
use parameters
implicit none
complex,pointer :: e(:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: h(:,:,:,:)
integer :: iy,iz,i
complex :: fxm1
! Set the Bloch phase shift
fxm1=exp(-ci*akx)
! Loop over the surface at ix=1
do iy=1,iymax
do iz=1,izmax
do i=1,3
e(i,0,iy,iz)=fxm1*e(i,ixmax,iy,iz)
h(i,0,iy,iz)=fxm1*h(i,ixmax,iy,iz)
enddo
enddo
enddo
return
end subroutine bc_xmin_bloch
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------! Subroutine bc_xmax_bloch
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! Set the boundary conditions at ix=ixmax
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------subroutine bc_xmax_bloch(e,h)
use physconsts
use parameters
implicit none
complex,pointer :: e(:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: h(:,:,:,:)
integer :: iy,iz,i
complex :: fxp1
! Set the Bloch phase shift
fxp1=exp(ci*akx)
! Loop over the surface at ix=ixmax
do iy=1,iymax
do iz=1,izmax
do i=1,3
e(i,ixmax+1,iy,iz)=fxp1*e(i,1,iy,iz)
h(i,ixmax+1,iy,iz)=fxp1*h(i,1,iy,iz)
enddo
enddo
enddo
return
end subroutine bc_xmax_bloch
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------! Subroutine bc_ymin_bloch
! Set the boundary conditions at iy=1
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------subroutine bc_ymin_bloch(e,h)
use physconsts
use parameters
implicit none
complex,pointer :: e(:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: h(:,:,:,:)
integer :: ix,iz,i
complex :: fym1
! Set the Bloch phase shift
fym1=exp(-ci*aky)
! Loop over the surface at iy=1
do ix=1,ixmax
do iz=1,izmax
do i=1,3
e(i,ix,0,iz)=fym1*e(i,ix,iymax,iz)
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h(i,ix,0,iz)=fym1*h(i,ix,iymax,iz)
enddo
enddo
enddo
return
end subroutine bc_ymin_bloch
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------! Subroutine bc_ymin_mirror_even
! Set the mirror plane at iy=1
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------subroutine bc_ymin_mirror_even(e,h)
use physconsts
use parameters
implicit none
complex,pointer :: e(:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: h(:,:,:,:)
integer :: ix,iz,i,iy
complex :: fym1
! Set the Bloch phase shift
fym1=exp(-ci*aky)
! Loop over the surface at iy=1
do ix=1,ixmax
do iz=1,izmax
e(1,ix,0,iz)=fym1*e(1,ix,1,iz)
h(2,ix,0,iz)=fym1*h(2,ix,1,iz)
e(3,ix,0,iz)=fym1*e(3,ix,1,iz)
h(1,ix,0,iz)=(0.0,0.0)
e(2,ix,0,iz)=(0.0,0.0)
h(3,ix,0,iz)=(0.0,0.0)
enddo
enddo
return
end subroutine bc_ymin_mirror_even
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------! Subroutine bc_ymax_bloch
! Set the boundary conditions at iy=iymax
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------subroutine bc_ymax_bloch(e,h)
use physconsts
use parameters
implicit none
complex,pointer :: e(:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: h(:,:,:,:)
integer :: ix,iz,i
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complex :: fyp1
! Set the Bloch phase shift
fyp1=exp(ci*aky)
! Loop over the surface at iy=iymax
do ix=1,ixmax
do iz=1,izmax
do i=1,3
e(i,ix,iymax+1,iz)=fyp1*e(i,ix,1,iz)
h(i,ix,iymax+1,iz)=fyp1*h(i,ix,1,iz)
enddo
enddo
enddo
return
end subroutine bc_ymax_bloch
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------! Subroutine bc_ymax_mirror_even
! Set the boundary conditions at iy=iymax
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------subroutine bc_ymax_mirror_even(e,h)
use physconsts
use parameters
implicit none
complex,pointer :: e(:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: h(:,:,:,:)
integer :: ix,iz,i,iy
!complex :: fyp1
! Set the Bloch phase shift
!fyp1=exp(ci*aky)
! Loop over the surface at iy=iymax
do ix=1,ixmax
do iz=1,izmax
e(1,ix,iymax+1,iz)=e(1,ix,iymax,iz)
h(2,ix,iymax+1,iz)=h(2,ix,iymax,iz)
e(3,ix,iymax+1,iz)=e(3,ix,iymax,iz)
h(1,ix,iymax+1,iz)=-h(1,ix,iymax-1,iz)
e(2,ix,iymax+1,iz)=-e(2,ix,iymax-1,iz)
h(3,ix,iymax+1,iz)=-h(3,ix,iymax-1,iz)
enddo
enddo
return
end subroutine bc_ymax_mirror_even
! -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
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! Subroutine bc_zmin_bloch
! Set the boundary conditions at iz=1
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------subroutine bc_zmin_bloch(e,h)
use physconsts
use parameters
implicit none
complex,pointer :: e(:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: h(:,:,:,:)
integer :: ix,iy,i
complex :: fzm1
! Set the Bloch phase shift
fzm1=exp(-ci*akz)
! Loop over the surface at iz=1
do ix=1,ixmax
do iy=1,iymax
do i=1,3
e(i,ix,iy,0)=fzm1*e(i,ix,iy,izmax)
h(i,ix,iy,0)=fzm1*h(i,ix,iy,izmax)
enddo
enddo
enddo
return
end subroutine bc_zmin_bloch
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------! Subroutine bc_zmax_bloch
! Set the boundary conditions at iz=izmax
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------subroutine bc_zmax_bloch(e,h)
use physconsts
use parameters
implicit none
complex,pointer :: e(:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: h(:,:,:,:)
integer :: ix,iy,i
complex :: fzp1
! Set the Bloch phase shift
fzp1=exp(ci*akz)
! Loop over the surface at iz=izmax
do ix=1,ixmax
do iy=1,iymax
do i=1,3
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e(i,ix,iy,izmax+1)=fzp1*e(i,ix,iy,1)
h(i,ix,iy,izmax+1)=fzp1*h(i,ix,iy,1)
enddo
enddo
enddo
return
end subroutine bc_zmax_bloch
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------! Subroutine bc_xmin_metal
! Set the boundary conditions at ix=1
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------subroutine bc_xmin_metal(e,h)
use parameters
implicit none
complex,pointer :: e(:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: h(:,:,:,:)
integer :: iy,iz,i
! Loop over the surface at ix=1
do iy=1,iymax
do iz=1,izmax
do i=1,3
e(i,0,iy,iz)=(0.0,0.0)
h(i,0,iy,iz)=(0.0,0.0)
enddo
enddo
enddo
return
end subroutine bc_xmin_metal
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------! Subroutine bc_xmax_metal
! Set the boundary conditions at ix=ixmax
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------subroutine bc_xmax_metal(e,h)
use parameters
implicit none
complex,pointer :: e(:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: h(:,:,:,:)
integer :: iy,iz,i
! Loop over the surface at ix=ixmax
do iy=1,iymax
do iz=1,izmax
do i=1,3
e(i,ixmax+1,iy,iz)=(0.0,0.0)
h(i,ixmax+1,iy,iz)=(0.0,0.0)
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enddo
enddo
enddo
return
end subroutine bc_xmax_metal
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------! Subroutine bc_ymin_metal
! Set the boundary conditions at iy=1
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------subroutine bc_ymin_metal(e,h)
use parameters
implicit none
complex,pointer :: e(:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: h(:,:,:,:)
integer :: ix,iz,i
! Loop over the surface at iy=1
do ix=1,ixmax
do iz=1,izmax
do i=1,3
e(i,ix,0,iz)=(0.0,0.0)
h(i,ix,0,iz)=(0.0,0.0)
enddo
enddo
enddo
return
end subroutine bc_ymin_metal
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------! Subroutine bc_ymax_metal
! Set the boundary conditions at iy=iymax
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------subroutine bc_ymax_metal(e,h)
use parameters
implicit none
complex,pointer :: e(:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: h(:,:,:,:)
integer :: ix,iz,i
! Loop over the surface at iy=iymax
do ix=1,ixmax
do iz=1,izmax
do i=1,3
e(i,ix,iymax+1,iz)=(0.0,0.0)
h(i,ix,iymax+1,iz)=(0.0,0.0)
enddo
enddo
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enddo
return
end subroutine bc_ymax_metal
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------! Subroutine bc_zmin_metal
! Set the boundary conditions at iz=1
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------subroutine bc_zmin_metal(e,h)
use parameters
implicit none
complex,pointer :: e(:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: h(:,:,:,:)
integer :: ix,iy,i
! Loop over the surface at iz=1
do ix=1,ixmax
do iy=1,iymax
do i=1,3
e(i,ix,iy,0)=(0.0,0.0)
h(i,ix,iy,0)=(0.0,0.0)
enddo
enddo
enddo
return
end subroutine bc_zmin_metal
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------! Subroutine bc_zmax_metal
! Set the boundary conditions at iz=izmax
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------subroutine bc_zmax_metal(e,h)
use parameters
implicit none
complex,pointer :: e(:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: h(:,:,:,:)
integer :: ix,iy,i
! Loop over the surface at iz=izmax
do ix=1,ixmax
do iy=1,iymax
do i=1,3
e(i,ix,iy,izmax+1)=(0.0,0.0)
h(i,ix,iy,izmax+1)=(0.0,0.0)
enddo
enddo
enddo
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return
end subroutine bc_zmax_metal
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------! Subroutine PML_e
! Update for the Berenger type PML
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------subroutine PML_e(e_cur,e_prev,h_prev,intcurlh,wy,eps_inv)
use parameters
implicit none
complex,pointer :: e_cur(:,:,:,:),e_prev(:,:,:,:),h_prev(:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: intcurlh(:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: eps_inv(:,:,:,:,:)
real,intent(in) :: wy(:)
integer :: ix,iy,iz
complex :: curl(3)
! Update equations for the Berenger type PML
! Update the face at iy=1
do iy=1,bclayer
do iz=1,izmax
do ix=1,ixmax
! Define Curl H
&
&
&

curl(1)=h_prev(3,ix,iy,iz)-h_prev(3,ix,iy-1,iz) &
-h_prev(2,ix,iy,iz)+h_prev(2,ix,iy,iz-1)
curl(2)=h_prev(1,ix,iy,iz)-h_prev(1,ix,iy,iz-1) &
-h_prev(3,ix,iy,iz)+h_prev(3,ix-1,iy,iz)
curl(3)=h_prev(2,ix,iy,iz)-h_prev(2,ix-1,iy,iz) &
-h_prev(1,ix,iy,iz)+h_prev(1,ix,iy-1,iz)

! Update integral of z-component of curl H
intcurlh(ix,iy,iz)=intcurlh(ix,iy,iz)+curl(2)
! Integrate fields in time
&

e_cur(1,ix,iy,iz)=(e_prev(1,ix,iy,iz)
&
+curl(1)*eps_inv(1,1,ix,iy,iz)+curl(3)*eps_inv(1,3,ix,iy,iz))/(1.0+wy(iy)*dt)

&

e_cur(3,ix,iy,iz)=(e_prev(3,ix,iy,iz)
&
+curl(3)*eps_inv(3,3,ix,iy,iz)+curl(1)*eps_inv(3,1,ix,iy,iz))/(1.0+wy(iy)*dt)

&

e_cur(2,ix,iy,iz)=e_prev(2,ix,iy,iz)
&
+(curl(2)+wy(iy)*dt*intcurlh(ix,iy,iz))*eps_inv(2,2,ix,iy,iz)

enddo
enddo
enddo
! Update the face at iy=iymax
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do iy=iymax-bclayer,iymax
do iz=1,izmax
do ix=1,ixmax
! Define Curl H
&
&
&

curl(1)=h_prev(3,ix,iy,iz)-h_prev(3,ix,iy-1,iz) &
-h_prev(2,ix,iy,iz)+h_prev(2,ix,iy,iz-1)
curl(2)=h_prev(1,ix,iy,iz)-h_prev(1,ix,iy,iz-1) &
-h_prev(3,ix,iy,iz)+h_prev(3,ix-1,iy,iz)
curl(3)=h_prev(2,ix,iy,iz)-h_prev(2,ix-1,iy,iz) &
-h_prev(1,ix,iy,iz)+h_prev(1,ix,iy-1,iz)

! Update integral of z-component of curl H
intcurlh(ix,iy,iz)=intcurlh(ix,iy,iz)+curl(2)
! Integrate fields in time
&

e_cur(1,ix,iy,iz)=(e_prev(1,ix,iy,iz)
&
+curl(1)*eps_inv(1,1,ix,iy,iz)+curl(3)*eps_inv(1,3,ix,iy,iz))/(1.0+wy(iy)*dt)

&

e_cur(3,ix,iy,iz)=(e_prev(3,ix,iy,iz)
&
+curl(3)*eps_inv(3,3,ix,iy,iz)+curl(1)*eps_inv(3,1,ix,iy,iz))/(1.0+wy(iy)*dt)

&

e_cur(2,ix,iy,iz)=e_prev(2,ix,iy,iz)
&
+(curl(2)+wy(iy)*dt*intcurlh(ix,iy,iz))*eps_inv(2,2,ix,iy,iz)

enddo
enddo
enddo
return
end subroutine PML_e
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------! Subroutine PML_h
! Update for the Berenger type PML
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------subroutine PML_h(e_cur,h_cur,h_prev,intcurle,wy,mu_inv)
use parameters
use physconsts
implicit none
complex,pointer :: e_cur(:,:,:,:),h_cur(:,:,:,:),h_prev(:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: intcurle(:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: mu_inv(:,:,:,:,:)
real,intent(in) :: wy(:)
integer :: ix,iy,iz
real :: dtcq2
complex :: curl(3)
dtcq2=(dt*c0/Q0)**2
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! Update equations for the Berenger type PML
! Update the face at iy=1
do iy=1,bclayer
do iz=1,izmax
do ix=1,ixmax
! Define Curl E
&
&
&

curl(1)=e_cur(3,ix,iy+1,iz)-e_cur(3,ix,iy,iz) &
-e_cur(2,ix,iy,iz+1)+e_cur(2,ix,iy,iz)
curl(2)=e_cur(1,ix,iy,iz+1)-e_cur(1,ix,iy,iz) &
-e_cur(3,ix+1,iy,iz)+e_cur(3,ix,iy,iz)
curl(3)=e_cur(2,ix+1,iy,iz)-e_cur(2,ix,iy,iz) &
-e_cur(1,ix,iy+1,iz)+e_cur(1,ix,iy,iz)

! Update the integral of z-component of curl E
intcurle(ix,iy,iz)=intcurle(ix,iy,iz)+curl(2)
! Integrate the fields in time
&

h_cur(1,ix,iy,iz)=1.0/(1.0+wy(iy)*dt)* &
(h_prev(1,ix,iy,iz)-dtcq2*curl(1)*mu_inv(1,1,ix,iy,iz)-dtcq2*curl(3)*mu_inv(1,3,ix,iy,iz))

&

h_cur(3,ix,iy,iz)=1.0/(1.0+wy(iy)*dt)* &
(h_prev(3,ix,iy,iz)-dtcq2*curl(3)*mu_inv(3,3,ix,iy,iz)-dtcq2*curl(1)*mu_inv(3,1,ix,iy,iz))

&

h_cur(2,ix,iy,iz)=h_prev(2,ix,iy,iz)-dtcq2*
&
(curl(2)+wy(iy)*dt*intcurle(ix,iy,iz))*mu_inv(2,2,ix,iy,iz)

enddo
enddo
enddo
! Update the face at iy=iymax
do iy=iymax-bclayer,iymax
do iz=1,izmax
do ix=1,ixmax
! Define Curl E
&
&
&

curl(1)=e_cur(3,ix,iy+1,iz)-e_cur(3,ix,iy,iz) &
-e_cur(2,ix,iy,iz+1)+e_cur(2,ix,iy,iz)
curl(2)=e_cur(1,ix,iy,iz+1)-e_cur(1,ix,iy,iz) &
-e_cur(3,ix+1,iy,iz)+e_cur(3,ix,iy,iz)
curl(3)=e_cur(2,ix+1,iy,iz)-e_cur(2,ix,iy,iz) &
-e_cur(1,ix,iy+1,iz)+e_cur(1,ix,iy,iz)

! Update the integral of z-component of curl E
intcurle(ix,iy,iz)=intcurle(ix,iy,iz)+curl(2)
! Integrate the fields in time
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&

h_cur(1,ix,iy,iz)=1.0/(1.0+wy(iy)*dt)* &
(h_prev(1,ix,iy,iz)-dtcq2*curl(1)*mu_inv(1,1,ix,iy,iz)-dtcq2*curl(3)*mu_inv(1,3,ix,iy,iz))

&

h_cur(3,ix,iy,iz)=1.0/(1.0+wy(iy)*dt)* &
(h_prev(3,ix,iy,iz)-dtcq2*curl(3)*mu_inv(3,3,ix,iy,iz)-dtcq2*curl(1)*mu_inv(3,1,ix,iy,iz))

&

h_cur(2,ix,iy,iz)=h_prev(2,ix,iy,iz)-dtcq2*
&
(curl(2)+wy(iy)*dt*intcurle(ix,iy,iz))*mu_inv(2,2,ix,iy,iz)

enddo
enddo
enddo
return
end subroutine PML_h
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------! Subroutine calc_div_D
! Calculates the divergence of D integrated over each mesh cell
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------subroutine calc_div_D(e,eps_hat,div_D)
use parameters
use files
implicit none
complex,pointer :: e(:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: eps_hat(:,:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: div_D(:,:,:)
integer :: ix,iy,iz,ixm1,iym1,izm1,i
write(logfile,*) 'Calculate div D'
! We actually calculate (div D)/Q0 here
div_D=0.0
do iz=1,izmax
do iy=1,iymax
do ix=1,ixmax
! Boundary conditions for eps. Assumes periodic but this will also
! work for metal BC's as the field will be zero anyway.
ixm1=ix-1
iym1=iy-1
izm1=iz-1
if (ix==1) ixm1=ixmax
if (iy==1) iym1=iymax
if (iz==1) izm1=izmax
! Calculate the divergence
div_D(ix,iy,iz)=(0.0,0.0)
do i=1,3
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div_D(ix,iy,iz)=div_D(ix,iy,iz)
&
+eps_hat(1,i,ix,iy,iz)*e(i,ix,iy,iz) &
-eps_hat(1,i,ixm1,iy,iz)*e(i,ix-1,iy,iz) &
+eps_hat(2,i,ix,iy,iz)*e(i,ix,iy,iz) &
-eps_hat(2,i,ix,iym1,iz)*e(i,ix,iy-1,iz) &
+eps_hat(3,i,ix,iy,iz)*e(i,ix,iy,iz) &
-eps_hat(3,i,ix,iy,izm1)*e(i,ix,iy,iz-1)
enddo
enddo
enddo
enddo

&
&
&
&
&
&

return
end subroutine calc_div_D
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------! Subroutine calc_div_B
! Calculates the divergence of B integrated over each mesh cell
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------subroutine calc_div_B(h,mu_hat,div_B)
use parameters
use files
implicit none
complex,pointer :: h(:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: mu_hat(:,:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: div_B(:,:,:)
integer :: ix,iy,iz,ixp1,iyp1,izp1,i
write(logfile,*) 'Calculate div B'
! We actually calculate (div B)/Q0 here
div_B=0.0
do iz=1,izmax
do iy=1,iymax
do ix=1,ixmax
! Boundary conditions for mu. Assumes periodic but this will also
! work for metal BC's as the field will be zero anyway.
ixp1=ix+1
iyp1=iy+1
izp1=iz+1
if (ix==ixmax) ixp1=1
if (iy==iymax) iyp1=1
if (iz==izmax) izp1=1
! Calculate the divergence
div_B(ix,iy,iz)=(0.0,0.0)
do i=1,3
div_B(ix,iy,iz)=div_B(ix,iy,iz)

&
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&
&
&
&
&
&

+mu_hat(1,i,ixp1,iy,iz)*h(i,ix+1,iy,iz) &
-mu_hat(1,i,ix,iy,iz)*h(i,ix,iy,iz) &
+mu_hat(2,i,ix,iyp1,iz)*h(i,ix,iy+1,iz) &
-mu_hat(2,i,ix,iy,iz)*h(i,ix,iy,iz) &
+mu_hat(3,i,ix,iy,izp1)*h(i,ix,iy,iz+1) &
-mu_hat(3,i,ix,iy,iz)*h(i,ix,iy,iz)

enddo
enddo
enddo
enddo
return
end subroutine calc_div_B
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------! Subroutine calc_energy_density
! Calculates the stored energy integrated over one mesh cell
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------subroutine calc_energy_density(e_cur,e_prev,h_prev,rho,eps_hat,mu_hat)
use physconsts
use parameters
use files
implicit none
complex,pointer :: e_cur(:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: e_prev(:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: h_prev(:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: eps_hat(:,:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: mu_hat(:,:,:,:,:)
real,pointer :: rho(:,:,:)
integer :: ix,iy,iz
integer :: i,j
real :: dtcq2
write(logfile,*) 'Calculate the energy density'
! Calculate the energy stored (rho) in the mesh cell at ix,iy,iz
! Actually calc rho/((Q0*eps0)/(2*Q1*Q2*Q3*|u1.u2xu3|))
! but the constant doesn't matter
dtcq2=(dt*c0/Q0)**2
do iz=1,izmax
do iy=1,iymax
do ix=1,ixmax
rho(ix,iy,iz)=(0.0,0.0)
do i=1,3
do j=1,3
rho(ix,iy,iz)=rho(ix,iy,iz)+real(eps_hat(i,j,ix,iy,iz) &
&
*conjg(E_cur(i,ix,iy,iz))*E_prev(j,ix,iy,iz))
rho(ix,iy,iz)=rho(ix,iy,iz)+real(mu_hat(i,j,ix,iy,iz) &
&
*conjg(H_prev(i,ix,iy,iz))*H_prev(j,ix,iy,iz))/dtcq2
enddo
enddo
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enddo
enddo
enddo
return
end subroutine calc_energy_density
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------! Subroutine calc_current
! Calculates the three components of the current flowing away from the point
! at ix,iy,iz
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------subroutine calc_current(J,e_cur,h_cur,h_prev,ix,iy,iz)
implicit none
complex,intent(out) :: J(3)
complex,pointer :: e_cur(:,:,:,:),h_cur(:,:,:,:)
complex,pointer :: h_prev(:,:,:,:)
integer,intent(in) :: ix,iy,iz
J(1)=-(e_cur(3,ix+1,iy,iz)*conjg(h_cur(2,ix,iy,iz)) &
& -e_cur(2,ix+1,iy,iz)*conjg(h_cur(3,ix,iy,iz)) &
& +conjg(e_cur(3,ix+1,iy,iz))*h_prev(2,ix,iy,iz) &
& -conjg(e_cur(2,ix+1,iy,iz))*h_prev(3,ix,iy,iz))
J(2)=-(e_cur(1,ix,iy+1,iz)*conjg(h_cur(3,ix,iy,iz)) &
& -e_cur(3,ix,iy+1,iz)*conjg(h_cur(1,ix,iy,iz)) &
& +conjg(e_cur(1,ix,iy+1,iz))*h_prev(3,ix,iy,iz) &
& -conjg(e_cur(3,ix,iy+1,iz))*h_prev(1,ix,iy,iz))
J(3)=-(e_cur(2,ix,iy,iz+1)*conjg(h_cur(1,ix,iy,iz)) &
& -e_cur(1,ix,iy,iz+1)*conjg(h_cur(2,ix,iy,iz)) &
& +conjg(e_cur(2,ix,iy,iz+1))*h_prev(1,ix,iy,iz) &
& -conjg(e_cur(1,ix,iy,iz+1))*h_prev(2,ix,iy,iz))
return
end subroutine calc_current
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------! Subroutine err
! Error trap. Write error message to log file and stop
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------subroutine err(ierr)
use files
implicit none
integer,intent(in) :: ierr
error: select case(ierr)
case(1)
write(logfile,*) 'Non-existent input file'
case(2)
write(logfile,*) 'Invalid input file'
case(3)
write(logfile,*) 'Attempt to invert a matrix with zero determinant'
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case(4)
write(logfile,*) 'Failure in energy conservation'
case(5)
write(logfile,*) 'Failure in div D'
case(6)
write(logfile,*) 'Failure in div B'
case(7)
write(logfile,*) 'Error in Fast-Fourier transform - not a power of 2'
case(8)
write(logfile,*) 'Error in random numbers'
case default
write(logfile,*) 'Unknown error'
end select error
stop
end subroutine err
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------! Function matinv3
! Inverts a 3x3 matrix
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------function matinv3(A,emach,fail)
implicit none
complex,dimension(3,3) :: matinv3
complex,intent(in) :: A(3,3)
real,intent(in) :: emach
logical,intent(out) :: fail
complex :: det,B(3,3)
fail=.false.
det=A(1,1)*A(2,2)*A(3,3)-A(1,1)*A(3,2)*A(2,3) &
& -A(1,2)*A(2,1)*A(3,3)+A(1,2)*A(3,1)*A(2,3) &
& +A(1,3)*A(2,1)*A(3,2)-A(1,3)*A(3,1)*A(2,2)
if (abs(det)<emach) then
fail=.true.
else
B(1,1)=A(2,2)*A(3,3)-A(3,2)*A(2,3)
B(1,2)=A(1,3)*A(3,2)-A(1,2)*A(3,3)
B(1,3)=A(1,2)*A(2,3)-A(1,3)*A(2,2)
B(2,1)=A(3,1)*A(2,3)-A(2,1)*A(3,3)
B(2,2)=A(1,1)*A(3,3)-A(3,1)*A(1,3)
B(2,3)=A(2,1)*A(1,3)-A(1,1)*A(2,3)
B(3,1)=A(2,1)*A(3,2)-A(3,1)*A(2,2)
B(3,2)=A(3,1)*A(1,2)-A(1,1)*A(3,2)
B(3,3)=A(1,1)*A(2,2)-A(2,1)*A(1,2)
B=B/det
endif
! Test Patch
!!$write(*,*) 'A*A^(-1)',matmul(A,B)
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! End Patch
matinv3=B
end function matinv3
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------! Function cross_prod
! Calculate axb where a & b are real 3-vectors
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------function cross_prod(a,b)
implicit none
real,dimension(3) :: cross_prod
real,intent(in) :: a(3),b(3)
cross_prod(1)=a(2)*b(3)-a(3)*b(2)
cross_prod(2)=a(3)*b(1)-a(1)*b(3)
cross_prod(3)=a(1)*b(2)-a(2)*b(1)
end function cross_prod
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------! Subroutine power_spec
! Calculates the power spectrum for a given data set f and returns the
! result in spectrum
! Follows Numerical Receipes pg 425ff and has a choice of three possible
! window functions and an option for data overlapping
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------subroutine power_spec(f,spectrum)
use parameters
use physconsts
use interface6
implicit none
complex,pointer :: f(:,:)
real,pointer :: spectrum(:)
integer :: j,k,mm,m2,offset
real :: den,facm,facp,sumw
real :: window
complex,pointer :: w1(:,:),w2(:,:)
!window(j)=(1.0-abs(((j-1)-facm)*facp)) ! Parzen window function
!window(j)=1.0
! Square window function
window(j)=(1.0-(((j-1)-facm)*facp)**2) ! Welch window function
offset=0
mm=2*fft_size
m2=mm+2
den=0.0
facm=fft_size-0.5
facp=1.0/(fft_size+0.5)
sumw=0.0
allocate(w1(n_pts_store,mm),w2(n_pts_store,fft_size))
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do j=1,mm
sumw=sumw+window(j)**2
enddo
if (overlap) then
do j=1,fft_size
w2(:,j)=f(:,j+offset)
enddo
offset=offset+fft_size
endif
outloop: do k=1,n_segment
if (overlap) then
do j=1,fft_size
w1(:,j)=w2(:,j)
enddo
do j=1,fft_size
w2(:,j)=f(:,j+offset)
enddo
offset=offset+fft_size
do j=1,fft_size
w1(:,fft_size+j)=w2(:,j)
enddo
else
do j=1,mm
w1(:,j)=f(:,j+offset)
enddo
offset=offset+mm
endif
do j=1,mm
w1(:,j)=w1(:,j)*window(j)
enddo
call FFT(w1,1)
! Calculate the power spectrum (for band structures etc..)
spectrum(1)=spectrum(1)+sum(abs(w1(:,1))**2)
do j=2,fft_size
spectrum(j)=spectrum(j)+sum(abs(w1(:,j))**2) &
&
+sum(abs(w1(:,m2-j))**2)
enddo
den=den+sumw
enddo outloop
den=mm*den
do j=1,fft_size
spectrum(j)=spectrum(j)/den
enddo
deallocate(w1,w2)
return
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end subroutine power_spec
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------! Subroutine FFT
! Calculates the fourier transform of the set of n complex arrays each of
! size nmax: f(n,1:nmax)
! If isign=1 calculates the transform, isign=-1 calculates inverse transform
! On exit isign=0 indicates failure
! nmax must be an integer power of two
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------subroutine FFT(f,isign)
use physconsts
implicit none
integer,intent(in) :: isign
complex,pointer :: f(:,:)
complex :: tmp,w,wp
real :: theta
integer :: n,nmax,nbits,set_bits
integer :: i,j,k,m,mmax,istep
! First check that nmax is a power of 2
n=size(f,1)
nmax=size(f,2)
nbits=bit_size(nmax)
set_bits=0
i=0
do
if (i==nbits.or.set_bits>1) exit
if (btest(nmax,i)) set_bits=set_bits+1
i=i+1
enddo
if (set_bits>1) then
call err(7)
endif
! Bit reversal loop
do k=1,n
j=1
do i=1,nmax
if (i>j) then
tmp=f(k,j)
f(k,j)=f(k,i)
f(k,i)=tmp
endif
m=nmax/2
do while ((m>=2).and.(j>m))
j=j-m
m=m/2
enddo
j=j+m
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enddo
enddo
! Now transform part
do k=1,n
mmax=1
do while (nmax>mmax)
istep=mmax*2
theta=2.0*pi/(isign*istep)
wp=exp(ci*theta)
w=(1.0,0.0)
do m=1,mmax
do i=m,nmax,istep
j=i+mmax
tmp=w*f(k,j)
f(k,j)=f(k,i)-tmp
f(k,i)=f(k,i)+tmp
enddo
w=w*wp
enddo
mmax=istep
enddo
enddo
! Half time-step offset correction
do i=1,nmax/2
w=2.0*pi*(i-1)/real(nmax)
f(1,i)=f(1,i)*cexp(+isign*ci*w*0.50)
enddo
return
end subroutine FFT
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------! Subroutine FT
! Calculates the slow fourier transform of the set of n complex arrays each of
! size nmax: f(n,1:nmax)
! If isign=1 calculates the transform, isign=-1 calculates inverse transform
! On exit isign=0 indicates failure
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------subroutine FT(f,isign)
use physconsts
implicit none
integer,intent(in) :: isign
complex,pointer :: f(:,:)
complex,pointer :: ft_f(:)
complex :: tmp
real :: w
integer :: n,nmax
integer :: iw,i,it
n=size(f,1)
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nmax=size(f,2)
allocate(ft_f(nmax))
do iw=1,nmax/2
w=2.0*pi*(iw-1)/real(nmax)
tmp=(0.0,0.0)
do it=1,nmax
tmp=tmp+f(1,it)*cexp(isign*ci*w*(it))
enddo
ft_f(iw)=tmp
enddo
f(1,:)=ft_f(:)
deallocate(ft_f)
! Half time-step offset correction
do iw=1,nmax/2
w=2.0*pi*(iw-1)/real(nmax)
f(1,iw)=f(1,iw)*cexp(-isign*ci*w*0.50)
enddo
return
end subroutine FT
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------! Function mytime
! Calculate axb where a & b are real 3-vectors
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------function mytime(a)
implicit none
integer :: mytime
integer,intent(in) :: a
character (len=10) :: clarg,date,zone
character (len=30) :: time
integer :: dt1(8),dt2
! call system clock again
call date_and_time(date,time,zone,dt1)
mytime=dt1(7)+60*dt1(6)+60*60*dt1(5)+24*60*60*dt1(3)
dt2=mytime-a
dt1(7)=mod(dt2,60)
dt2=dt2/60
dt1(6)=mod(dt2,60)
dt2=dt2/60
dt1(5)=mod(dt2,24)
dt2=dt2/24
if (a==0) then
print '(A27,I2,A6,I2,A5,I2,A5,I2,A4)', 'initial time = ', &
&
dt2,' days ',dt1(5),' hrs ',dt1(6),' min ',dt1(7),' sec'
else
print '(A27,I2,A6,I2,A5,I2,A5,I2,A4)', 'simualtion time per step = ', &
&
dt2,' days ',dt1(5),' hrs ',dt1(6),' min ',dt1(7),' sec'
endifend function mytime
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